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STELLINGEN
i

Het Is te verwachten dat bij de partieel SV40 getransformeerde cellen naast
de amorfe vorm van LETS eiwit tevens de fibriiaire vorm aanwezig is.
Hoofdstuk VI van dit proefschrift
II
Bij het testen van getrajisformeerde cell en op hun tumorigeniciteit wordt
onvoldoende rekening gehouden met het felt dat er een gradient voor tumorgroei In het te gebruiken proefdier voorkomt.
Auerbach.R., Morrissey.L.W. and Sidkey.Y.A. (1978). Nature 274:697-699.
Ill
Na fusie van HPRT" Chinese hamster Wg3-h cell en met cell en van de mens wordt
reexpressie van Chinese hamster HPRT gevonden. Deze bevinding hoeft niet In
strijd te zijn met de waarneming van Wullems en medewerkers, die na overdracht van Hela X-chromosraen In deze Wg3-h cellen alleen HPRT van de mens
terugvinden.
Bakay.B., Graf.M., Carey.S., Nissinen.E. and Nyhan.W.L. (1978).
Biochemical Genetics 16:227-237.
Wullems,G.J., van der Horst.J. and Bootsma.D. (1975). Somatic Cell
Genetics 1:137-152.
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IV
De antilichaamtiters gericht tegen dterlijke C-type virussen, zoals die
door Kurth en medewerkers bij normale personen werden gevonden, zijn niet
laag, zoals deze onderzoekers beweren, maar integendeel te vergelijken net
de liters van hyperimmuunsera.
Kurth.R., Teich.N.M., Weiss.R. and Oliver.R.T. (1977).
Proc.Nati.Acad.Sei.USA 74:1237-1241.

Het is rriet zinvoi om een EF-Tu afharikeiijke GTP hydroiyse, gekoppeld aan
binding van Phe-tRNA, op 100% te stellen en deze vervoigens te vergelijken
met een ontkoppelde EF-Tu afhankeiijke GTP-ase.
Donner.D., Villems.R., Liljas.A. and Kurland.C.G. (1978).
Proc.Natl.Acad.Sci.USA. 75:3192-3195.
VI
De experimenten van D'Ambrosio en Setlow vormen geen bewijs voor hun bewering dat een geinduceerd postrepiicatieherstelmachanisme verantwoordeiijk
is voor chemische en UV carcinogenese in zoogdieren.
D'Ambrosio.S.M. and Setlow.R.B. (1976). Proc.Natl.Acad.Sci.USA
73:2396-2400.
VII

In de experimenten van Snyder en Fox is geen enkel bewijs te vinden dat
serumcoipponenten uit het gebruikte kweekmedium onderdeel uitmaken van de
in vitro gekweekte RNA tumorvirussen.
Snyder.H.W.Jr. and Fox.M. (1978). J.Immunoipgy 120:646-651.
VIII
De bewering van Goldtaann, dat elk van de zeldzaam voorkomende aminozuurderivaten, die voorkomen in Crown gall tumoren van het octopine type,
gesynthetiseerd wordt door een apart enzym, is onvoldoende gegrond.
Goldmann.A. (1977). Plant Science Letters 10:49-58.
De bevinding van Huebner en medewerkers, dat het peirjnissief zijn van
menselijke cell en voor SV40 afhankelijk i s van de aanwezigheid van
nagenoeg a7 de menseTijke chromosomen, is twijfelachtig.
Hueoner.K/, Shander.M. and Croce.C.M. (1977). Cell 13:25-33.
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CHAPTER

I

GENERAL INTRODUCTION
This thesis deals with an investigation of some of the biological
properties of Simian virus 40 (SV40), a member of the papovavirusgroup. The
virus was used in two different types of studies:
1) The isolation and identification of the viral genes involved in cell
transformation. This type.of study was based on the detection of the
transforming activity of fragments of SV40 DNA, using the so-called
Calcium technique . The results of this work are presented in chapter
III, IV, V and VI.
2) The use of SV40 DNA as a tool to investigate the repair processes for
radiation damage in human cells in general and in cells from patients
with hereditary defects in their tlV-repair mechanisms in particular.
Although the aim of this project was initially to develop a suitable
- model system for the study of repair processes for ONA damage in mammalian cells, it became clear at a later stage that this particular
system could be useful also for studies on the reiationship(s) between
the repair processes and oncogenic transformation. The results of this
work are presented in chapter VIII
Chapter TI and VII are meant as general introductions to the molecular
biology of Simian virus 40 and to the repair mechanisms of radiation
damage in mammalian cells, respectively.

P A R T I

TRANSFORMING ACTIVITY OF SV40 DNA

I

CHAPTER

II

REVIEW ON THE MOLECULAR BIOLOGY OF SV40

Simian virus 4G (SV4O) is a member of the papovavirusgroup that, on
the basis of size and structure, can be divided into two subgroups: polyoma
viruses and papiiioma viruses (1). The polyoma virus subgroup includes SV40,
polyoma virus, rabbit kidney vacuolating virus, stumptaiied macaque virus
and the recently isolated human viruses BK, JC and DAR. Examples of papilloma viruses are human papilloma (wart) virus, Shope rabbit papilloma virus
and various other species-specific papilloma viruses.
The SV40-Polyoma subgroup represents the simplest known DNA tumor
viruses which share rather similar physical and biological properties. Papovaviruses have been isolated from the cells of their natural hosts species.
SV40 has been isolated from the rhesus monkey and polyoma from the mouse,
while the human papovaviruses have been detected in the brain cells of
patients suffering from progressive multifocal leukoencephaiopathy or in the
urine of patients receiving immunosuppressive therapy. When papovaviruses
infect cells of their natural hosts, the viral genomes are replicated and
viral proteins are made, which results in the assembly and release of progeny virions and in cell lysis. Such cells in which the virus can cause a
productive infection are called permissive cells. Papovaviruses can also infect cells originating from a species other than that of their natural host.
Such cells frequently are nonpermissive and do not support efficient replication of the virus. The infection then is abortive and, occasionally, gives
rise to transformation to a tumor cell. This process of transformation
appears to require the expression of only a part of the viral genome. The
analogous reaction of this transformation event in vivo would be the formation of tumors.
8

This review will deal specifically with SV40. The general features of

its genomic organization and biology, however, are found also among the
other members of the subgroup. An outline of the molecular events which
occur during a productive infection and during transformation by SV40 is
presented in Table 1. It can be seen in Table 1 that the first three steps
are the same following the infection by SV4O of both permissive and nonpermissive cells. The subsequent events in the productive infection result
in the formation of progeny virus, while in nonpermissive cells the infection can be either abortive (in the majority of the cells) or can lead
to a transformation to tumor cells. In the latter case the viral genome is
integrated into the cellular chromosomes and in this way it becomes an
integral part of the cellular genome. In abortive infection and in virustransformed cells, only part of the viral genes are expressed, namely
those genes which are active in the early phase of the infection. These
molecular events occuring in both productive and abortive infection will
be examined in detail in the following sections.

Table 1
Molecular events following SV40 infection of permissive monkey cells and of
nonpermissive mouse cells.

Productive infection

Abortive infection and transformation

Entry and uncoating

Entry and uncoating

Expression of "early" genes

Expression cf "early" genes

Stimulation of cellular DNA synthesis Stimulation of cellular DNA synthesis
Viral DNA replication

Abortive infection in the majority of
the cells

Expression of "late" genes

Integration of viral !0NA

Virus assembly

Continuous expression of "early" genes

Cell lysis

Transformation to tumor cells in a
small proportion of the cells
9
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Struature of the SV40 genome.
SV40 occurs as an inapparent natural infection of certain species of
Asiatic macaques and was discovered in cultures of rhesus monkey kidney
cells of the type being used to produce and test poliomyelitis vaccines (2).
This latent simian virus was initially called "vacuolating virus" because
permissive cells.when infected by it, showed the appearance of prominent
cytoplasmic vacuoles. Electron microscopic studies have revealed that purified SV40 virions are icosahedral, nonenveloped particles of about 41 ran
in diameter (3). Each particle has a mass of about 17 x 10 6 daitons and
contains a single molecule of duplex DNA that can be isolated conveniently
from purified virions by treatment with the ionic detergent S.D.S. and/or
phenol extraction. Two and occasionally three different DNA species are
found when the DNA is extracted from purified SV4O virus particles (1,4).
The majority of the viral DNA is found as covalently closed circular
molecules, which contain about 26 negative superhelical turns and sediment
at ebout 21 Sin a neutral sucrose gradient, and which are called component
I DNA A smaller proportion of the viral DNA is present in the form of
circular DNA molecules containing one or more single-strand nicks, and
which sediment at about 16 Sin neutral sucrose gradients. These relaxed circular DNA molecules are termed component II DNA. Linear molecules of unitlength, called component III DNA are generated from DNA I or DNA II molecules by the introduction of a double-strand break. These linear molecules
sediment at about 14 Sin neutral sucrose gradients. In addition to viral
particles containing exclusively viral DNA, d certain and variable proportion of SV40 virions contain fragments of host cell DNA that have been
encapsidated into the virions during the process of viral maturation. This
host DNA has a linear structure and hence occurs as component III DNA (5,6).
The DNA molecules, derived from such "pseudovirions" are heterogeneous in
molecular weight and sediment between 11 and 15 Sin neutral sucrose gradients (7,8). SV40 pseudovirions are produced only upon infection of
10
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particular host cells. They are found in lysates from primary AGMK or
Vero cells, whereas they are not detectable in virus stocks grown in
BSC-1 or CV-1 cells. The molecular weight of SV40 DNA has been determined
by electron microscopic contour-length measurements of DNA II molecules, by
I

,

agarose gel electrophoresis and by velocity sedimentation and, recently, by
base sequence analysis. The molecular weight of SV40 DNA was estimated to
be between 3.2 - 3.6 x 10 6 daltons, depending on the method used (9, 10, 11).
From base sequence analysis (SV40 DNA contains 5,224 base pairs) a MW of
3.4 x 10 6 daltons was calculated which corresponds to a coding capacity for
160,000 - 180,000 daltons of proteins (12, 13). The GC content of SV40 DNA,
as determined by buoyant density measurements and direct base analysis, is
about 41% which is very similar to that of mammalian cell DNA (14, 15).
Within virions and within infected cells, SV40 DNA is associated always
with histones, in structures closely resembling chromatin of eukaryotic
cells (16, 17, 18).These nucleoprotein structures are also referrei to as
the SV40 chromosime. The SV40 chromosome may represent a useful moiei
system for studying the details of the structure and function of ch-omatin.
The nucleoprotein complex isolated from SV40 virions contains viral QNA
associated with the four histones H2A, H26, H3 and H4 (16). Such o complex
that sediments at 50-60S has been isolated also from nuclei of SV40 infected
cells (17). More than 95% of the protein in this complex was identifier as
hi stone and the mass ratio of histone to SV40 DNA was found to be about 1:1
(17). Histone-SV40 DNA complexes have also been formed in vitro usirg SV40
DNA and the purified histons H2A, H2B, H3 and H4 (18). Under the electron
microscope the structure of this complex appears to be similar to that
isolated from virions or from infected cells. The complex occurs as a circular structure containing 20 globular particles, termed nucieosomes, which
have dimensions similar to those found in eukaryotic chromosomes.

n

Physical mapping of SV40 DNA.
A physical map of a viral DNA is defined by a number of reference
points which are separated by well defined distances from each other.
Physiologically important loci, such as regulatory signals, structural
genes, template functions and protein binding sites can then be mapped
relative to these reference points. The reference points of SV40 ONA have
been defined by the electron microscopic localization of denaturable
regions along the DNA molecules, by the location cf deleted segments in
cloned deletion mutants, by the mapping of temperature sensitive mutations,
by the analysis of adeno-SV40 hybrid viruses and by the localization of
specific cleavage sites sensitive to restriction endonucleases. The mapping of the SV40 genome by the use of different mutants will be discussed
in the section dealing with SV40 mutants. In this section we shall consider the data obtained with restriction endcnucleases, which recently
have opened a new approach to the mapping of viral DNA molecules.
Restriction endonucleases which cleave double-stranded DNA at specific
sites have been isolated from a large number of microorganisms. Two classes
of restriction endonucleases can be distinguished:
Class I enzymes, which are non-specific in their action and depend on Sadenosylmethionine, ATP, and Mg 2 + for their activity, and class II enzymes,
which cleave double-stranded DNA at or close to a specific enzyme recognition sequence. In particular, the class II enzymes have proved to be
extremely useful in molecular biology and virology and they have been used
extensively to construct detailed cleavage maps of viral DNA's including
that of SV40. Physical maps of viral DNA's are constructed by cleavage of
the DNA's with several restriction endonucleases followed by separation and
by the sizing of the resulting fragments by gel eiectrophoresis. Their
order is then established by the analysis of a partial digestion or by the
sequential digestion with various enzymes. Based on the order and the size
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Fig.l. Restriction endonuclease {endo R.) cleavage maps of SV40 DNA
(modified from Fiers et at (20)). The cleavage site for the endo R. EaoRl
is defined as the zero coordinate and other cleavage sites are indicated
in fractional map units (0-1.0).Each concentric ring shows sites of
cleavage by individual enzjmes. The data were obtained front the following
sources: EooRl (21,22), Bamtil (23), Bpall (24), Taql {25), Pstl (26),
Bgll (27), Hpal (19,24), fftwdll/III (19,28), Haelll (29).
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of each of the fragments obtained with a variety of different restriction
endonucleases a cleavage map of SV40 DNA has been constructed (19, 20).
Figure 1 shows the cleavage sites of a number of restriction endonucieases
of the SV40 genome. In this circular nap the EcoR I site is ta!°n as the
zero point 3nd the map distances are measured relatively to this point in
a clockwise direction (21, 22).
Replication of SV40 DNA.
The mechanism of replication of SV40 DNA has been the subject of many
studies, in which centrifugaffon techniques, restriction enzyme analysis
and electron microscopy have been the major tools. Here follows a summary
of the conclusions reached in these studies. SV40 DNA appears to replicate
according to the Cairns model of DNA synthesis (31). From electron microscopic analysis of replicative intermediates, linearized by cleavage with
endo R-EcoR I, it was concluded that replication is initiated from an unique
origin site and that two replication forks move in opposite directions at
approximately equal rates (32). Unwinding of template strands occurs at or
close to the replication forks (33). The origin of DMA replication has been
located at 0.67 map units and the termination site at 0.14 map units on the
SV40 physical map (34). The origin of DNA replication appears to represent
an unique area which has a highly conserved structure in the whole group of
SV40 like viruses. Nucleotide sequence studies of the origin of DNA replica. tion in human papovavirus BK has shown that this area is remarkably similar
to the corresponding structure in SV40 DNA (35). Similarity of the nucleotide
sequences around the origin of DNA replication has also been detected in
polyoma and SV40 DNA (36). Chain elongation of the new strands occurs by
a discontinuous mechanism in which 4S DNA fragments are synthesized first.
These 4S fragments contain stretches of RNA at their 5' ends, which probably act as a primer for DNA synthesis, since DNA polymerases can add
only oligonuclectides onto the 3' end of a primer. The RNA primer is sub14
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sequently removed and the gaps between the 4S fragments and the growing
chain are filled, probably by a different DNA polymerase. Finally, the
newly synthesized fragments are joined by the formation of covalent
linkages mediated by DNA ligase. Polynucieotide chain growth proceeds
until the two replicating forks meet at the position of approximately 180°.
At this point which does not seem to represent a specific nucleotide
sequence the replication is terminated and this results in the formation of
two new daughter molecules (37).
Tvansorvption of the SV40 genome.
As discussed above Table 1 shows that the lytic cycle of SV40 can be
divided into two phases: the early phase, which lasts until DNA replication
begins and the late phase, starting shortly after the initiation of DNA
replication at which time the expression of the late viral genes will also
begin. Because SV40 virus does not inhibit the. synthesis of cellular RNA,
studies of viral RNA metabolism will rely on hybridization methods to
detect virus-specific RNA's (38, 39). In these studies, RNA preparations
originating from lytically infected cells were hybridized in solution to
denaturated SV40 DNA. DNA-RNA hybrids were quantitated by selective adsorption to hydroxylapatite or, alternatively, by treating the reaction
mixture with a single-stranded specific nuclease (e.g., SI nuciease from
Aspergvllua orynae) and measuring residual-acid-precipitable DMA or RNA.
From these experiments it was concluded that stable SV40 RNA falls into two
temporal classes: "Early" RNA found prior to the onset of viral DNA replication which constitutes about 0.01* of the newly synthesized cellular RNA
and "late" RNA, found after viral DNA replication has started and which
constitutes at most about At of the newly synthesized cellular RNA {38, 40).
With the use of the separated strands of SV40 DNA, obtained by hybridization
of single-stranded DNA to the asymetric ftNA transcript of form I DNA obtained with E.aoU RNA-polymerase, it was possible to assign the early and
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late RNA's to their respective template strands. By hybridization of excess
unlabeled SV40 RNA isolated from lytically infected cells to the separated
SV40 DNA strands, it was found that the "early" RNA was derived entirely
from about 40% of one strand, called the E (early) or minus strand which is
also the strand transcribed by E.aoli RNA-polymerase. "Late" RNA was derived
from about 60*'of the opposite strand, termed the L (late) or plus strand
(38, 39, 41). The availability of DMA fragments from specific regions of
the SV40 DNA permitted not only the mapping of the early and late cytoplasmic RNA's on the genome but also to derive strand orientation of •the RNA
species (42, 43). From these experiments it was concluded the E strand
specific early RNA is oriented in the counter clockwise 5' -» 3' direction
and that it hybridizes with the SV40 DNA MnA fragments B, I, H and A,
whereas the. L strand specific late RNA is oriented clockwise in the 5 1 -» 3'
direction and it hybridizes with SV40 DNA Bind fragments C, D, E, K, F, J
and G. The early region comprises about half of the genome, from 0.17 to
0.65 map units, and the late region the remaining other half. The size of
SV40 mRNA's, found in productively infected cells was estimated by sedimentation analysis in sucrose gradients and by gel electrophoresis. Early
SV40 mRNA contains one size c'tass, estimated as 19 Sor about 8 x 10 5 daltons,
while late SV40 mRNA consists of two size classes, one of 16S(about 6 x 10 5
daltons) and a second one of 19S(about 8 x 10 5 daltons) (44, 45). From
hybridization experiments of late RNA to separated strands originating from
Individual strands of restriction enzyme fragments, it was concluded that
the 16Stranscript is derived from a position on the genome lying between
about 0.9 and 0.2 map units, while the late 19Stranscript is derived from
the area between about 0.7 and 0.2 map units (45, 46). The early 19Sand
the late 19 Sand 16SmRNA's are poiyadenylated at their 3' end, while the
two late mRNA's contain a cap structure at their 5' end (45, 47, 48). From
hybridization experiments and sequence studies it was concluded that both
16
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late 19 Sand 16S mRNA contain a common "leader" sequence at their 5' terminus which is transcribed from a DNA segment between 0.72 to 0.76 map
units (49, 50). Recently this finding was confinned by electron microscopic
heteroduplex mapping studies in which poly A containing late SV40 mRNA was
hybridized to linear double-stranded SV40 DNA. These studies showed that
the sequences at the 5* ends of the 16Sand 19SmRNA's are transcribed from
a region which is not immediately adjacent to the main body of the mRNA's
(51). The size of the 51 - leader sequence corresponds to at least 180
nucleotides (49, 50, 52). This phenomenon, in which RNA segments transcribed
from noncontiguous regions of the DNA are "spliced" together has recently
been observed also for adenovirus mRNA's (53, 54). Studies of mutants with
deletions in the early regions suggested the existence of two early SV40
gene products (55). This suggestion was confirmed by ONA-RNA hybridization
studies, which showed that for one mRNA species, the region of the genome
between 0.59 to 0.54 map units is "spliced" out and that for the other mRNA
species a small segment at 0.54 map units is "spliced" out (56). In figure
2 a model is shown which summarizes the transcription data of SV40.
SV40 gene produats.
Table 1 shows that in lytic infection the early viral functions are
expressed first, while the late functions are expressed after the onset of
viral DNA replication. In this section the nature and some of the possible
functions will be described for the gene products which are produced in the
two phases of the lytic infection of SV40.
Early in the lytic cycle several new antigens can be detected in the
cells by immunological techniques. All or most of these antigens are virusspecific, i.e., they can be detected in SV40 infected cells from different
species but they are not present in uninfected cells or in cells infected
by unrelated viruses. The major protein species found soon after infection
17

Tig.2. Physical map of SV40 DNA and the localization of the main biological
functions (data taken from Fiers ci al (12). The single cleavage site
of the endo R. EaoRl is used as a reference point for the physical map.
The origin of DNA replication (Ori.)» located at or close to 0.67 map
units, is taken as the zero point for representing the early region in
the counterclockwise orientation and the late region in the clockwise
orientation. The five virus-coded proteins are indicated by black arrows.
Large T antigen is coded by two non-contiguous segments on the genome.
Untranslated parts of the mRNA's are shown as solid lines; zigzag lines
indicate the segments spliced out. The dotted lines indicate uncertainty
i

as to the exact position of the 5 end or a spliced out segment for the
mRNA coding for VP3. A wavy line with an A illustrates the 3 -terminal
poly A tail.
18
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is a nonstructural virus-induced antigen which is detectable by a variety
of immunological techniques with the use of sera from hamsters bearing SV40
induced tumors. This antigen, termed T antigen, is found in the nuclei of
productively infected permissive cells, abortively infected nonpermissive
cells, transformed cells and tumor cells (57, 58, 59). Induction of T antigen is an early SV40 function, i.e., it can be observed in productively infected cells before the onset of viral DNA replication, and its expression
is not blocked by inhibitors of DNA replication, such as cytosine arabinoside (60). Several attempts to purify T antigen using immunological techniques have met with limited success (61, 62). The antigen isolated from
infected BSC-1 or CV-1 cells has a sedimentation coefficient in glycerol
gradients of 15S whereas the T antigen isolated from transformed 3T3
cells sediments at 22S (63). The molecular weight of T antigen, as ijolated by immunological techniques from SV40 infected or SV40 transformed
cells, has been determined with the use of SDS-polyacrylamide gel electro.phoresis. The molecular weight estimate ranged from 70,000 - 100,000
daitons (64, 65). Recent studies indicated that the T antigen is a phosphorylated protein with a molecular weight of about 90,000 - 100,000
daitons. It presumably is not giucosylated (66, 67). Binding studies have
shown that T antigen binds DNA and has a specific affinity for the origin
of viral DNA replication (68, 69). The functional implication of this
finding and other properties of T antigen will be discussed in the section
dealing with SV40 mutants.
It was possible to immunoprecipitate SV40 T antigen from CV-1 cells,
infected with wild type SV40 or SV40 mutants which were deleted in the
early region between 0.59 - 0.54 map units. This result suggested that the
region coding for T antigen is located between 0.54 - 0.18 map units and
furthermore, that the remaining part of the early region between 0.67 and
0.54 may code for a second early protein (53). Studies of SV40 mutants with
19

deletions in the area between 0.54 - 0.59, however, showed that such mutants
were not capable of transforming cells to the usual anchorage-independent
phenotype (70). The protein which was affected in these deletion mutants
and which was apparently responsible for the induction of anchorage-independent growth was identified subsequently and was called small T antigen. It
has a molecular weight of 15,000 - 20,000 and presumably is coded by the
region between 0.65 - 0.54 map units (55, 71, 72). Recently it was found
by tryptic peptide analysis that the small T antigen and large T antigen
are related and that they share common peptides. This suggested that parts
of the two T antigens are encoded by a common DNA sequence, a result which
correlates with the structure of the two early mRNA's. It was concluded,
therefore, that the large T antigen (»<94 K) is translated from the early
mRNA species in which the area between 0.54 and 0.59 map units is deleted,
while the small T antigen is translated from the RNA with the small deletion at 0.54 (55). This conclusion is supported by the finding showing
that the small T antigen was synthesized in vitro on RNA transcribed in
•oitpo from SV40 ONA with E.ooli RNA poiymerase (72). The ami no acid
sequence of large T and small T antigen have been derived recently from the
complete nucleotide sequence of SV40 DNA (12).
Studies of the nondefective Ad2-SV40 hybrid, Ad2+ND1 (see section on
SV40 mutants) resulted in the detection of an antigen, termed U antigen,
that can be precipitated with sera from animals bearing SV40 induced
•tumors. In contrast to the T antigens described before which are relatively heat labile this U antigen is, stable to heating for 30 minutes at 50°C
(73). Immunofiuorescence studies indicated that in productively infected
and transformed cells U antigen is located in the perinuclear area. Essentially nothing is known about the chemical and physical properties of U
antigen nor is it known whether it is virus encoded. Since it is induced
in cells infected with Ad2+ND1 it can be assumed that the area coding for
20

the carboxyterminal end of the large T antigen is involved in its appearance.
Animals immunized with SV40 virions acquire the ability to reject
subsequent transplants of SV40-induced tumor cells or SV40 transformed
cells (74, 75). This observation resulted in the operational definition of
a new antigen, the SV40 tumor specific transplantation antigen (TSTA). It
appeared that TSTA is a virus specific antigen which is associated with
the cell surface. Further studies with the nondefective Adeno-SV40 hybrid
Ad2+ND2 indicated that this mutant was capable of inducing U antigen as
well as SV40 specific transplantation immunity but not complete T antigen
(76). This indicates that TSTA is probably encoded by the fraction of the
SV40 early region present in Ad2 + ND2 (see figure 3) (See section on SV40
mutants). Imnunological studies indicated that TSTA and T antigen share
antigenic determinants, while recent results suggest that II antigen may
be identical with or related to the TSTA antigen (77, 78).
Late in the lytic cycle new intranuclear antigens (HV antigens") are
detected which are immunologicaiiy related to intact virions (79, £0).
These antigens represent the viral coat proteins and are encoded by the
late region of SV40 ONA. The viral coat proteins have been characterized
by gel electrophoresis (81, 82). The major structural polypeptide of 5740
is VP1, which has a molecular weight of 45,000 - 48,000 while polypeptides,
VP2 and VP3 have molecular weights of 35,000 and 25,000 respectively. The
two minor polypeptides share common aminoacid sequences and are translated
from the late 19SRNA species; VP1 is translated from 16S late RNA (83, 84).
In addition to the virus-specific coat proteins VP1, VP2 and VP3, the
virions contain four cellular histones, H2A, H2B, H3 and H4 (82, 85). The
locations of the genes coding for VP1, VP2 and VP3 in the SV40 genome will
be discussed in the next section.
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SV40 mutants.
Three types of SV40 mutants have been isolated (1) temperaturesensitive (ts) mutants, (2) Adeno-SV40 hybrid viruses (3) deletion mutants.
The properties of these mutants are described in this section.
Temperature-sensitive (ts) mutants.
So far, at least five distinct classes of ts mutants of SV40 have
been identified on the basis of complementation tests. The five complementation groups are: A, B, C, BC and D (86, 87, 88, 89, 9G). Mutants, belonging to complementation group A, are defective in an early viral function.
At the nonpermissive temperature, these mutants can infect permissive
cells and they will synthesize early viral RNA but the T antigen made at
this temperature appears to be abnormal and heat labile (91, 92, 93). The
gene product of this complementation group which was identified as the
large T antigen is required for the initiation of SV40 ONA replication and
for the initiation of late viral mRNA synthesis (87, 92, 94). In addition,
tsA mutants are defective in stimulating host cell DNA synthesis and they
are defective in their ability to transform cells at the nonpermissive
temperature (88). Cells transformed by tsA mutants at the permissive temperature have a temperature dependent phenotype and will revert partly
to the "normal" phenotype if the cells are incubated at the nonpermissive
temperature (87, 88, 95, 96). The reversion to the normal phenotype is
reversible: the cells become transformed again upon a shift-down to the
permissive temperature. Hence, it was concluded that the functional A
gene product is required to maintain the cells in a fully transformed
state (88, 95, 96, 97). Since the A gene also appeared to be essential
for the "initiation" of transformation, it was not possible to separate
the postulated event of "initiation" from "maintenance". Further studies
with tsA mutants indicated that large T antigen (the A gene product)is
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an autoregulator; it shuts off its own synthesis at the level of transcription (98, 99, 100, 101). In double-mutants the tsA function has been
shown to be dominant over mutations in the late region (102).
The SV40 mutants classified as tsB, C and BC are defective in lategene function(s). In mutant-infected cells the early functions and also
viral DNA replication proceed normally at the nonpertnissive temperature.
Temperature sensitive defects are observed, however, in the late phase of
infection (87, 88). For some mutants in each of these classes the virions
are temperature-sensitive indicating that a structural protein is affected
li'

(87, 88). Transformation of nonpermissive cells by B, C and BC mutants is
entirely comparable to transformation by wt SV40 (103).
Mutants classified as tsD appear to be defective in several, if not
all, early functions at the nonpermissive temperature, if infection is
carried out with intact virions (86, 88). Infection with tsD viral DNA,
however, leads to a normal (single step) lytic cycle and the production
of ts progeny virions (88). It was concluded therefore that the tsD mutants
are blocked at the nonpermissive temperature at some stage of the uncoating. The tsD mutants appear to beJless efficient also in transformation
at the nonpernrissive temperature, a fact that can be readily explained by
the uncoating defect (103). A remarkable property of the D gene product
is that it appears to function as a cis-acting protein, i.e. tsD mutants
cannot be complemented by other complementation groups, since the protein
will act only on its own DNA.

I

The locations of the tsA, B, C, B/C and D mutations have been determined by the use of the marker rescue technique, originally developed
for coliphage 0X 174. This technique relies on the ability of a DNA fragment of wt virus, which has no infectivity by itself, to produce wt virus
when annealed to fulllength ts mutant DNA and introduced into a cell (104).
Heteroduplex molecules were formed between mutant single-stranded circular
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Fig.3 Map of SV40 ts mutants and map positions of SV40 DNA segments in
adeno-SV40 hybrid viruses in relation to the Hindll/lll cleavage map.
The genome is shown as a linear map starting at the origin of DNA replication (Ori.). Also shown are the early and late transcription regions.
For each ts mutant the bar indicates the fragment which corrects the
mutational defect (data taken from Lai and Nathans (106)). For the
adeno-SV40 hybrid viruses the bar indicates the DNA segment which codes
for the viral proteins (data taken from Lebowitz et al
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ONA and a wildtype fragment produced by cleavage of the SV40 DMA with
endo R.tfiwd or Hpal. These partial heteroduplexes were then tested for
infectivity at the nonpermissive temperature. It was found that each ts
mutant could be rescued by a specific endo R. Hpal or Hind fragment (105,
106). Using this method it was found that the ts A mutants are complemented by Hind fragments B, I and H. Groups B, C and B/C were found to map
in Hind K, F, J and G. This suggests that these mutations are located in
the same late gene. Complementation group D has been localized in Hind E,
which indicates that these mutants are defective also in a late protein.
Figure 3 summarizes the position of the various ts mutations on the SV40
genome.
Adeno-SV40 hybrid viruses.
Human adenoviruses (Ad) replicate very poorly in monkey cells. This
adenovirus replication can be greatly stimulated, however, if the monkey
cells are coinfected with SV40. Adenovirus stocks, grown in monkey Kidney
cells in the presence of SV40, were found to contain mutants that were
atele to grow efficiently in monkey cells in the absence of SV40 (107, 108).
Detailed studies of these variants indicated that they represented adenoSV40 hybrid viruses which could be classified in two groups: (1) defective
and (2) nondefective adeno-SV40 hybrid viruses.
The defective hybrid Ad7-SV40 E46 + requires intact Ad7 as a helper
virus for its replication. Heteroduplex analysis showed that this hybrid
contains a 16% deletion of the Ad7 genome and also a single substitution
of SV40 DNA (111). The SV40 DNA includes the region between 0.11 and 0.66
and, hence, covers the entire early region (112). The hybrid induces SV40
specific T, TSTA and U antigen.
The Ad2-SV40 hybrids are nondefective i.e. they replicate in human
and monkey cells in the absence of a helper of Ad2 virus (113). Analysis
of the Ad2-SV40 hybrids initially isolated, Ad2 + ND1, Ad2 + ND2, Ad2 + ND3,
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Ad2+ND4 end Ad2+ND5, showed that they all contain a single deletion of the
Ad2 genome and an insertion of a fragment of the SV40 DNA (114, 115, 116).
By correlating the segment of SV40 DNA retained in each hybrid with the
SV40 specific antigen(s) induced in infected cells, it has been possible to
H
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map these antigens on the genome. A summary of the map positions of the
SV40 ONA segments in Ad2+-SV40 hybrids and the SV40 specific antigen
associated with each hybrid is presented in Figure 3. Although this figure
indicates that the U, TSTA and T antigens represent separate gene products
it is possible that this view is incorrect and that U and TSTA are fragments or (specific) cleavage products of the 94,000 daltons large T antigen (117).
Deletion and substitution mutants.
During serial passage of SV40 at high multiplicity of infection,
defective viruses will appear which contain genomes with deletions, substitutions, reiterations and/or rearrangements (118, 119). In particular,
after several passages at high multiplicity, genomes arose, which contained segments of cellular DNA linked covalently to SV40 DNA (120). Analysis
of these variant DNA's suggests that they are generated by recombination
within and between SV40 DNA molecules and between SV40 DNA and cellular
DNA (121). The deletions and other rearrangements can occur at many different sites which indicates that these reactions are not specific (121,
122). In addition, deletion mutants have been obtained by using restriction endonucleases (123, 124). Mutants with deletions at more defined
sites were obtained by partially digesting of SV40 DNA, e.g., with endo R.
Hindlll or SaoRll These enzymes produce cohesive termini at their
cleavage sites, which makes it possible to isolate recirculised DNA
molecules in which one endo R. fragment is deleted. The resulting deleted
DNA molecules are defective but can be multiplied in the presence of a
suitable ts mutant as a helper.
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Deletion mutants of SV40 have been used for the mapping of structural
genes and for the identification of viral gene products. In this way the
regions coding for several SV40 proteins produced could be located very
precisely (55). A deletion at the distal portion of the early region for
instance resulted in an altered large T (lower molecular weight) but did
not affect small T. A deletion between map coordinates 0.59 and 0.55
resulted in a decrease in molecular weight or the total absence of small T
but did not affect large T. On the basis of these findings a model was
presented which proposes the excistence of two largely overlapping early
mRNA's: one mRNA coding for large T (+ 94K) and the other for small T
(20K). The structure of these two mRNA's has been discussed above in the
section dealing with transcription. Deletion mutants have been used also
for mapping the genes coding for the structural proteins VP1, VP2 and VP3
(125, 127, 128). The precize localization of the region of SV40 DNA coding
for the viral structural proteins VP1, VP2 and VPS was precisely determined with a linked transcription translation cell-free system with the
use of purified SV40 DNA fragments, derived from the late region (129).

Nualeotide sequence of SV40 DNA.
Recently, the complete nucleotide sequence of SV40 ONA has been determined (12, 13). This made it possible to locate more precisely the coding
areas 'of the viral proteins and to deduce their aminoacid sequence. It was
found that presumably 15.2% of the genome is not translated into polypeptides. Large T and small T are initiated at the same position; small T terminates at 0.54, while large T -is encoded by two non-contiguous regions
and ends at position 0.18 (see Figure 2 ) . It was shown that in the late
region the coding area for the major structural protein VP1 overlaps that
coding for VP2 and VP3 to the extend of 122 nucleotides. However, YP1 is
not related to VP2/VP3, since they are encoded by different reading frames.
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By comparing the nucleotide sequence of the late region with that of
late mRNA it wasdeduced that the mRNA's for the latter three proteins
are spliced out of a common primary RNA transcript(130) (see Figure 2 ) .

Biological activity of S740 PSA.
The uptake and expression of viral nucleic acids in animal cells is
a very inefficient process, if the molecules are added directly to the
cell cultures. Consequently, several methods have been developed to enhance the uptake and expression of viral nucleic acids in animal cells.
Such methods will permit studies on the biological effects of defined
segments of viral genomes and they are essential for the study of marker
rescue, as earlier described. In addition, cells resistant to infection
by certain intact virions as a result of a block in adsorption, uptake
or uncoating can be infected with the viral nucleic acid, so that the
effect of viral infection can be studied in such cells. A considerable
disadvantage of the use of DNA for the infection of cells is that the
specific biological activities obtained with the techniques currently
available are much lower than those obtained with an equivalent amount
of intact virus.
Three methods are available for assaying the infectivity of viral
DNA. These methods will be briefly described here as to their usefulness
in studies of infectivity and transforming activity of viral DNA.
The oldest technique is the hypertonic saline method which was developed originally as a method for assaying the infectivity of poliovirus
RNA, but turned out later to be suitable also for polyoma DNA (131, 132).
Using this technique specific infectivities were obtained for polyoma
and SV40 DNA in the range 1,000 -3,000 PFU/pg (133, 134). The hypertonic
saline method has .been used also for studies on the transforming activity
of polyoma DNA with the use of the soft agar suspension assay. It was
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found that components I, II and III of poiyoma DNA had a transforming
activity of 200 - 1,500 Foci/ng DN/> (133).
The second method for assaying biological activity of viral nucleic
acid is the DEAE-dextran technique, which again was developed originally
to measure infectivity of poliovirus RNA, but which was used later also
for SV40 and poiyoma DNA (135, 136, 137). Very high specific infectivities
were obtained for these viral DNA's ranging between 0.5 - 1.0 x 10 6 PFU/pg
DNA (134, 137). Infectivity of the DNA of the human papovavirus BK was
reported to be about 10 5 PFU/yg DNA, while for Herpes simplex virus DNA,
a specific infectivity of 10 3 was found (138, 139). Although high
infectivities could be obtained with the DEAE-dextran technique, this
procedure appeared to be unsuitable for the induction of transformation
with viral DNA. Transformation of human diploid fibroblasts with SV40
DNA with the use of the DEAE-dextran technique has been reported (140).
However, human cells are semi-permissive for SV40 replication, hence it
. is possible that the transformation observed was caused by intact virus
rather than by viral DNA. Repeated attempts to transform rat cells with
SV40 or adenovirus DNA with the use of the DEAE-dextran technique have
failed completely (Abrahams, unpublished results; Graham and Van der Eb,
unpublished results).
The third and most recently developed method is the Calcium technique, which was developed originally as an assay for infectivity of
adenovirus DNA (141). The Calcium technique *as been used to detect
infectivity of DNA from several viruses: SV40, BK, polyoma, several human
adenoviruses, Herpes simplex virus and Herpes virus saimiri (138, 141,
142, 143). The infectivity of SV40 DNA was found to vary between 10 3 3xlO4 PFU/yg and for BK viral DNA between 1 - 6xlO3PFU/iig (138, 141).
This is approximately 100-fold lower than the value obtained in the DEAEdextran technique. In contrast, the infectivity of Ad DNA was 10-100 fold
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higher than with DEAE-dextran, whereas Herpes simplex virus DNA had the
same infectivity with both techniques. Specific infectivities obtained
with the Calcium technique have recently been improved by a post-treatment with DHSO (144). Surprisingly, although relatively high specific
infectivities have been obtained in the DEAE-dextran technique with
several viral DNA 1 s, this procedure appeared to be unsuitable for the
detection of transforming activity. Reproducible transformation with
viral DNA, however, was obtained with the Calcium technique. This method
appeared suitable for the assay of transforming activities of several
viral DNA's including DNA of adenovirus, SV40, BK and Herpes s.implex
virus (138, 145, 146).

Tvamsfotmation by SV40.
In the previous sections the events occurring during the "early"
and "late" stages of the lytic cycle of SV40 have been described. As
indicated in Table I, in addition to the lytic infection, an abortive
infection can be distinguished. The latter occurs in cells that are nonpermissive for the replication of the virus. In an abortive infection
early viral functions are temporarily expressed, but since the late
phase of infection is blocked, no progeny virus is produced. Most of the
abortively infected cells will survive the infection, although some nay
die, probably as a result of chromosome damage (1). Among the surviving
cells a small percentage may become morphologically "transformed" to a
form which has the appearance of a tumor cell. It is this effect,the
virus induced in vitro transformation of a normal cell into a tumor cell,
that has attracted so much attention in the past two decades. A short
summary of what is known of this transformation is presented below.
SV40, like all other members of the papovavirasgroup is able to
cause tumors when injected into susceptible animals. (1) Apart from their
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ability to induce tumors in vivo, most of these viruses have the ability
to convert also cultured cells to tumor cells or tumorlike cells. Since
such in vitro transformed cells are capable of inducing tumors when
injected into isologous animals, it is believed that the in vitro effect
is a process analogous to the induction of tumors in animals. Thus, the
in vitro transformation of eukaryotic cells provides a model system to
study the events leading to the development of cancer in animals and man.
The properties which distinguish transformed from untransformed cells
can be classified into three groups: (1) changes in patterns of cell growth,
(2) changes at the cell surface and (3) changes in the intracellular population of macromolecules resulting from the presence of the viral genome.
The transformed properties that involve cell growth in culture are:
the growth of transformed cells to high density, growth in media with a low
percentage of serum {e.g. IX serum), loss of contact inhibition , colony
formation in soft agar medium, and growth in a less oriented manner.
The cell surface changes are characterized by the presence of virusspecific transplantation antigen(s) (TSTA), and changes in the composition
of glycolipids and glycoproteins. A major cell surface glycoprotein has
been shown to disappear entirely or in part from the transformed cell
surface. This 25OK protein, the large external transformation sensitive
(LETS) protein,occurs in fibrous bundles ajt cell-cell and eel 1-substrate
contact areas, and can be detected easily by means of the immunofiuorescence
technique (147, 148). Surface changes are also reflected by an increased
uptake of glucose (149).
The int-acriniia.' changes can be summarized as follows: SV40 transformed cells are usually characterized by the absence of infectious virus,
and the synthesis of viral ONA and late viral proteins (150, 151). It can
be shown, however, that the viral genetic information is present in transformed cells as a complete viral genome. This can be demonstrated by
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rescue experiments in which transformed cells are fused with permissive
monkey cells. This leads to the induction of virus replication in a small
fraction of the cells (152, 153). An alternative method consists of exposing permissive cells to DNA extracted from transformed cells, e.g.
using the DEAE dextran technique, a procedure which also leads to the
production of infectious-virus (154, 155). In this case, it could be shown
that the viral ONA was integrated into the cellular DNA and that it was
not present as episomal DNA. In recent years the state of the viral DNA
in transformed cells has been*the subject of intensive studies. Direct
physical proof for the presence of the viral DNA in the cellular DNA has
been difficult to obtain since the molecular weight of the viral DNA is
only about TO" 6 times the size of the transformed cell DNA. Several lines
of evidence, however, have shown convincingly that the viral genome is
covalently attached (i.e."integrated") into high molecular weight cell
DNA (156, 157, 158). Using RNA-DNA filter hybridization, it was found that
the SV40 sequences remained associated with cell DNA after equilibrium
gradient centrifugation, velocity sedimentation in alkaline sucrose
gradients, and Hirt fractionation. The amount of viral DNA present in the
transformed cells and the mode of integration was studied by nucleic acid
hybridization techniques. Initial studies, in which DNA extracted from
transformed cells was hybridized to virus specific RNA, indicated that
multiple copies (2-60) of viral DNA were present in each transformed cell
(159). However, the numbers obtained in these early experiments turned
out te be overestimated, due to a systematic error in tin method (160).
More accurate estimates of the concentration of viral DNA in transformed
cells were obtained by means of the technique of DNA-DNA hybridization in
solution. This technique is based on the fact that the rate of reannealing
of any sequence of denatured ONA is proportional to its initial concentration in solution (161). Thus, if a small amount of highly radio32
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active SV40 DNA is allowed to reanneal in the presence of DNA extracted
from SV40 transformed cells or from untransformed cells, the presence of
viral DNA in the preparation of transformed cell DNA will become apparent
by an increase in the rate of renaturation, relative to the renaturation
rate in the mixture containing control cell DNA. From these studies it
was calculated that most SV40 transformed cells contain a relatively
small number of copies, ranging between one and three copies per diploid
cell (162). In more detailed studies, in which radioactive fragments of
SV40 DNA were used in the renaturation analysis rather than intact SV40
DNA it was found that on the average the transformed cells contained a
higher concentration of early DNA segments than of late DNA sequences
(e.g. in a proportion of 6 to 1) (163). The structure of the viral
genome within transformed cells can be assessed by analysing the DNA of
the virus rescued from transformed cells by fusion with permissive cells.
Analysis of viral DNA rescued from different clones of mouse cells transformed by the same wild type SV40 stock showed that three types of viral
DNA are rescued (164). One was identical in its restriction enzyme
cleavage pattern to that of the wild type viral DNA, while the other two
types had small deletions in the H-ind F and Hind C fragments.
The mode of integration of SV40 DNA into the cellular DNA has been studied
by means of the "blotting technique" developed by Southern (166).
In this method, DNA extracted from SV40 transformed cells is digested with
a restriction endonuclease and the resulting fragments are fractionated by
electrophoresis in an agarose slabgel. The fragments were denatured transferred to nitrocellulose filters and hybridized with highly radioactive
labeled viral DNA. From these studies it was concluded that the site of
integration on the SV40 genome is not unique and will occur at any location in the late region of the genome. Similarly, it was found that the
position of integration in the host DNA is not unique either, and differs

In various transformed cells lines (165, 167, 168).
From segregation studies of human chromosomes in hybrids between
mouse cells and SV40 transformed human cells, it was concluded that
SV40 is most likeley integrated into human chromosome no. 7 and no. 17
(169, 170, 17.1).
The pattern of transcription of the SV40 genome in transformed
cells has been studied by hybridizing RNA isolated from transformed cells
with separated strands of SV40 DNA. In early studies it was shown that all
SV40 transformed cells contained RNA hybridizing to SV40 DNA (173).
Nuclear SV40 specific RNA was found to be heterogeneous in size, up to
three times the length of a strand of SV40 DNA, whereas cytoplasmic SV40
' RNA was smaller and correspond to about half of the length of a SV40 DNA
strand (173). It has been shown that the heterogeneous nuclear RNA con- ,
tains covalently linked host and viral sequences (174). Competition
hybridization experiments indicated that the cytoplasmic viral mRNA in
transformed cells corresponded to the RNA species transcribed early in the
lytic cycle'(172). A more detailed characterization of viral RNA in transformed cells has been obtained by using separated strands of restriction
endonuclease DNA fragments in the hybridization experiments (175, 176).
It was concluded that the E strands of Hind A..H, I and B fragments
reacted completely or nearly so with all the transformed cell RNA's tested.
This confirmed the earlier conclusions showing that early SV40 sequences
are expressed in transformed cells. The E strands of Hind C and in some
cases of Hind D also reacted partially with the viral RNA which indicates that the virus specific RNA contained some adjacent "anti-late" sequences
also. These results suggest that the expression of the transformed phenotypt required the presence of RNA encoded by the early region of SV40 DNA.
Temperature- sensitive group A mutants of SV40 have been used extensively in transformation studies. As mentioned earlier, ts A mutants have a
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temerature sensitive lesion in the early region of an area that codes
for the large T antigen. Earlier studies had indicated that these mutants
are incapable of inducing cell transformation at the nonpermissive temperature 40°C (87, 177). In order to investigate whether the continued
expression of a functional A-gene product is necessary to maintain SV40
transformed cells in the transformed state, the following temperature
shift experiments were carried out. Cells were transformed by tsA SV40
at the permissive temperature (ca 32°C). When the tsA transformed cells,
which exhibited the typical transformed phenotype at 32°C, were shifted
up to the nonpermissive temperature of 40°C, the cells lost part of
their transformed properties. This reaction is reversible: the cells
will become transformed again upon shift-down. Hence it was concluded
that the continuous expression of the A-gene product is required to
maintain cells in their fully transformed state (95, 96, 99, 103).
Recently it has been shown that tsA transformed mouse cells become temperature resistant for the expression of transformed properties following
supertransformation by wild type virus (178). In addition to its role in
transformation, the SV40 gene A product is required for the initiation of
viral DNA replication as well as for SV40 induced stimulation of cellular
DNA synthesis (87,88, 94, 125). It is possible that these three functions
are a manifestation of one single activity of the A-gene product.
Alternatively the A-gene protein may express more than one activity, or
the ts-mutation will affect more than one viral gene. From studies with.
SV40 mutants with deletions in the early region between map units 0.54 0.59 it was concluded that the early region codes for at least two
different polypeptides, the 94K large T and the 19K small T. (See section
dealing with the deletion mutants). Thus, although the early region codes
for two polypeptides, all available evidence suggests that only the large
T antigen is affected in ts A mutants. It is not completely clear,as yet,
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whether both T antigens are involved in the transformation process or
that only one suffices. One way to clarify this problem would be to
isolate and characterize early mutants with temperature sensitive lesions
in areas other than those where the A mutations are mapping. In this
regard it is of interest that transformation defective host-range (hr-t)
mutants of another papovavirus, poiyoma have been isolated (179).
The hr-t mutation maps in the early region at a site corresponding to the
0.54 - 0.59 area in SV40, and the mutants therefore are defective in small
T antigen. The mutants of polyomavirus are characterized by their very
poor growth in mouse cell lines (the normal host cell for polyoma) but
that they replicate efficiently in polyoma transformed mouse cells (180,
181). The ability to replicate in the transformed cells may be due to the
expression in these cells of polyoma small T antigen, the polypeptide that
is mutated in hr-t. Complementation studies have shown that the polyoma
hr-t and the ts-A mutants represent distinct complementation groups which
indicates that this virus contains (at least) two distinct early genes.
Since the hr-t mutants appear to be defective in their ability to induce
transformation, it is clear that both the hr-t and the tsA function are
needed for transformation. As mentioned previously two distinct early
genes, corresponding to the small T and the large T antigen, have also
been identified in SV40. Deletions in the 0.54 - 0.59 region affect the
size of small T antigen, similar to the situation in polyoma, but these
mutants differ from the corresponding polyoma mutants in that they are
able to replicate in normal monkey cells. In addition, it has been shown
that the SV40 viable deletion mutants are capable of transforming primary
rat kidney cells as efficiently as wild type SV40 virus. However, cells
transformed by the viable deletion mutants have an abnormal transformed
phenotype and appear to be "semi-transformed11 (to be discussed in this
thesis). Thus, mutations in small T antigen seem to affect transformation
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and replication for SV40 or polyoma in a different way, but the results
suggest that in both viruses the small T antigen is involved in transformation.
The first part of this thesis describes experiments which were
intended to identify and isolate the part of the SV40 genome that is
(minimally) required for transformation. To be able to carry out this
study, it was necessary to have available a method for assaying transforming activity of SV40 DNA. Chapter III describes the successful
transformation of rat and mouse cells by DNA of SV40, using the Calcium
technique, which had just been developed in this laboratory by Graham
(141). Using this assay, it was possible to demonstrate that specific
fragments of SV40 DNA were capable of transforming cells and hence that
the integrity of the SV40 genome is not required for this process.
Chapter IV presents the results of this study. Chapter V describes a
study on some of the properties of the cell lines transformed by
specific DNA fragments, whereas chapter VI deals with recent studies of
cells which are partially transformed by SV40.
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Primary rat kidney cells and mouse 3T3 cells can be transformed by DNA of
simian virtu 40 when use is made of the calcium technique (Graham and van
der Eb, 1973). The transformation assay in primary rat cells is reproducible, but
the dose response is not linear.
Only the closed-circular DN ' (form I) present in the denser band was used. Routinely, the
DNA was labeled wilh |«HKhyraidine(1.5 x 10*
to 3.5 x 10' counts per min/iig of DNA).
Transformation assays were carried out with
primary cultures of rat kidney cells as described
previously (6, 7), except that the DNA-calcium
phosphate precipitate was added to the cultures
without removing the medium. Briefly, primary
cultures of kidney cells from 6- to 7-day-old
Wistar rats were made in 5-cm petri dishes. One
day prior to infection with DNA, the medium of
the cultures was changed with 5 ml of fresh
medium (Eagle minimum essential medium
plus 10** calf serum).
At the time of the infection, the monolayers
were 70 to 80% confluent. The cells were infected by adding 0.5 ml of a mixture containing
viral DNA (0.02 to 8.00 xg>, 5.0 pg of salmon
sperm DNA. and 125 mM CaCl, in HEPEShuffered saline, pH 7.051 per dish.
After 3 to 4.h of incubation at
1 the
medium was replaced by fresh medium, and the
incubation was continued for 3 weeks. During
We have recently demonstrated that primary this period the medium was changed, twice
rat kidney cells can be transformed by DNA of weekly. Foci of highly packed, multilayered
adenovirus types 2.5 and 12 (5,7). These results cells appeared as early as 2 weeks after infecwere obtained wilh the calcium technique, tion, and were counted at 3 weeks, after the cells
which wan originally developed for assaying had been fixed and stained with Giemsa. Coninfectivity of aden.ivirus DNA (6). In the pres- trol dishes, which were mock infected with
ent paper we describe the successful transfor- salmon sperm DNA only or received no treatmation of primary rat kidney cells and mouse ment at all. were always included in each
3T3 cells with S \ 4 0 DNA by means nl' the experiment but were never found to contain
calcium technique.
such transformed foci.
SViO clone ;KI7 I, from S. Kit. was grown in
Severn! colnnics were isolated and established
BSC-1 cells infecte:: at a multiplicity of It) ' as cell lines, and four lines were tested for the
PFU/cell. Viral DNA was extracted from in- presence of SVIO-specilic T antigen by the
fected cells using the Hirt procedure (8) and WHS indirect iinmuimliunrescenre method, using
purified by elhanol precipitalkin and iwn or serum from iumor-l>earing hamsters and fluthree cycles of banding in CsCI equilibrium oresci'in isotliiiH'viinate-conjugated swine antigradients (density, 1.50 g/em't ronlaininj; 21M> hamster serum ill). All four lines were found
pgofelhidiuin bromide per ml.
li< contain SV40<s|>ecU'ic T antigen in 95 to
•inn
The purified DNA of simian virus 40 (SV40)
is biologically active and capable of causing a
productive infection in permissive cells. Several
methods have been used to demonstrate infectivity of viral DNA, the most efficient and
commonly used method being the DEAE-dextran technique (6,9,13). Although high .specific
infectivities of greater than 10* PFU/pg of DNA
can be obtained with the latter technique, it
does not appear to be suitable for inducing
transformation of nonpermissive cells (10; P. J.
Abrahams, unpublished observation). Black
and Rowe (3) described an apparent transformation of BHK-21 cells with SV40 DNA using
the hypertonic saline method. However,, it was
uncertain whether the observed transformation
was SV40 specific. Furthermore, successful
transformation of human cells by SV40 DNA
has been reported using the DEAE-dextran
technique (1, 2). Human cells, however, are
aemipermissive for SV40, and it is possible that
in this case transformation was caused by intact
virus which had been produced by a preceding
lytic response rather than by the viral DNA.
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the procedure of Hirt (8), and the Hirt supernatant was analyzed by velocity tsdimentation in
neutral 5 to 20% sucrose gradients (SW41 Ti
Spinco Rotor, 40,000 rpm, 5'/i h). "C-labeled
SV40 DNA was added as a marker. No *Hlabeled DNA was found to sediment in the ana
of the marker DNA, indicating that no detectable viral DNA was synthesized.
Figure 1 shows the dose response for transformation of primary rat kidney cells with form I
SV40 DNA. As can be seen the curve is not
linear, in contrast to the dose response obtained
for transformation with adenovirua 5 DNA (5).
The transformation efficiency for SV40 DNA
appears to be highest at low viral DNA concentrations, decreases with increasing concentration, and levels off to an almost constant value
above 1 jig per dish. This is more clearly
demonstrated in Table 1, in which the calculated average specific transforming activities
are shown. For DNA concentrations higher than
1 jig per dish, values of 14 to 23 foci per *g of
DNA were found, whereas considerably higher
numbers were noted below 1 jig per dish.
The deviation from linearity cannot be
.caused by incorrect scoring of the colonies due
to overlapping, since the effect is most clearly
seen in the range below 2 n of DNA per
culture, where the numbers of transformed foci
per dish are still low. No explanation has been
found for this phenomenon. A rather similar
dose-response relationship has been reported for
transformation of BHK-21 cells by polyoma
4.1
••
M
M.I
virus DNA (4). In the latter study, a decrease in
XtSV M MU/«th
specific transforming activity was likewise
tn. I. Dooe ruputt for tmuformmtio* of pri-observed with doses higher than 1 jigof DNA per
mmyrtkUneyctllth'fmlSVWDNA.THtpointt
nprueiu the total aversft numbtr of foci per 4M inoculated culture.
Table 1 also shows that, although small
(Ne7aUtJ).
100% of the cell*. In one line, the intensity of
fluorescence was very low but was still clearly
positive compared to primary untransformed
kidney cells. To ensure that the observed transformation wat actually due to the viral DNA,
and not to intact virus which was produced
by a lytic reaction in the rat kidney cells, ihe
following experiment was carried out. Primary
Tat kidney cells wire infected with 1 jtg of
SV40 DNA per 5-cm dish, and 24, 48, 72, and
thawed and tested for the pretence of infectious
virus on BSC-1 cells. No infectious virus could
be detected in any of the culture*. To test the
possibility that SV40DNA replication occurs'"
DNA-infected rat kidney cells, cultures were
infected with 1 « o f SVM DNA per dish, and 24
and 48 h after infection the cultures were pulse
labeled with [•HfTdR (10 jiCi/ml of medium)
for 2 h. DNA was extracted from the cultures by

T*au 1. Trmtformttion ofprimmy rtt kidney «U» fry form ISV40 DNA
Avi-.tfteMU.'
Kxptl
0.02
0.06
0.1
0.2
0.5
1.0
2.0
4.0
6.0
6.0
8.0

bptz

bptS

•1*4

1.0*
7.0 ±4.2
14.3 ±3.5
25.3 ±3.7
41.0*1.7
78.0 ±8.1
.
119.0 ± 0

2.7 ± 1.3
13.0 ±4.2

1.5 ±2.1

15.0*
12.0*

38.0 ±2.8

43.0 ± 10.1
66.0 ±7.1
78.0*

23.3 ±7.5
23.6 ±8.9
33.3*10.0
66.3 ± 5.7

81.3 ±7.6

76.6 ±9.3

66.5*3.5

fcci/aW
1.0
2.7
11.1
12.0
18.8
30.0
46.3
74.7
66.5
82.9
119.0

isssa.
50.0
54.0
111.0
60.0
37.6
30.0
23.2
18.6
13.3
13.8
14.9

• Most valuw w p w w t the avertfeof two to time dunn, ± the standard dtvistion, except the CM • asrked
by *, where one dish per DNA concentration was used.
• AverafM of up to four diffimnt txptrimenta. Time values are presented graphicslly in Fig. 1.
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variations in transforming efficiency occur in
different experiments, the dose response is
rather reproducible. It has also been possible to
transform an established line of mouse cells
with SV40 DNA. A clone of 3T3 cells, isolated
from a BALB/c 3T3 line obtained from G.
Todaro, was used for this experiment. The cells
were grown And maintained in Dulbecco modified Eagle medium supplemented with 10% calf
serum (12). Monolayers in 5-cm petri dishes
(Falcon) were infected with 0.5 to 4.0pgof SV40
DNA per dish when the cultures were 60 to 70%
confluent. After 1 day, the cultures were trypsinized and the cells were counted and replated
at 10', 10' and 10' cells per dish. After 5 to 6
weeks, transformed foci were observed in the'
cell cultures which were originally infected with
the highest DNA concentration (Table 2).
Three clones were grown and tested for the
presence of SV40-specific T antigen by indirect
immunofluorescence (11). All three lines were
found to contain SV40-specific T antigen in 95
to 1009. of the cells. When the transforming
activity was expressed on the basis of 35 foci per
10' cells, a specific activity of 2,600 foci per «tg of
DNA was calculated, assuming a plating efficiency of 100%. The specific transforming activity of SV40 DNA on 3T3 cells might therefore be
considerably higher than 2,600 foci/jig of DNA,
depending on the actual plating efficiency.
When the experiment was completed after 7
weeks, a confluent background of untransformerl cells was present in each dish, so that
the actual plating efficiency could not be determined in this experiment. In spite of the high
efficiency of transformatiun obtained with 3T3
cells, we found it more convenient to use primary rat kidney cells for the assay, because in
our hands 3T3 cells were less easy to handle and

TABLE 2. Transformation of BALB/c 3T3 celts by
SV40 DS'A'
Foci/dish

No. of cells
plated/Huh

DNA infected

Uninfected'

10»
10'
10'

2
35
23

2
2
2

• 3 T 3 cells infected with 4nRof SV40DNA per 5-cm
dish were replatcd in different concentrations, 1 day
after infection, usinn one dish per concentration.
Mock-infected control cultures were similarly treated.
' T h e fnci observed in the uninfected control cultures were much smaller (1 to 2 mm) and less dense
then the foci in the ONA-infected cultures at the same
a(te (diameter 4 to 6 mm).

to maintain in a sufficiently contact-inhibited
condition suitable for transformation (12).
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that it is
possible to obtain a reproducible transformation of cells in vitro with S V40 DNA when use is
made of the calcium technique. It was recently
reported that transformation has also been
obtained with DNA from polyoma virus (M.
Fried, personal communication) and with
herpes simplex DNA(N. M. Wilkie, J. B. Clements, J. C. M. Macnab, and J. H. SubakSharpe. Abstr. Meet. Cold Spring Harbor
Symp. Quant. Biol., 1974, 39:32) using the
calcium technique. It is surprising that the
DEAE-dextran technique gave negative results
for transformation, whereas it turned out to be
more efficient for the assay of SV40 DNA
infectivity than the calcium technique. With
the-calcium technique, an infectivity of approximately 10* PFU/pg of DNA was found (6), in
contrast to 10' to 10' PFU//ig of DNA with the
DEAE-dextran technique (P. J. Abrahams,
unpublished data). We have no explanation for
the failure to obtain transformation by SV40
DNA with the DEAE-dextran technique. Preliminary experiments have shown that it is also
possible to transform rat kidney cells with linear
SV40 molecules and with specific DNA fragments, suggesting that it might be possible to
isolate the segment of the DNA which is responsible for transformation (5).
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Linear simian virus 40 (SV40) DNA molecules of genome length and DNA
fragments smaller than genome length were prepared with restriction endonucleases and tested for transforming activity on primary cultures of
baby rat kidney cells. The linear molecules of genome length (prepared with '
endonucleases R-EcoRI, R BamHI, and UHpaU or R-J/apII), a 74% fragment •
(EcdSXIHpaU or HapUA), and a 59% fragment (B«mHI/HapU-A) could all
transform rat kidney cells with the same efficiency as circular SV40 DNA.
All transformed lines tested contained the SV40-specific T-antigen in 90 to
100% of the cells, which was taken as evidence that the transformation was
SV40 specific. The DNA fragments with transforming activity contained the
entire early region of SV40 DNA. Endo R-Hpml whirh introduced one break in
the early region, apparently inactivated the transforming capacity of SV40DNAi
since no transformation was observed with any of the three HpA fragments
tested. Attempts were made to rescue infectious virus from some of the transformed lines by fusion with permissive BSC-1 cells. Infectious virus was only
recovered from the cells transformed by circular form I DNA. No infectious
virus could be isolated from any of. the other types of transformed cells.
We reported recently that rat and mouse cells
can be transformed by DNA of simian virus 40
(SV40) by the calcium technique (2). This
technique appears to be particularly nsiUble for
demonstrating transforming activity of DNA of
several viruses, such as adenoviruses (10),
herpesvirus (29), and BK virus (J. v. d. Noordaa,
submitted for publication). It was observed
that transformation could be obtained not only
with intact adenovirus 5 DNA but also with
fragment* of the DNA (11). The latter result
• indicated that the integrity of the adenovirus
DNA is not required for transformation, although it is essential for infectivity, and it
suggested the possibility of isolating a specific
DNA fragment with transforming potential.
By using bacterial restriction endonucleases,
we recently succeeded in isolating a small
specific fragment of adenovirus 2 and 5 DNA,
which represents 7% of the genome (molecular
weight 1.6 x 10*) and which apparently contains
'PnMM Mdraw: DtpartmM of PlwraMKology and
MicnWokKy, Itaivtnity of MMMckwttU MMical School.
Worcttttr,M*M. 01S06.
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the information necessary for inducing and
maintaining transformation in cultured cells
(8). The availability of such DNA segments
with transforming potential will provide several
possibilities for studying the viral genes involved in the process of transformation.
In the case of SV40, studies with temperaturesensitive mutants have indicated that one class
of mutants, the only early complementation
group A, is defective in initiation and phenotypic expression of transformation (S, 18, 24,
27), suggesting that only one viral gene is
involved in these processes. Studies with nondefective adenovirus 2-SV40 hybrids have
shown that different SV4O-»pecific nonstructural antigens are expressed depending on the
sixe of the SV40 DNA segment present in the
adenovirus genome (17, 21). Thus the question
arises of whether the whole early region of SV40
is required for transformation or only a part of it.
To determine which part of the SV40 genome
is required for transformation, we isolated
specific fragments of SV40 DNA and tested
their ability to transform primary baby rat
kidney (BRK) cells. It will be shown that
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linearized S V 4 0 D N A molecules of genome
size a s well a s fragments of the D N A are
capable of transforming cells with a n efficiency
comparable t o that of circular D N A . Preliminary results of this study were reported
elsewhere (8).
MATERIALS A N D METHODS
V i m s ami viral D N A . SV40 virui. clone 307 L,
obtained from S. Kit, was frown in confluent
monolayere of BSC-1 cells at an input multiplicity
ofaboutlO'PFU/cell.
Viral DNA was extracted from infected cells by
the Hirt procedure (13) and w«i purified by at least
two eyelet of banding in CiCl gradients (density
1.56 g/cm*) containing 200 *g of ethidium bromide
per ml.
Only the form I DNA in the denser band was
used. All viral DNA preparations were usually lightly
labeled with ["H Rhymidine (1.5 x 10* to 5.0 Id*
courts/min per jtgof DNA).
Assay af traaafsnaiac activity. The transformation assays were cvried out on primary kidney cell
cultures of 6- to 7-day-old Wistar rats, as described
previously (2, 9). These cells are further designated
BRK cells.
Ctoavaa* ef 8 V M D N A wMa netricttea eaa'saaclsaasi. Restriction endonuclease £coRI was
isolated as described before (20). Incubations were
carried out in 90 mM Tris-hydrochloride (pH 7.9) and
lOmMMgCl,
Endonucloatec RHpal and HpM were isolated as
described by Sharp et al. ( » ) . The incubation
mixtures used for those e a t y a e s were as follows: for
Hp»l 30 raM Tris-hydrochloride (pH 7.6), 5 mM
MgCU 100 mM KCI, and 1 mM jt-mercaptoethanol
(0-ME); for HpuU, 10 .mM Tris-hydrochloride (pH
7.6), 10 mM MgCU 6 mM KCI. and 2 mM /J-ME.
Endo RHtpll, «n jsosdiizoner of endo RHpmll,
was used in some experiments to replace eado
RHpaXl. The enzyme was isolated according to M.
Takanami (in A. L. Laskin and J. A. Last, ed..
Method* of Molecular Biology, in press), and the incubation mixture contained 100 mM Tris-hydrochloride (pH7.6),70nMM<CI»and70mM fi-MB.
Endoauclease RBmmHi was purified according to
G. Wilson and F. Young (manuscript in preparation).
Incubation with this enzyme was carried out in 6 mM
Trie-hydrochloride (pH 7.6), 6 mM MgCU 15 mM
KCl,«nd6mM>ME.
After incubation with a restriction endonuclease,
the extent of conversion was monitored by electro-1
phoresis. in 1.5% agaru*e gels, using superhelical and
nicked circular SV40 DNA as markers.
The DNA soHilnas were deproteiniscd by extraction with chloroform-ieoamylalcohol (24:1), and the
DNA was fractionated by elcctrophoresis in 1.5 or
3% agarose gels. To obtain a double digest, the DNA
solution was deproteinized after the first endonuclease
digestion, and either the solution was dialyaed overnight in the buffer for the second enzyme or the DNA
was precipitated with ethanol and rediseolved in the
second incubation buffer.
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Incubations with SI single-strand-specific end»nucleate were carried out for 10 min at 37 C in :*u
mM sodium acetate buffer (pH 4.6), 300 mM N»CJ,
1 mM ZnSO* and h% glyrerol. The reaction w»>,
terminated by addition of Tris-hydrochloride (pH
8.1) and EDTA to final concentrations of 100 and
10 mM, respectively. The DNA solution was deproteinized by digestion with 20 jig of proteinase-K
(Merck) per ml, followed by extraction with chloroform-isoamyl alcohol (24:1) and dialysis in 0.1 v
SSC (SSC - 0.15 M NaCl phis 0.015 M sodium
citrate).
CM alsctrsahsrasis. DNA fragments were purified
by dectrophoresU in cylindrical or slab gels of 1.5 or
3.0% agarose (Sigma Chemical Co., electrouhoresis
grade) (22). The DNA bands were visualized by
staining the gels in a solution of ethidium bromde
(0.5 *g/ml) in electropboresis buffer and illuminating
with a long-wave UV lamp (1). The DNA was extracted from the agarote as described elsewhere (22).
I n a m a s f l i n r n c s a e i . Transformed BRK cells
were grown on cover-slips, fixed with cold acetone,
and tested for the presence of SV40-specific T-antigen
by the indirect immunofhiorescence method (25).
using serum from tumor-bearing hamsters and
fluorescein-isothiocyanate-conjugated
swine antihanwter serum.
•aaeaa s f SVM tnm traasfsrmc*- cells. Transformed cells were fused with permissive BSC-1 cells
by using 0-propiolactone-inactivated Send&i -iius
(20) in order to rescue SV40. For each experime-1.
approximately 10* BSC-1 cells and 10* tracsfo med
cells were used. The extent of fusion n t s m f ved
by growing a small aliquot of the celts on cover slips
and counting the percentage of bi- and multiuucleated
cells after fixing and staining with Giemsa. The fut«d
cells were incubated at 37 C for Jl to 14 days. The
cultures were then freeae-thawed and tested for 'h»
presence of infectious virus by plaque titration i.n
BSC-1 cells.
P e c t r e a •Icraaaapy af D N A . Electron n <rroscopy of DNA was carried out according to a modification of the Kleinschmidt protein monoUyer technique (3).

•J

RESULTS
T r a M f e n M t i M fey UMMT SVM DNA M l * -

ewlM W g i a s i t siat. It has been shown that
fragment* of adenovinw DNA can transform
primary BRK cells. These results s u g a r e d
that it might similarly be possible to isolate a
fragment of SV40 DNA with transforming activity. Obviously, this would only be possible if
linear SV40 DNA molecules can trarwfona cells.
To investigate this, linear molecules of genome
s i n were prepared by incubating form I SV40
DNA with restriction endonucleaaen that introduce one double-stranded break per DNA
molecule. The following enzymes were used for
this purpose: endo REcoRl, which introduces
one cleavage at a position defined as 0 ('JO. 2*i
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endo RBomHI, which cleave* at 0.15 (Mulder
and Greene, unpublished data); and endo RHpdtt and HapO, which both cleave SV40 DNA
at 0.74 (26). The linear molecules were separated
from residual circular molecules by electrophoresis in 3% agarose «rel* and the DNA, recovered from the aKaroae, was tested for transforming activity on BRK cells.
Cleavage of DNA by endo RficoRI results in
the formation of abort single-stranded-ends with
a complementary base sequence (12, 19). Therefore, the possibility existed that some molecules
would be converted to circular molecules as a
consequence of ligase activity within the cell.
This mechanism was used to explain the observed low infectivity of EcoBl linear SV40
DNA (19). To prevent recircularization, the
EcoRI linear molecules were treated with singlestrand-specific SI endonuclease. The effectiveness of'this treatment was tested by spreading
the linear molecules for electron microscopy
before and after treatment with SI at 0 C.
The results indicated that without SI treatment the majority of the molecules occurred at
relaxed circles, whereas after treatment with
SI endonuclease only 2 to 3% were found as
circles. In addition, no infectivity. was found in
the Sl-treated DNA preparation.
Bam HI linear molecules were not treated with
S i endonuclease; therefore it could not be ruled
out that in this case some of the cells were
transformed by recircularixed molecules. This
U not very likely, however, since no relaxed
circular molecules were observed either by
electron microscopy or by electrophoresis at 0 C,
possibly due to a slight contamination of the
endo R-flomHI preparation with a singlestrand-specific nuclease. Linear molecules produced by endo R-HpaU were similarly not
treated with S i endonucjease since the singlestranded ends produced by this enzyme consist
of only two nucleotides.
The cleavage sites of the three restriction
endonucleases are shown in Fig. 1, and the
results of the transformation assays with the
linear SV40 molecules of genome size are
presented in Table 1. It can be seen that all
the three types of linear molecules had approximately the same specific transforming activity
as the circular SV40 DNA molecules.
Traasfcraatiea ky SV«* D N A fr*«Mws«a.
The positive results that were obtained with
linear DNA molecules suggested that smaller
fragments of SV4O DNA could transform cells.
First, fragments were made by incubating SV40
DNA with two enzymes that each cleaved the
DNA only once. Thus, successive cleavage with
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EcoRI
Bam HI
Hpal

Origin DNA
reslication

Hpal

FK. 1. Map ofthe SV40genomeshowing the cleanage ritet ofendonucleoiet R EcoRI, BamHl, Hpal, and
Hpall (or HapU). The potitiont of the R-Hpal and
Hpall {HapU) cleaoage titet are taken from Danna et
al. (A and Sharp et at. (36). The petition of the
R BamHl cleavage tite hot been determined by
Mulder and Greene {unpubluhed data}, and the
petition of the replication origin has been determined by Fareed et al. (7). The location of the
early region, indicated by the dathed line, i$ token
from Khoury et al. {14,15).
endo REeoRI and HpaU. (ftiapll) yielded two
fragments, A and B, of 74 and 26%. These were
separated, purified, and tested for transforming
activity. Similarly, a 41% and a 59% fragment
were obtained by digesting SV40 DNA successively with endo R B o m f f l and HapU. SV40
DNA was also cleaved by endo RHpal into
three specific fragments (20, 38, and 42%, respectively) (see Fig. 1).
The results of the transformation assays with
these SV40 DNA fragments are also shown in
Table 1. As can be seen, the 74% EcoKUHpaU
(HapU) A and the 50% Bamm/HapO. A fragments were both capable of transforming primary BRK cells with approximately the same
efficiency as circular DNA. No activity was
found with any of the other fragments.
Presence of g V 4 f r t y c « c T-a»ti«—. Several transformed colonies, which appeared in the
cultures infected with the linear SV40 DNA
molecules and with the 50%* BamHVHapU A
and the 74% EcoN/HpoU A DNA fragments,
were isolated and established as cell lines. Two
or three cell lines of each type were tested
for the presence of SV40-specific T-antigen by
indirect immunofluorescence. All cell lines
tested were found to contain the nuclear
fluorescence characteristic, for SV40 T-antigen
in approximately 90 to 100% of the cells.
Attoampta to weens iafsctietu virus from
trawafat—i ceils. To investigate whether
infectious virus could be rescued from cells
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TABLE 1. Transforming activity of SV40 DNA and
DNA fragments

SV40DNA

Form I*

EcoRI linear*
flpall linear
fiamHI linear
EcoRVHapllA
74% fragment
£coRl/tfpaIIA
74% fragment
EcoWJHpollB
26% fragment
BamHI/HopHA
59% fragment
SamHVHapUB
41% fragment
Hpal
Fragment A
(42%)
Fragment B
(38%)
Fragment C
(20%)

«of
ONA/dhh
(genome
equivalent)

0.5
1
2
4
0.5
1
0.5
1
2

Foci/diih

Avg
no. of
foci/not
genome
equivalent
28.7
25.3
20.5
19.5
28.7
19.3

1.3

18,13.12
30,26,20
40,43,40
85,75,74
14,18,11
15,30,13
iO, 13
45,30
37,40
14,15,17

1

12,13

12.5

2

0,0

1
2
4
1
2
4

22,26
25,46
67,43
0,0
0,0

0
0
0

1.4

0,0

0

1,4

0,0

0

1.4

0.0

0

0,0

23
37.5
19.2
11.8

0
24
' 17.7
13.7

'Data taken from Abrahams and van der Eb (2).
*£coRI linear was treated with single-atnnd-speciflc SI endonuclease.
*

transformed by the linear SV40 DNAs and the
DNA fragments, one cell line of each type was
fused with permissive BSC-1 cells, using inactivated'Sendai virus as fusing factor. One day
after fusion, the percentage of bi- and multinucleated cells in the cultures was 70 to 80%.
After an incubation of 11 to 14 days at 37 C
the cultures were tested for the presence of infectious virus by direct plaque titration on
BSC-1 cells. Infections virus could only be*
rescued from the cell line transformed by form
I SV40 DNA (Table 2). No infectivity was
found in any of the other fused cultures. Although no infectious virus could be detected, a
cytopathic effect was observed in the cells
transformed by the EcoRI and Hpall linear
DNAs and by the 74% EcoRVHpatt (or HapU)
A fragment, after fusion with BSC-i cells
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(Table 2). This cytopathic effect was similar to
that observed after a lytic infection of BSC-1
cells with SV40, or after fusion of BSC-1 cells
with BRK cells transformed by form I SV40
DNA. The cytoplasmic vacuolization in the
fused cultures was detected 8 to 11 days after
fusion.
DISCUSSION
The results presented here show that
linearized SV40 DNA molecules and specific
DNA fragments, prepared by cleavage of SV40
DNA with restriction endonucleases, can transform primary BRK cells with the same t fflciency as circular SV40 DNA. The presence of
SV40-specific T-antigen in all transformed cell
lines tested and the fact that the transformed
foci were found to be morphologically indistinguishable from colonies obtained by transformation with intact virus were taken as
evidence that the observed transformation was
SV40 specific.
The question may be asked, whether the
transformation observed in the cultures infected
with the linearized SV40 DNA and with the
DNA - fragments is indeed caused by t! *-e
molecules and not by contaminating circular
molecules. Three observations argue ic fa<••r of
transformation by linear molecules. First, the
efficiency of transformation by the linear DNAs
is approximately the same as that of circular
TABLE 2. Rescue of SV40 virtu from transforms:
BRK cell* by fusion with BSC-1 cell*
Tranifonnedline*

Appearance of Infei'.ious
virus'
CPE*

BRK SV form 1
BRK SV EcoRI linear
BRK SVflpall linear
BRK SV BomHI linear
BRK SV EcuRVHapU 74<S fragment
BRK SV EcoRVHpall 74'* fragment
BRK SV BamHVHapll 59%
fragment
* Primary BRK cells transformed by circular form I
SV40 DNA, linearized SV40 DNA. and SVSO I)NA
fragments.
* Fused cultures were checked at regular interval*
for tho appearance of a cytopathie effect <CPE> OPR
was usually detected after 8 to 11 days.
' Cultures were tested for the presence (if infect ious
virus by plaque titration on HSC-I cells.
" 2.3 >, 10* PFU/ml of culture fluid.
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DNA, indicating that the transforming activity
observed for the linear DNAs is probably not
caused by a (minor) contamination with circular
DNA. No detectable contamination with circular DNA was found by electrophoretic analysis; therefore, if any circular DNA was present,
it must have been less than 2%. Second, no
infectious virus could be rescued from any of
the cell lines transformed by linear DNAs.
Finally, measurements of the viral DNA sequences present in transformed- cells by reassociation kinetics have shown that cells transformed by the 74% EcoRl/HpaU (or HapU) A
fragment contain only that fragment or part of it
(Sambrook, Abrahams, and Van der Eb, manuscript in preparation).
The linear DNA molecules and the specific
fragments with transforming activity were prepared with the restriction endonucleases EcoJU,
BamHl and HpaU or HapU. The finding that
cleavage with these endonucleases does not
inactivate the transforming activity implies that
these enzymes do not cause a break in a position of the DNA that is essential for transformation. Figure 1 shows that all three enzymes
cleave SV40 DNA in the late region and that the
two DNA fragments with transforming activity
(the 74% EcoBI/HptN. [HapU] A fragment and
the 59% BamHl/HapU A fragment) both contain
the entire early region. These results correlate
with those of Khoury et al. (15) and Botchan
et al. (4), which show that only early SV40
mRNA sequences (and in some cases also some
anti-late mRNA) aw transcribed in SV40transformed cells. They also agree with studies
on temperature-sensitive mutants, which indicate that the transformation-defective class A
mutants map in the early region (16).
The observed lack of transforming activity in
the three Hpal fragments was not unexpected
since this enzyme introduces one break in the
early region in addition to two breaks in the
late region (6). Of course, this does not prove
that the whole early region is essential for
transformation; more work is needed to clarify
this point.
Table 1 shows that the efficiency of transformation of the linear SV40 DNA molecules
and DNA fragments is approximately the same
as that of circular DNA. This result raises the
question of which mechanism causes the integration of the circular and linear molecules,
assuming that the viral DNA indeed integrates
into the cellular DNA during induction of
transformation. It is often speculated that a
circular DNA structure would be the moat efficient intermediate for integration since only
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one reciprocal crossing-over would be required.
The finding that linear SV40 DNA transforms
with approximately the same efficiency as circular DNA could mean that both types of molecules integrate via a similar mechanism.
Whether this involves a circular or a linear
structure (or both) is still an open question,
although it is not clear how a DNA fragment
could efficiently circularize.
After fusion of the various types of transformed cell lines with permissive BSC-1 cells,
infectious virus could only be readily rescued
from the lines transformed with circular form I
DNA. The method used to detect infectious
virus consisted of a direct plaque titration of
the frozen and thawed fused cultures on BSC-1
cells; thus it cannot be excluded that very small
amounts of infectious virus were produced in
the negative cultures, which would have been
detected only after blind passages in permissive
cells. In fact, it would not have been surprising
if infectious virus was rescued from some of the
lines transformed with linear molecules of
genome size. More extensive tests to rescue
virus from such transformed cells are in progress.
The observation that a cytopathic effect,
resembling the SV40 cytopathic effect, appeared
in some of the fused cultures can be explained
in several ways. First, the effect may have been
caused by a factor not related to SV40. Alternatively, it may have been a consequence of
expression of some late SV40 function(s) from
the integrated DNA, or by replication and expression of excised viral DNA. The fact that
all the linear DNA molecules and DNA fragments with transforming capacity contain the
origin of DNA replication as well as the whole
early region might enable them, to replicate.
This point is presently under investigation.
In summary, we have shown that linear SV40
DNA molecules of genome size as well as specific DNA fragments can cause transformation of primary BRK cells. The smallest fragment with transforming capacity represents 59%
of the genome, and this is only approximately
20% greater than the early region. Further work
is in progress to identify the segment of SV40
DNA that is minimally required for transformation.
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ANALYSIS OF SIMIAN VIRUS 40 DNA SEQUENCES PRESENT IN TRANSFORMED RAT
KIDNEY CELLS
Peter J. Abrahams, Robert J. DeLeys, Henk J. Laanen,
Machteid, J.M. van der Feltz and Alex J. van der Eb.
University of Leiden, Laboratory for Physiological Chemistry* Sylvius
Laboratories, Wassenaarseweg 72, 2333 AL Leiden, The Netherlands.
SUMMARY
Cellular DNA extracted from cell lines transformed by Form I SV40
DNA, linear molecules of genome size or subgenomic DNA fragments was
analysed for the presence of viral DNA sequences by Cot analysis. It was
found that cells transformed by Form I and by linear DNA molecules
contain DNA sequences homologous to the entire viral genome and that the
early region was present in higher concentration than the late region.
The number of viral copies per diploid quantity of cell DNA varied between
1 and 26. Analysis of the viral DNA sequences in cells transformed by the
74* EcoRl/Bapll and the S9X BamHl/HapU DNA fragments showed that these
cells contain only sequences homologous to the DNA fragments that were
used to transform cells. The number of viral copies varied between 2.2
and 6.7. The pattern of integration of the viral DNA was investigated for
a. number of transformed clones by cleaving the cellular DNA with endo REaoRl,.foil owed by electrophoresis and blotting of the separated DNA fragments according to the Southern technique. It was found that the viral DNA
sequences were integrated at multiple sites in the cellular genome and that
the viral sequences in the Hpall linear transformed cells in addition were
integrated in tandem arrangement.
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Immunoprecipitation of the virus specific proteins showed that all
transformed cell lines contain the SV40 specific 94K large T antigen, as
well as the 100K and 85K T antigen and the 19K small T antigen.

INTRODUCTION
Simian virus 40 (SV40) is tumorigenic when injected into newborn
hamsters, and is capable of inducing oncogenic transformation in several
types of cultured cells. The segment of the viral genome which is
expressed in transformed cells has been shown to map between 0.17 and
0.67 fractional map units of the viral ONA (Khoury et al. 1975). This
segment corresponds to the early region of the ONA, in which thus far
two genes have been identified which code for the large T antigen and
for the small T antigen. Recent studies on the biological properties of
SV40 DNA have shown that it is possible to isolate DNA fragments with
transforming activity, indicating that the integrity of the viral genome
is not required for the establishment of transformation. These transforming
.fragments represent 75 and 60% of the viral DNA, respectively, and include
the entire early region as well as the origin of DNA replication

i

(Abrahams et al. 1975b). DNA fragments, obtained by digestion with

j

restriction endonucleases Hpal and PstI,which cleave the early region

;

at 0.38 and 0.27 fractional map units respectively, did not contain trans-

j

forming activity (Abrahams et al. 1975b, Abrahams, P.J. unpublished

1

i

j

|

results). This suggests that the integrity of this early segment may be

I

j

I-;

essential for transformation. •

]

The present article describes an analysis of the viral DNA
sequences present in a number of rat cell lines transformed either by
linear SV40 DNA molecules of genome size or by specific ONA fragments.
This analysis involved measurement of the reassociation kinetics of
32

P-labeled viral DNA fragments in the presence of large amounts of DNA
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extracted from the transformed cells. The analysis was carried out in
1
h
t
I
s
f.

order to confirm that the cells were indeed transformed by the fragraents

used to infect the cells and not by contaminating DNA molecules

of genome size, and to check which DNA sequences were in fact integrated
into the cellular DNA. A number of the transformed cells were studied

[

also for the presence of virus-specific inmunoprecipi table T antigen

I

and were tested by the Southern blotting technique to determine the

\

pattern of integration of the viral DNA into cellular DNA.

i

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cells The transformed cell lines, used in this study, were derived
from primary baby rat kidney cultures infected with linear unit length
SV40 DNA molecules or with SV40 DNA fragments, as described previously
(Abrahams et al. 1975b). The cells were grown on plastic petri dishes in
Eagle's minimal essential medium (MEM)supplemented with 10* newborn calf
serum (Gibco). BSC-1 cells were grown on plastic petri dishes in the
same medium.
Virus and viral DNA

SV40, clone 307 L, originally obtained from Dr.S.Kit,

was grown in confluent monolayers of BSC-1 cells at an input multiplicity
of 10" 2 -10" 3 PFU/cell. Viral DNA was extracted from infected cells using
the Hirt-procedure. (Hirt, 1967), and was purified by at least two cycles
of banding in CsCl-gradients (density 1.56g/cm ) containing 200 pg/ml of
ethidiumbromide. Form I DNA in the denser band was isolated and the
ethidiumbromide, was removed by repeated extractions with isoantylalcohol.
Finally, the viral DNA was extensively dialysed against 10"2M Tris-HCl
(pH 7.9), lO- 3 M EDTA.
Preparation of SV40 PSA fragments Restriction endoniiclease (endo R«)
EaoRl was obtained from Miles Laboratories. Incubations were carried out
in 90 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.9) and 10 mM MgCl 2 at 37°C. Endo R-rrt^I and
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Haelll were kindley provided by Dr. J. Maat. Endo R-BwvHl was a gift
from Dr. C. Sol. The incubation mixture used for endo R-//paI consisted
cf 30 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.6), 5 mM MgCl 2 , 100 mM KC1 and 1 mM p-mercaptoethanol (p-ME) and for endo R-Haelll and BomVl of 6.6 mM Tris-HCl
(pH 7.4), 6.6 mM MgCl 2 and 6.6 mM B-ME. DNA fragments were separated
by electrophoresis on 1.5% agarose slabgels at 25V for 16 hrs. The DNA
bands were visualized by staining the gels in a solution of ethidiumbromide (0.5 yg/ml)in electrophoresis buffer(0.04 M Tris-HCl pH 7.2,
0.04 M sodium acetate, 10~ 3 M EDTA) and the fluorescent bands were
excised. The viral DNA fragments were isolated from the agarose by
freezing the gel slices on dry ice several times and squeezing the
frozen gel in a modified garlic press. Traces of agarose were removed by
centrifugation (16,000 x g for 30 minutes) and the DNA was further
purified by extraction with an equal volume of phenol and subsequently
with an equal volume of chloroform/isoamylalcohol (24/1). The DNA fragments were tested for purity by electrophoresis in a 1.5% agarose slabgel and were found to be visually free of contaminating fragments. When
required, the DNA fragments were digested subsequently with a second
restriction endonuclease and the resulting fragments were purified as
described above.
Preparation of cellular DNA from transformed cells.Cellular DNA from
transformed rat kidney cells was prepared according to the method
described by Gallimore et at. (1974).
32

Preparation of P-labeled SV40 DNA fragments.The unlabeled DNA fragments,
32
obtained by digestion of viral DNA with endo R-F<?oRI and iipal were Plabeled by means of the nick-translation technique, essentially as
described by Man atis et al. 1975 . Briefly, 200 pmoles 3 2 P dCTP and
32
200 pmol P dTTP (150Ci/mmol; The Radiochemical Center Amersham), were
evaporated to dryness and dissolved in 50 jil of a solution containing
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1000 pmol dATP and 1000 pmol dGTP in 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.8), 5 mM MgCl2,
50 yg/ml of bovine serum albumine, 0.5 yg of a viral DNA fragment or a
mixture of fragments, 6x10"^ yg of DNase (Boehringer, Mannheim), and 3
units of E.Coli DNA polymerase I (Boehringer, Mannheim). The mixture was
S'V-

incubated at 13.8°C for 1.5 hr and extracted subsequently with an equal
volume of buffer-saturated phenol. The unreacted triphosphates were
removed by gel filtration on a Sephadex G-50 F column in a 1 ml plastic
syringe. The column was equilibrated and eluted with O.lx electrophoresis
buffer. The peak fractions of the radioactive DNA-containing peak were
pooled and the volume was reduced with butanol. The 32P-labeled viral
DNA fragments were electrophoresed on a 1.5% agarose siabgel and the gel
was autoradiographed to determine the positions of the fragments.

P

labeled fragments were excised and dissolved in 0.5ml 5 M sodiumperchlorate by heating at 60° for 10 minutes.
Hybridisation aonditions and hydroxylapatite ohromatography. Hybridization
was carried out at 68° in a solution containing 1 M NaCl, 0.1 M sodiumphosphate buffer (pH 6.8) and 0.8% sodium dodecyl sulphate. Prior to annealing, the viral and cellular DNA's were degraded to nucleotide segments 200 to 300 bases in length by boiling in O.3NNaOH for 9 minutes.
The 32P-labeled viral DNA fragments were degraded by heating at 100° for
1 minute in 0.3 N NaOH. The pH was readjusted subsequently to about 7.
Sodium phosphate buffer (pH 6.8) and NaCl were added to a final concentration of 0.1 M and 1 H, respectively. The final concentration of the
cellular DNA was 0.5 mg/ml. Samples taken after different times of hybridization were diluted five-fold in 0.14 M sodium phosphate buffer
.,

(pH 6.8) containing 0.4% sodium dodecylsulphate. The samples,containing
mixtures of single-stranded and renatured double-stranded DNA, were
applied to hydroxylapatite columns (Biogel HTP, Biorad) in 10 ml disposable plastic syringes at 60°C. The single-stranded DNA fraction was
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eluted in 2x4 ml 0.14 M sodium phosphate buffer (pH 6.8} and the double-

i

t
ft
ft
;r

stranded fraction in 2x4 ml 0.4 M sodium phosphate buffer (pH 6.8). The
radioactivity present in the single-stranded and double-stranded fractions
were determined by Cerenkov counting for 10 minutes at room temperature.

P-

CalculaUons. The amounts of radioactivity present in the single- and
double-stranded fractions of each sample were corrected for background
radioactivity, and were used to compute values of l/f ss as described by
Sharp et al. (1974), where f ss is the fraction of the 32P-labeled DNA
present in the single-stranded form. Graphs depicting the renaturation
kinetics of the 3 2 P DNA fragments were obtained by plotting values of
Vfss a 9 a i n st t, the time at which the sarcples were taken. Since the rate
of renaturation of a given DNA sequence is proportional to its initial
concentration(Co) in the hybridization mixture, it is possible to determine the presence and amount of a particular DNA sequence in the DNA of
transformed cells, by comparing the rates of renaturation of the denatured

32

P labeled fragment in the presence of DNA of transformed and un-

transformed cells respectively. The specific radioactivity on the

3Z

P-

labeled fragments used in the present hybridization analysis was not
known. Therefore, we had to calculate the concentration of the radioactive probe DNA's from reconstruction experiments. In these experiments
DNA from untransformed cells was mixed with 3ZP-labeled probe DNA and
' known amounts of unlabeled viral DNA. Since DNA sequences of equal compiexity have similar CotJ values, the concentration of the 3 2 P probe DNA
can be calculated from equation (1)
CVobe-^probe
hence,
. prohe =
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= (Co

probe

+

^unlabeled)'**

rec

™

c

t* unlabeled
probe
7
t* rec

l9^

I

in which Co_ r o b e and C o u n 1 a b e i e d represent the initial concentration of
the 3 2 P labeled viral DNA fragment and of the equivalent segment of
unlabeled viral DNA, respectivily; t| probe » the time required for 50%
of the 3 2 P ONA sequences to enter the double-stranded form in the
presence of DNA from untransformed cells and tJ r e c > the time required
for 50% of the 3 2 P DNA sequences to enter the double-stranded form in
the presence of untransformed cell DNA plus a known amount of unlabeled
viral DNA. If the concentration of the

P probe DNA's is known and an

!7>

equation essentially similar to (1) is used, it is possible to calculate
the concentrations of the integrated viral sequences from the values
of tl

be

and t|s (t|s is the tj values obtained when the 3 2 P DNA's

renature in the presence of DNA from transformed cells). The number of
p

r..

I

genome equivalents of viral DNA sequences per diploid quantity of cell
DNA was calculated using equation (3) (Gelb et al. 1971).

concentration of viral DNA fragment

3.9x10"
x

concentration of transformed cell DNA
number of viral DNA
= copies per diploid
quantity of cell DNA

in which 3.9x10

=
M w of viral DNA fragment

(3)

is the value used for the molecular weight of the

DNA of a diploid mammalian cell (Sober,1968).
Southern Blotting procedure. Total cell DNA from transformed clones was
isolated and cleaved with endo R. EaoRl. Samples containing 35 ug of
endo R. BaoRl digested DNA were denatured with 0.3 N NaOH prior to
loading onto a 1% agarose slabgel. Following electrophoresis, the DNA
was transferred to nitrocellulose paper, according to the technique
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described by Southern (1975). The preparation c" the filters, the
hybridization, and washing protocols are essentially those described
by Jeffreys and Flavell (1977). Labeled bands on the filters were
visualized by autoradiography at -70°C using an Ilford intensifying
screen.
Imrnmopreeipitation of SV40 specific proteins. Subconfluent monoiayers
of cells were labeled with 100 y d of 35S-methionene (840 Ci/mH,
Amersham) in methionine-free HEM Generally, about 70% of the methionine
was incorporated within 4 hours. Cells (107) were harvested by trypsinization, washed extensively, and stored as a pellet at -70°C. Cell lysis
was accomplished by resuspending the cells in 2 ml of 20 mM Triethanolamine, P H 8.0, 5 mM KC1, 140 mM. NaCl, 1 mM CaCl 2 , 0.5 mM MgC1 2 , 1 mM
NaP04, 0.5% NP40, 0.1% Deoxycholate, and freezing and thawing the cell
suspension twice. The radioactivity of the supernatant obtained following
centrifugation at 10,000 rpm for 10 minutes was then counted. Normally,
immunoprecipitations were carried out using 7 to 10 yCi of cell extract
in a volume of 1 ml. Sodium chloride was added to a final concentration
of 0.73 M, which was found to significantly reduce the level of nonspecific precipitation, without affecting specific interactions.
Antiserum was obtained from tumorbearing hamsters and was tested prior
to use for its ability to precipitate SV40 T antigens. Nonimmune serum
was obtained from hamsters, which had not been exposed to SV40 or SV40
transformed cells. Following addition of antiserum, the mixtures were
incubated for 1 hour at room temperature. An amount of 50 ul of a 10%
suspension of inactivated Stapkyloeoccus aureus was then added and
incubation was continued for another hour. At the end of the second
incubation period, the staph was pelleted and washed twice by centrifugation through sucrose cushions (30% w/v). Protein was eluted from the
staph by incubation with 50 pi electrophoresis sample buffer containing
68
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2% SDS and 1% 2-mercaptoethanol. The immunoprecipitated proteins
were fractionated by SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, carried
out according to the method of Maizel (1969) with a 13% running gel
and a 4.5% acrylamide stacking gel. Following electrophoresis, gels
were dried and autoradiographed on Sakura A-70 X ray film.

RESULTS
Reconstruction experiments. In a number of preliminary experiments,
several rat kidney lines transformed by various SV40 DNA fragments
were tested for the presence of viral DNA sequences by means of the
Cot-analysis. The results indicated that all the cell lines contained
viral sequences homologous to the DNA fragments used to infect cells.
To facilitate comparison of the viral DNA sequences present in the
different cell lines, DNA's of the transformed cell lines were analysed
once more in the same experiment. The results of this analysis are
presented below.
SV40 DNA was cleaved sequentially with endo R-EcoRl and Hpal
and the four resulting fragments (see figure 2) were isolated by gel
electrophoresis. After extraction from the agarose, each fragment was
32
labeled separately with

P using the nick-translation technique. The

labeled fragments were purified by a second electrophoresis step and
were than used as probes in the hybridization analsyis. Since the
specific radioactivity of the labeled fragments was not known, their

•i

concentration in the hybridization mixtures was determined from reconstruction experiments. An amount of each of the 32P labeled fragments
corresponding to 5000 cpm was denatured, sheared and allowed to reanneal
in the presence of denatured unlabeled SV40 DNA, in a quantity corresponding to 4 copies per diploid amount of cell DNA, and 0.5 rng/ml
unlabeled calf thymus DNA. Samples were taken at various time intervals
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k

0.105

B

0.38

Fig.l. Map of the SV40 genome showing the cleavage sites of restriction
endonucleases EaoRl, Bamtil, Hapll ( endo R. Hpall is an isoschizomer of
endo R. Hapll ) , as well as Haelll. The positions of the endo R. flpal,
flapII and EaoRl cleavage sites were taken from Oanna et al. (1973) and
Sharp et al. (1973). The position of the endo R. BamWl cleavage site has
been determined by Mulder and Greene ( unpublished results ) and that of
endo R. Haelll by Subramanien at al. (1974). The position of the origin
of DNA replication is as determined by Fareed et al. (1972). The dashed
line indicates the location of the early region as determined by
Khoury et al. (1975).
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to determine their tj values. The concentrations of

P-labeled DNA

fragments added, were calculated from the t| values as described in
Materials and Methods. The results obtained from these reconstruction
experiments are presented in Table 1.
The results indicate that the

P-labeled DNA fragments are

capable of hybridizing with homologous DNA sequences, and that the
number of radioactive DNA equivalents used in the hybridization
mixture was relatively low. The same labeled fragments were used also
to analyse a number of transformed rat cell lines for the presence of
integrated viral DNA sequences.
Sequences of SV40 DNA present in the genome of transformed rat kidney
cells. Several rat kidney cell lines transformed by covalently closed
Form I SV40 DNA, linear unit length SV40 DNA molecules or specific
SV40 DNA fragments (Abrahams et al. 1975 a,b), were grown. The cellular
DNA's were isolated and used for an analysis of the viral DNA sequences
by reassociation kinetics. The four 32P-labeled SV40 DNA fragments A,
B, C and D, obtained by successively cleaving Form I SV40 DNA with
endo R- EaoRl and Hpal were used for the hybridizations. Figure 2
32
shows the kinetics of renaturation of the P-labeled fragments in the
presence of DNA from a cell line transformed by Form I SV40 DNA.
32
It can be seen that the renaturation rate of all four

P-labeled frag-

ments is increased in the presence of transformed cell DNA. This indicates that the sequences homologous to all four fragments are present
in the cells. The calculated number of copies of each of the four
fragments present in this cell line, and in a second one transformed
by Form I DNA are listed in Table 2. The results show that both lines
contain DNA sequences homologous to all four fragments and that these
32
segments seem to be presented in unequal quantities. The same Plabeled fragments were used also to analyse the viral DNA sequences in
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Table 1
Renaturation of oc32r
P-labeled fragments of SV40 DNA obtained by cleavage with
endo R. EcoRl and Hpal in the presence of calf thymus DNA or calf thymus
DNA plus unlabeled SV4O DNA. 1)

*""P DNA fragment,

V

*lP

fractional length

number of 2)
copies

A

0.38

36 .87+4.43

12 .66+2.01

2.2

B

0.24

56 .19+15.82

14 .43+1.12

1.4

C

0.21

45 .11+4.32

9 .96+1.36

1.1

D

0.17

46 .01+8.12

18 .03+0.43

2.6

1) Denatured and sheared

32

P-labeled SV40 DNA fragments (5000 cpm/ml) were

allowed to reanneal in the presence of 0.50 mg/mi calf thymus DNA. The
time (hrs) required for 50X of the

3?

P DNA to enter the double stranded

form (t, ) was calculated for each hybridization reaction.The concentration
of

32

P fragments in the reaction mixtures (expressed as number of copies,

see the last column) was calculated from reconstruction experiments in
-3
which 1.6x10 pg/ml of unlabeled SV40 DNA was.added to reaction mixtures,
32
containing 5000 cpm/ml of a P fragment and 0.50 mg/ml of calf thymus DNA,
as described in Materials and Methods, t, is the time (hrs) required for
32
50% of the P sequences to enter the double-stranded form in the presence
of calf thymus DNA and 1.6xl0~3 jig/ml of unlabeled SV40 DNA (which corre- .
sponds to 4 copies SV40 DNA per diploid amount of cell DNA).
2) The calculated number of copies of

P-labeled SV40 DNA fragments

present in the hybridization mixtures, per diploid amount of cell DNA.
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Fig.2. Renaturation kinetics of 32nP-labeled EaoRl/Spal fragments A, B, C
and D of SV40 DNA in the presence of DNA from a cell line transformed
by Form I SV40 DNA (clone 2 ) . The reaction mixtures contained 0.5 mg/ml
transformed cell DNA or calf thymus DNA and 5000 cpm/ml of one of the
3?

P-labeled viral DNA fragments. The DNA's were degraded to segments of
about 300 nucleotides by boiling in 0.3 N NaOH and renaturation was carried
out in 1 M NaCl, 0.1 M sodiumphosphate buffer (pH 6.8) and 0.8% sodium
dodecyl sulphate, as described in Materials and Methods.
Samples of 125 til were removed at intervals and the fractions of the
P-labeled fragments
present as single-stranded DNA (fSS
ee ) were determined
"*
by chromatography on hydroxyiapatite columns. Values of l/fec were plotted
32

S5

against the ratio of the time in hours (t) at which the samples were removed
3?
and the time required for 50% of the P-labeled SV40 DNA fragments to
enter the double stranded form (t, }. The concentration of the

32

P-labeled

fragments A, B, C and D are presented in Table 1.
•

32

renaturation of P-labeled EaoRl/Hpal SV40 DNA fragments

A, B, C and D in the presence of calf thymus ONA.
A

renaturatien of32P-labeled EcoRl/Hpal SV40 DNA fragments A, B,

C and D in the presence of DNA from a cell line transformed by Form I
SV40 DNA (clone 2). • •

•

.

1

-. ,,$ -'

Table 2
32
Renaturation of P-labeled fragments of SV40 DNA, obtained by cleavage
with endo R. EaoRl and Hpal, in the presence of DNA from cells transformed
. by Form I circular SV40 DNA or SV40 DNA molecules of genome size.

32
Cell line

Equivalents of viral

P-labeled

DNA per diploid

fragment

amount of cell DNA

BRKSV Form I
clone 1

BRKSV Form I
clone 2

BRKSV BamHl linear
clone 1

BRKSV BomHMinear
clone 2

74

A

0.74+0.17

0.8

B

0.74+0.13

0.5

C

0.47+0.16

1.4

D

0.87+0.05

0.4

A

0.54+0.13

2.5

B

0.43+C.10

2.1

C

0.42+0.04

1.6

D

0.67+0.10

1.4

A

0.17+0.02

10.5

B

0.22+0.05

5.1

C

0.14+0.01

6.8

D

0.37+0.05

4.5

A

0.18+0.02

7.5

B

0.28+0.02

3.0

C

0.17+0.01

5.0

D

0.31+0.17

5.6

Table 2 continued
BRKSV EaoRl linear
clone 1

BRKSV Ecofll linear
clone 2

BRKSV Hpall linear
clone 1

BRKSV Hpall linear
clone 2 _

3Z

18.9

A

0.101+0.011

B

0.17+0.04

C

0.056+0.070

18.4

D

0.16+0.04

15.0

A

0.48+0.12

2.4

B

0.56+0.12

1.2

C

0.41+0.03

1.6

D

0.51+0.14

2.7

A

0.107+0.009

18.0

B

0.091+0.024

14.5

C

0.51+0.01

20.9

D

0.093+0.016

25.9

A

0.50+0.09

2.1

B

0.60+0.06

2.4

C

0.42+0.02

1.6

0

0.56+0.18

2.1

7.1

P-labeled SV40 DNA fragments A, B, C and D (see Figure 1) were

denatured, sheared and allowed to renature in the presence of DNA
extracted from different rat kidney cell lines transformed either
by Form I SV40 DNA or by linear SV40 DNA molecules of genome size
obtained by cleavage with endo R* BanMl, EeoKl or Hpall. The reaction
mixtures contained 0.50 mg/ml of cellular DNA. The amounts of 32Plabeled viral DNA fragments used are given in Table 1. Column (a)
shows the different clones of transformed rat kidney cells used in
the experiments. The P-labeled viral DNA fragments A, B, C and D
used are shown in column (b). In column (c) the averages of the ratios
of tj s and tj p and their standard deviations are shown for the first
three incubations times. The number of viral DNA equivalents present
in a diploid amount of cell DNA was calculated as described jn
Materials and Methods. The calculated numbers .are shown in column (d).
75

cell lines transformed by linear unit length SV40 DNA: two lines
transformed by BamHl linears, two lines transformed by EooRl S
and two lines transformed by Hpall linears. The results for all six
lines are summarized in Table 2, and are represented graphically for
three lines in Figures 3-6. The data indicate that the cell lines transformed by the linear unit length SV40 DNA molecules contain sequences
homologous to all four 32 P-labeled DNA fragments. Again, the fragments
appear to be represented in unequal quantities. In addition, it can be
seen that the average quantities of viral DNA per cell are relatively
high (1.2 to 25.9 copies per diploid cell) and vary from one line to
the other. This is particularly evident for one out of the two EaoRl

I

and Hpall linear transformed clones tested. To investigate whether the
large numbers of viral DNA copies per cell is a characteristic feature
of cell lines transformed by linear molecules of genome size, four new
lines, transformed by EaoRl and Hpall linear DNA molecules, were isolated from a separate transfonnation experiment and analysed in the
same way. The results are presented in Table 3, showing that the numbers
of viral DNA equivalents per cell were again relatively high, although
somewhat lower than for the cell lines tested previously. Since a
number of the lines transformed by linear SV40 DNA contained relatively
high concentrations of viral DNA sequences, the question arose whether
these sequences were in fact integrated into the cellular DNA. To test
the possibility that a part of the viral DNA sequences is present in a
non-integrated form (as monomers or as oligomers), one clone of each
of the three types of transformed cell lines which contains the highest
amounts of viral DNA, was subjected to the fractional extraction procedure for viral DNA according to Hirt (Hirt, 1967). Equivalent amounts of
the Hirt-peilet, containing the chromosomal DNA, and the supernatant
were each analysed for the presence of viral DNA by Cot analysis. The
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Fig.3. Renaturation kinetics of

32

P-labeled EeoRl/Hpctl fragments A, B, C

and D of SV40 DNA in the presence of DNA from a cell line tranformed by
SV40 DNA linearized by cleavage with endo R. Bamttl (clone 1 ) . The analysis
was carried out as described in the legend to Fig.2.
•

renaturation of

32

P-labeled EcoRl/Hpal SV40 DNA fragments A, B,

C and D in the presence of calf thymus DNA .
A--

renaturation of

32

P-labeled EeoRI/Hpal SV40 DNA fragments A, B,

C and D in the presence of DNA from a cell line transformed by BmHl linear
SV40 DNA (clone 1).

mm,.

20
Fragment A

Frogmtot B

Fragment 0

Fragment C

1.0
0.1

0.1

01

02

0.1

02

Fig.4. Renatur*tion kinetics of32P-labeled EcoRl/Hpal fragments A, B, C
and 0 of SV40 DNA in the presence of DNA from a cell line transformed by
SV40 DNA linearized by cleavage with endo R. SaoRl (clone 2). The analysis,
was carried out as described in the legend to Fig.2.
#

renaturation of32P-labeled EaoRl/Hpal SV40 DNA fragments A, B,

C and D in the presence of calf thymus DNA.
A

renaturation of32P-labeled EaoRl/Hpal SV40 DNA fragments A, B,

C and D in the presence of DNA from a cell line transformed by EaoRl linear
SV40 DNA (clone 2 ) .
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Fragmtnt C

Fragment 0
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Fig.5. Renaturation kinetics of P-labeled EaoRl/Hpal fragments A, B, C
and D of SV40 DNA in the presence of DNA from a cell line tranformed by
SV40 DNA linearized by cleavage with endo.R. Hpall (clone 1).
The analysis was carried out as described in the legend to Fig.2.
•

renaturation ofO£P-labeled EaoRl/Hpal SV40 DNA fragments A,

B, C and D in the presence of calf thymus DNA.
Op

•

renaturation of P-labeled EeoRl/Hpal SV40 DNA fragments A,

B, C and D in the presence of DNA from a cell line transfonned by Hpall
linear SV40 DNA (clone 1 ) .
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Fig.6. Renaturation kinetics of P-labeled EooRl/Hpal fragments A, B, C
and D of SV40 DNA in the presence of DNA from a cell line transformed by
SV40 DNA linearized by cleavage with endo R. Hpall (clone 2 ) .
The analysis *was carried out as described in the legend to Fig.2.
•

renaturation of32P-labeled EeoRI/iipal SV40 DNA fragments A,

B, C and D in the presence of calf thymus DNA.
A

renaturation of32P-labeled EcoRl/Hpal SV4O DNA fragments A,

B, C and D in the presence of SV40 DNA from a cell line transformed by
Hpall linear SV40 DNA (clone 2 ) .
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Legend to Table 3.
32

P-labeled SV40 DNA fragments A, B, C and D (see Figure 1) were

denatured, sheared and allowed to renature in the presence of DNA
extracted from rat kidney cells transformed by EcoRl or Spall linear
SV40 DNA molecules. The transformed lines were isolated from a different
transformation assay as those described in Table 2. For further details,
see legend to Table 2.
cell DNA

A

1.7

B

5.2

C

3.4

D

2.1

A

6.3

B

0.8

C

8.4

D

13.4

BRKSV Bpall linear

A

8.6

clone 3

B

8.2

C

6.2

D

5.3

A

11.9

B

6.9

;

C

9.4

>

D

7.5

|
I

X
1

BRKSV EaoRl linear
clone 3

BRKSV EcoRI linear
clone 4

t

I
t
h

I
I
I

BRKSV Spall linear
clone 4
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Fig.7. SV40 DNA sequences in endo R. EcoRl cleaved cellular DNA from two
transformed clones. DNA from transformed cell lines was isolated and
cleaved with endo. R. EeoRI endonuclease, electrophoresed and transferred
to nitrocellulose paper as described in Materials and Methods. Hybridization was performed for 48 hours using

P-labeled Form I SV40 DNA as a

probe. Lane A: BRKSV EeoRI linear (clone 1) DNA cleaved by endo R. EcoRI,
Lane B: BRKSV Hpall linear (clone 1) DNA cleaved by endo R. EcoRI. SV40
Form I and Form III served as markers and are indicated by the arrows.
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results indicated that virtually all of the viral DNA sequences were
present in the chromosomal DNA, suggesting that indeed they were
integrated. In order to further characterize the nature of the integrated SV40 sequences, cellular DNA from BRKSV Hpall linear clone 1
and BRKSV EcoRl linear clone 1 were isolated and cleaved with endo R.
EaoRl. The resulting fragments were denatured, electrophorezed and
transferred to nitrocellulose filters for hybridization. Figure 7 shows
32
the results of hybridization of total P-labeled SV40 probe to endo R.
EooRl cleaved cell DNA immobilized on a nitrocellulose filter after
fractionation by gel electrophoresis. The SV40 DNA in the cell lines
tested is clearly integrated into the cellular DNA as can be seen by
the presence of SV40 sequences migrating more slowly than SV40 linear
DNA. In addition it can be concluded, that the viral DNA is integrated
at multiple sites. This is particularly apparent in the case of the
f•

BRKSV ffpall linear clone 1. Bands migrating more rapidly than SV40 linears
represent SV40 DNA sequences which are located close to an EeoRl cleavage
sita in the cellular DNA.
Finally a number of cell lines, transformed by fragments of SV40
DNA, were tested for the presence of viral DNA sequences: two lines
transformed by the 74% EeoRl/HapIl A fragment and two lines transformed
by the 59% BmHl/Sapll A fragment. Figure 8 and Table 4A show that the
74% fragment-transformed lines contain 2-6 copies of DNA sequences
homologous to the 74% fragment and lacked the segment represented by
by the B fragment (Figure 1). Similarly, the two cell lines, transformed
by the 59% fragment were found to contain DNA sequences corresponding
to this 59% fragment and no sequences homologous to the B fragment
(Figure 1). Previous experiments had indicated, however, that the latter
two lines contained small amounts of DNA sequences hybridizing to fragment
D (results not shown). It is possible that this observed homology is due
83
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Fig.8. Rsnaturation kinetics of 32P-labeled EeoRl/Hpal fragments A, B, C
and D of SV40 DNAin the presence of DNA from a cell line transformed by
74% EaoRl/HapU A fragment of SV40 DNA (clone 2 ) . The analysis was carried
out as described in the legend to Fig.2.
•——

renaturation of 32P-labeled EeoRl/Hpal SV40 DNA fragments A,

B, C and D in the presence of calf thymus DNA.
•

'• renaturation of 32P-labeled EeoRl/Hpal SV40 DNA fragments A,

B, C and D in the presence of DNA from a cell line transformed by the
EeoRI/HdpIl A fragment of SV40 DNA (clone 2).
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Table 4
32
Renaturation of
P-labeled fragments of SV40 DNA, obtained by cleavage
with endo R. EaoRl and Bpal as well as BamHl and Haelll,

in the presence of

DNA extracted from cells transformed by specific fragments of SV40 DNA

A

Cells transformed by the 74% EooRl/Uapll A fragment

Cell l i n e

32,P-labeled

Equivalents of v i r a l

fragment

DNA per diploid
amount of c e l l DNA

t'
h'

(1>.

BRKSV 74% EeoRI/ffopII
clone 1

$••;.

t'
i

BRKSV

74% EaoRl/Hapll

clone 2

|

A

0.42+0.08

3.0

B

0.91+0.05

0

C

0.20+0.01

4.5

D

0.47+0.09

3.1

A

0.24+0.04

6.7

B

0.96+0.11

0

C

0.21+0.02

4.2

D

0.40+0.09

4.3
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Table 4 continued

1

B .-

Cells transformed by the 59% BamWl/Bapll A fragment

fi

BRKSV C9% BamHl/Hapll

A

0.25+0.01

6.4

R

clone 1

B

0.91+0.08

0

C

0.27+0.03

3.0

E

0.85+0.13

0

F

1.18+0.13

0

'A

0.50+0.13

2.2

B

1.34+0.36

0

i
\

C

0.20+0.05

4.5

E

0.94+0.09

o

Si
f-l •

F

1.21+0.07

0

1
I
I

BRKSV 59%BamHl/Hapll
clone 2

i

J;

32

P-labeled SV40 DNA fragments A, B, C and D or A, B, C, E and F (see Fig.l)

were denatured, sheared and allowed to renature in the presence of DNA
extracted from different rat kidney cell lines transformed by either the
74% EaoRl/Hapll A fragment or the 59% BcmWl/Rapll A fragment of SV40 DNA.
The reaction mixtures contained 0.50 mg/ml of cellular DNA. The amounts of
the 32P-labeled viral DNA fragments A, B, C and D are given in Table 1.
The concentration of the 32P-labeled fragments E and F correspond to 3.7
and 10.2 copies per diploid quantity of cell DNA, respectivily. For
further details, see legend to Table 2.
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Fig.9. Renaturation kinetics of
A, B, C and of

32

P-labeled EaoRl/Bpal SV40 DNA fragments

P-labeled SV40 DNA fragments E and F obtained by cleavage

of the 15% EooRl/BamHl fragment with endo R. HaelU (see F i g . l . ) in the
presence of DNA from a c e l l l i n e transformed by the 5951 SV40 BmHI/Hapll
A fragment (clone 2 ) . The analysis was carried out as described in the
32
.legend to Fig.2. The concentration of the
P-labeled fragments E and F
was calculated from reconstruction experiments by measuring the renaturation kinetics of these fragments in the presence of c a l f thymus DNA and
1.6xlO" 3

g/ml of unlabeled SV40 DNA, corresponding to 4 copies SV40 DNA

per d i p l o i d amount of c e l l u l a r DNA. From this reconstruction experiment
32

it was calculated that the concentration of the P-labeled fragments E
and F corresponded to 3.7 and 10.3 copies per diploid amount of cellular
DNA, respectivily. The concentrations of the

32

P-labeled fragments A,

B and C are presented in Table 1.
•

renaturation of32P-labeled EaoRl/Hpal SV40 DNA fragments A,

B and C and of fragments E and F (see Fig.l.) in the presence of calf
thymus DNA.
•

renaturation of32P-labeled EaoRI/Hpal SV40 DNA fragments A,

B and C and of fragments E and F (see Fig.l.) in the presence of DNA from
a cell line transformed by 59% BamHI/HapU A fragment of SV40 DNA
(clone 2).
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Fig.10. Immunoprecipi table proteins in SV40 transformed clones.
Immunoprecipitations were performed as described in Materials and Methods

j

on s-labeled cell extracts of several transformed clones. Extracts were
treated either with nonimmune serum (n.i.) or with immune serum from tumor-

I
'ji

,

bearing hamsters (inrn). The resulting precipitates were electrophoresed on

il

3*5

•/

•

i

l

|
F-

SDS-polyacryiamide gels and autoradiographed as described.
•

j
!

I,'
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1

to the slight overlap from 0.15 to 0.17 map units between fragment D
and the 59% Bmtil/Hapll fragment. Therefore the cellular DNA's were
analysed using as probes the 32P-labeled fragments E and F obtained by
cleavage of the 15% EcoRI/BmHI fragment with endo R. Haelll (see Figure 1).
Figure 9 and Table 4B show that the two 59% fragment transformed cell lines
contain 2 to 6 copies of DNA sequences homologous to the fragments A and
C and no sequences homologous to fragments 6, E and F.
Irmunopreaipitation of SV40 specifio proteins. Cells from BRKSV Forml,
Bamttl linear, 74% EteoRI/ffapII and 59% BamHl/Hapll clones were labeled in
methionine-free medium with

S-methionine until approximately 60 to 70%

of the label had been incorporated. Immunoprecipitations were performed
on total cell lysates in the presence of 0.7 M NaCL, 0.5% NP40 and 0.1%
deoxycholate using pretested serum from tumor-bearing hamsters.
Figure 10 shows the results of immunoprecipitations of

S-methionine

labeled cell extracts from the various transformed cell lines. In each
case the protein patterns are identical. The predominant large T antigen
species migrates with an apparent molecular weight of 93K. Two other
minor species are also present with molecular weights of 100K and 85K.
In addition the small T antigen can be seen, which has an apparent
molecular weight.of 20K. Furthermore, several protein species were
consistently observed which migrate with apparent molecular weights ranging from 40 to 56K, however, the origin and significance of these species
are as yet undetermined. Comparison of the T antigen patterns from these
transformed celTs with those from lyticalTy infected cell extracts failed
to reveal any discernabTe difference.

DISCUSSION
This paper describes the analysis of the viral DNA sequences
present in ar number of rat cell lines transformed by Form I SV40 DNA,

f
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linear SV40 DNA molecules or SV40 DNA fragments. This study was carried
out in order to establish which segments of the viral DNA had been incorporated into the cellular genome and to confirm our previous results
showing that fragments of SV40 DNA are able to transform these cells.
The results reported in this paper show that cells transformed by Form I
SV40 DNA or linear SV40 DNA molecules of genome size contain DNA sequences homologous to all four 32P-labeled fragments used as probes in the
Cot analysis. It was found that the four fragments were present in
unequal copy number in each of the cell lines tested and that the average
number of viral DNA copies per diploid quantity of cell DNA varied considerably from one line to the other. The concentration of viral DNA per
cell appeared to be relatively high (up to almost 20 copies or more for
some of the fragments) in 2 out of 8 lines tested (Table 2 ) . Interestingly* fragments A and C which represent the early region (Figure 1) were
found often to be represented in higher copy numbers than those of the
late region (B and D ) . This phenomenon of over-representation of the
early region has been observed also in SV40 transformed mouse cells
(Botchan et al. 1974). To determine whether part of the viral sequences
in cell lines containing high concentrations of viral DNA occurs in
non-integrated form, the cellular DNA was fractionated according to the
Hirt-procedure (Hirt, 1967) and the resulting fractions were analysed.
It was found that virtually all the viral sequences were associated with
the chromosomal DNA. This suggests that indeed they were integrated. The
question, whether the multiple DNA copies are integrated at different
positions or at one specific site in the cellular DNA was answered by
analyzing the cellular DNA according to the Southern blotting technique
(Southern, 1975). The blotting data indicate that the SV40 DNA is integrated at multiple sites within the host cell DNA and that at some sites it
is present as tandem repeats. Since the patterns for the two clones are
90

different, there seems no preferred site for integration of the viral DNA.
In addition no free viral DNA was detected migrating at the same position
as SV40 Form I DNA. It has been shown that the viral information in SV40
transformed human cells is associated mainly with chromosome no. 7 and 17
(Croce et at. 1975; Croce, 1977). This indicates that integration of SV4O
DNA occurs with a certain specificity at least in human cells. If this
would apply also to SV40 transformed rat cells, the question arises how
integration of multiple copies of viral DNA could have come about. Moreover,
blotting experiments indicate that the SV4O DNA is integrated at different
sites within the host cell DNA. An analysis of the cell lines transformed
by the 74% EcoRl/Hapll A fragment and the 59% Bamtil/fiapll A fragment
showed that these cells contained sequences'only corresponding to the DNA
fragments used to transform the cells. Since renaturation followed approximately second order kinetics, it can be concluded that virtually all
sequences of the fragments must be present (Figure 8-9). The results presented in this paper, also show that transformation, obtained with the
74% or 59% SV40 DNA fragments, is caused by these fragments rather than by
contaminating intact molecules.

* *

The specificity of transformation with respect to SV40 has been
proved by the presence of virus-specific proteins by immunoprecipitation.
The electrophoresis patterns of the immunoprecipitated T antigens of the
various labeled transformed cell extracts are indistinguishable and as
such appear to be entirely independent of the amount of the late viral DNA
present in the cell. Since the SV40 DNA used to generate each of the clones
tested contained a complete intact early region, it was expected that
similar protein patterns would be obtained. Recent experiments to be presented elsewhere indicated that alterations in the SV40 early region
result in abnormal T antigen patterns.
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ISOLATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF ATYPICAL SV40 TRANSFORMED RAT KIDNEY
CELL LINES

J. Abrahams, Robert J. DeLeys and Alex J. van der Eb.

University of Leiden, Laboratory for Physiological Chemistry, Sylvius
Laboratories, Massenaarseweg 72, 2333 AL Leiden, The Netherlands.

SUMMARY
In order to define the smallest segment of the early region of SV40
DNA which contains the information required for transformation, a number
of DNA fragments containing different parts of this early region, were
tested for transforming activity with primary cultures of baby rat kidney
cells. The DNA fragments were prepared with the use of restriction endonucleases that cleave the early region of SV40 DNA at single sites: endo's
R« Patl (cleaves at 0.27 map units), Hpal (0.38 map units) and Taql (0.57
map units). With these enzymes, in combination with endo R> Bamtil, 6
different fragments were obtained which were tested for their transform!r
activity. From the results of experiments with these fragments it was
concluded that cleavage of the early region at 0.27, 0.38 and 0.57 map
. units inactivates the transforming activity, and that the entire early
region is probably required for transformation.
In the course of this study, a number of cell lines with an abnormal
transformed phenotype were isolated from cultures infected with the 42%
BamWl/Taql fragment. Analysis of the viral DNA sequences in these cells
showed that they were transformed not by this fragment, but by contaminating DNA molecules that contained most, if not all, of the SV40 DNA
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sequences. Further studies showed that the abnormal transformed phenotype(a decreased growth in semi-solid medium, more contact-inhibited
and fibroblastic cell morphology) is correlated with a changed T antigen
pattern (such as the absence or defectiveness of the little T antigen
and a changed distribution of large T antigens). It was concluded,
therefore, that transformation must have been caused by contaminating
defective molecules, and that the abnormal transformed phenotype may be
caused by a defective 19K small T antigen and/or by altered relative
amounts of the large T antigens.

INTRODUCTION
Previous studies in this laboratory have shown that the fragments of
SV4O DNA and adenovirus DNA,. prepared by digestion with restriction endonucleases or by shearing forces, are able to convert normal cells into
tumor cells (1,2,3). These findings indicate that the integrity of these
viral genomes is required neither for the initiation of transformation
nor for the continued expression of the transformed state. The SV49 DNA
fragments that were shown to contain transforming activity are the 74%
EcoKl/Hpa(Hap)U fragment (0.0-0.74 map units) and the 59% Bamtil/Hapll
fragment (0.15-0.74 map units). Both fragments contain the early region
of the viral genome that maps between 0.17 and 0.67 fractional map units,
as well as the origin of DNA replication (0.67 map units) (4).
Recent studies on transformation with adenovirus 5 DNA indicated
that fragments representing only a part of the left hand early region
(the segment that is considered to be involved in transformation) will
still contain transforming activity (5). When the properties of cells
transformed by DNA fragments of various sizes were compared, however, it
was observed that the cells transformed by the smallest transforming
fragment, the 4.5% Hpal E fragment, showed an abnormal transformed
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phenotype and in some respects resembled normal cells more than transformed cells. The 4.5% Bpal E fragment represents less than 50% of the
left most early region which suggests that the atypical transformation
may be due to the defectivity or the loss of one or more viral functions
in the E fragment transformed cells which are normally involved in
transformation.
In view of the results obtained with adenovirus DNA fragments, it
appeared of interest to study in more detail the transforming activity
of SV40 DNA fragments. Such a study could help in elucidating the role
different viral gene products may play in transformation. In this paper
results of transformation experiments with SV40 DNA fragments are reported
which show that the transforming activity disappears if the early region
is cleaved in two parts. This suggests that an essentially intact early
region is required for this process. In the course of these studies, a
number of cell lines were isolated with an abnormal transformed phenotype.
Evidence will be presented that this abnormal transformation is caused by
defect(s) in one or more viral T antigens.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cells.

CV-1 cells were grown on plastic petri dishes in Eagle's mini-

mal essential medium (MEM) supplemented with 10% foetal calf serum (Gibco).
Primary kidney cell cultures of 6 to 7 day-old Hi star rats (BRK cells) were
grown in MEM medium supplemented with 10% Newborn calf serum (Gibco). Rat
kidney cell lines transformed bySV40 DNA fragments were grown in the same
medium as used for the primary BRK cultures. These SV40 transformed cell
lines are designated BRKSV.
Virus and viral DNA. SV40, clone 307 L, obtained from Dr. S. Kit, was
grown in confluent monolayers of CV-1 cells at an imput multiplicity of
10" 2 -10" 3 PFU/cell. Viral DNA was extracted from infected cells with use
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of the Hirt-prccedure and it was purified by at least two cycles of
banding in CsCl-gradients (density 1.56g/cm ) containing 200 yg/ml
of ethidiumbromide (6). Form I DNA in the denser band was isolated and
the ethidiumbromide was removed by repeated extractions with isoamylalcohol. Finally, the viral DNA was extensively dialysed against 10
M Tris-HCl(pH 7.9), 10" 3 M EDTA. DNA from the SV40 mutant ts-A 209 was a
gift from Dr. M.C.W. Wurfbain-Moolenburgh. The mutant was obtained from
Dr. R.G.Martin.
Preparation of SV40 DNA fragments. Restriction endonuclease (endo R-)
Taql was kindley provided by Dr. C. Sol. DNA was incubated with this
enzyme in 6 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 6 mM MgCl 2 and 6 mM 2-mercaptoethanol.
Endo's R- BOTJHI and Bgll were,obtained from Biolabs. The incubation with
endo R* BamHI was carried out at 37°C in the same buffer as for endo RTaql. The incubation buffer for endo R- Bgll was 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4),
10 mM MgCl 2 , 66 mM KCT, 1.0 mM DTT (Dithiothreitol >. Endo R< EaoRl was
obtained from Boehringer, Mannheim and the incubation was carried out iiv
30 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4) and 0.1 nM MgCl 2 . The DNA fragments were separated
by electrophoresis in 1.5% agarose slabgels at 25 V for 16 hrs. The DNA
bands were visualized by staining of the gels in a solution of ethidiumbromide (0.5 pg/ml) in electrophoresis buffer (0.04 M Tris-HCl pH 7.2,
0.04 M- sodiunacetate and 10" 3 M EDTA) and.the fluorescent bands were
excised. The agarose gel slices containing the separated DNA- fragments
were applied onto a 2% agarose sTabgel and the fragments were purifiedonce more by electrophoresis at 30 V for IS hrs- The DNA fragments were
isolated by homogenization of the gel slices in electrophoresis buffer
by means of a Dounce homogenizer, elution of the DNA during 16 hrs at
0°C and removal of the agarose by centrifugation in a Sorvall HB 4 rotor
at 10,000 rpm during 30 minutes* The DNA fragments were purified further
by extraction with an equal volume of phenol saturated with 10
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HC1 pH 7.4,10"3 M EOTA and with an equal volume chloroform-isoamylalcohol (24/1). The DNA fragments were tested for purity by electrophoresis in a 3% agarose slabgei and were found to be visibly free of
any contaminating fragments.
Assay of transforming aetivity.

The transformation assays were carried

out according to the slightly modified Calcium technique with primary
kidney cell cultures of 6 to 7 day-old Wistar rats. The DNA precipitate
was allowed to for/n and was added to the culture medium according to the
standard method (7). After incubation at 37°C, the medium was removed and
to each dish ( 60 mm Coming) 1 ml of a solution was added containing 25%
DHSO (Merck) in HEBS-buffer pH7.05 (8). The cultures were incubated for
2 minutes at room-temperature, the. DMSO solution was removed and the
- cultures were washed extensively with HEBS-buffer pH 7.05. They were then
incubated in 5 ml of MEM medium/dish supplemented with 10% Newborn calf
serum and the medium was changed twice e^ch week. Colonies of transformed
cells were isolated after 5 weeks and they were grWn in MEM medium
supplemented With 10% Newborn calf serum.
Cloning •ffiaienay in 0.33% agarose medium.

The cloning efficiency of

transformed cells in 0.33% agarose medium.was determined by following the
procedure of Macpherson and Montagnier (9). Subconfluent monolayers were
trypsinized and counted with a hemocytometer. The cells were suspended at
a concentration of 2x10 cells/ml in MEM medium containing 10%. Newborn
calf serum, 2% yeast extract and 0.33% agarose. Aliquots of 1 ml of this
cell suspension were pipetted into a 60 mm plastic petri dish (Corning)
containing a solidified base layer of MEM supplemented with 10% Newborn
calf serum, 2% yeast extract and 0.5% agarose. The cultures were then
incubated in a humidified atmosphere of 95% air and 5% C0 2 .
Groath atamea. BRKSV cells were seeded in a series of 100 inn plastic
petri dishes (Corning) at a concentration of 5xlO*/dish and the cultures
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transformed by the 42% Bmtil/Taql
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mixtures contained 0.5 mg/ml transformed c e l l DNA or calf thymus DNA and
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5000 cpm/ml of one of the

P-labeled v i r a l DNA fragments. The DNA's were

degraded to segments of about 300 nucleotides by boiling in 0.3 N NaOH
and renaturation was carried out in 1 M NaCl, 0.1 M sodium phosphate
buffer (pH 6.8) and 0.8% sodium dodecyl sulphate as described i n Materials
and Methods. Samples of 125 ul were removed at intervals and the fractions
of
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P-labeled fragments present as single-stranded DNA ( f $ s ) were deter-

mined by chromatography on hydroxyl apatite columns. Values of l/f s s were
plotted against the r a t i o of the time i n hours ( t ) at which the samples
were removed and the time required for 50% of the

32

P-labeled SV40 DNA'

fragments to enter the double stranded form ( t , ). The concentrations of
the

P-labeled fragments A, B, C and D are presented i n the legend to

Table 4.
renaturation of 32
32P-labeled SV40 DNA fragments A, B. C and D

in the presence of calf thymus DNA.
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renaturation of32 p-labeled SV40 DNA fragnents A, B, C and D

in the presence of DNA from a cell line transformed by the 42% ScvMl/:.:.;!
B fragment (clone 3 ) .
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Infeotivity of SV40 DNA. The presence of infectious viral DMA was
tested with the DEAE-dextran technique (15).

RESULTS
Transforming aetivity of viral DNA fragments.
In order to test the transforming activity of SV40 DNA fragments
which contain only part of the early region , a number of such fragments
were prepared with the use of the restriction endonucleases Pstl, Hpal
and Taql, which cleave the early region at a single site at map positions
0.27, 0.38 and 0.57, respectively (cf Fig.l). The following fragments
were tested for transforming activity on primary cultures of BRK cells:
two fragments obtained by cleavage with endo R* Pstl'. Pstl fragments A
(0.27-0.02) and B (0.02-0.27); two of the three fragments obtained with
endo R- Hpal: Bpal fragment B (0.38-0.76) and C (0.17-0.38); and two
fragments by the combined action of endo R- Taql and BamWl: BamHl/
Taql fragments A (0.57-0.15) and B (0.15-0.57). The results of the
transformation assays indicated that 5 of the 6 fragments had no detectable transforming activity, using DNA concentrations of 1-4 yg genome
equivalent per 6 cm dish, but that a low level of activity was obtained
with the 42% BamWl/Taql B fragment. This fragment maps between 0.15 and
0.57 units and comprises the 80% part of the early region distal to the
origin of ONA replication. The results of two experiments with
independently isolated DNA fragments are shown in Table I. It can be
seen that the efficiency of transformation is considerably lower for the
42% BamUl/Taql fragment than for the circular Form I DNA. An interesting
observation was that the primary colonies of these transformed cells
showed the property that they remained rather flat and did not pile up
to the degree observed in colonies transformed by Form I DNA.
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B

0.67

0.57

Fig.l. Map of the SV40 genome showing the cleaving sites of restriction
endonucleases EaoRl, Bamtil, Hpal, Pstl, Taql and Bgll. The positions of
the endo R. EooRl and Hpal cleavage sites were taken from Danna et al. (16)
and Sharp et al. (17). The position of the endo R. BmHI cleavage site has
been determined by Mulder and Greene (unpublished results). The positions
of the endo R. Pstl, Taql, and Bgll cleavage sites have been determined by
Fiers et al. (unpublished results). The position of the origin of DNA replication is as determined by Fareed et al. (18). The dashed line indicates
the location of the early region as determined by Khoury et al. (4).
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Table I
Transforming a c t i v i t y of Form I SV40 ONA and of the two fragments obtained
by cleaving SV40 DNA with endo's R. BmHl and Taql.

SV40 DNA

ug of DNA/dish

Foci/dish

(genome equivalents)

Experiment 1 (DMSO treatment)

Form I

1

36/43, 43, 45

Taql/BamWl A
58% fragment 1)

1

0, 0

2

0, 0

3

0, 0

2

0, 1

4

8, 7

BamHl/Taql B
42X fragment 1)

Experiment 2 (no DMSO treatment)

Form I

1

22, 30

Taql/BamHl A

2

0, 0

58X fragment 1).

4

0, 0

BmWl/Taql B
42* fragment 1)

2

0, 0

4

1, 2

1) The purified DNA fragments Were tested for the presence of contamina- •
ting SV40 DNA by infecting CV-1 cells with the DNA fragments by means of
the OEAE-dextran technique (15). No infectious virus was detected in these
tests.
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Several colonies transformed by the 4255 BmHl/Taql fragment were
isolated and established as cell lines. Cellular DNA was isolated from
a number of these lines and was used for an analysis of viral ONA
sequences by the Cot technique. Four 32 P-labeled SV40 DNA fragments
A, B, C and D obtained by successive cleavage of Form I SV40 DNA with
endo's R- EcoRl, BmHl, Taql and Bgll were used as probes in the
hybridizations (see Fig.l.). The results of the renaturation kinetics
Ifr

analysis of these four labeled fragments in the presence of cellular
DNA isolated from seven Bmttl/Taql transformed lines are presented in
Table II, and are graphically illustrated for one clone in Fig.2.
Contrary to the expectation, the results show that all cell lines
tested contained DNA sequences homologous to all foar radioactive
fragments. The fragments were represented in unequal quantities, however,
the 42% Bamtil/Taql segment Being present at the highest concentration.
In order to further characterize the nature of the integrated SV40
DNA sequences, DNA was isolated from the BamHI/Taql-fragment transformed
cells and was cleaved with endo R- EcoRl. The resulting fragments were
denatured, electrophoresed and transfered to nitrocellulose filters for
hybridization. The results are shown in Fig.3. While it is clear that
the integration patterns for each of the clones are different, it is
also clear that the SV40 DNA sequences other than those present in the
42% Bamttl/Taql fragment are contained in' these cells. In many cases,
these sequences can be found to be present at the same integration sites
as the 42% Bamttl/Taql sequences. However, in some cases such as those
designated by the arrows, the 42% BamHl/Faql sequences appear to be

te

independently integrated. Furthermore, although the transfer technique
is generally not quantitative, it is apparent from the comparison of the
intensities of the bands in each lane that frequently multiple copies
of the SV40 DNA sequences exist at most positions in the gel, thereby
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Table I I
Renaturation of

32

P-labe1ed fragments A, B, C and 0 of SV40 DNA obtained

by cleavage with endo's R. EcoRl, BamHl, Taql and Bgll i n the presence of
c e l l u l a r DNA isolated from cells transformed by the
42% BconWl/Taql B fragment

clone number

32P-labeled

calculated equivalents
of viral DNA per d i -

fragment

ploid quantity of cell

I

DNA
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A
B

0.039+0.003
0.38+0.02

6.9

C

0.57+0.02

2.3

D

0.49+0.09

7.7

A

0.024+0.003

96.3

B

0.26+0.01

11.7

C

0.33+0.C3

6.4

D

0.51+0.12

7.4

A

0.018+0.003

B

0.33+0.02

8.5

C

0.46+0.05

3.6

D

0.38+0.011

11.9

A

0.024+0.001

90.0

B

0.26+0.02

12.1

C

0.39+0.02

4.8

D

0.47+0.09

8.2

56.2

126.3

Table II continued
6

7

32

39.4

A

0.051+6.003

B

0.72+0.07

1.6

C

0.56+0.02

2.4

D

0.49+0.01

6.2

A

0.065+0.007

B

0.40+0.03

6.3

C

0.51+0.04

3.0

D

0.44+0.08

8.3

33.1

P-1abeled SV40 DNA fragments were denatured, sheared and allowed to re-

nature in the presence of DNA extracted from BRK cell lines transformpd by
the 42% BamHl/Taql B fragment of SV40 DNA.The reaction mixtures contained
0.50 mg/ml of cellular DNA. The concentrations of the

32

P-labeled viral

DNA fragments were calculated from reconstruction experiments in which a
32

small amount of P-labeled fragments was allowed to renature in the presence of calf thymus DNA only (0.50 mg/ml) either in the absence or presence of 1.6x10

ug/ml of unlabeied SV40 DNA. ( This would correspond to

4 copies of viral DNA per diploid amount of cellular DNA). From the resuits obtained we calculated the number of copies of 32P-labeled fragments
added in the experiments. These numbers are as follows: fragment A 2.1
copies> fragment B 4.2 copies, fragment C 3.1 copies and fragment D 7.2
copies per diploid amount of cell DNA. The amount of viral DNA, present in
the transformed cellular DNA, was calculated as previously described (14).
The time required for 50% of the labeled viral DNA sequences to enter into
a double-stranded form with transformed cell DNA or calf thymus DNA, respectivily, are called: t, and t, . Column a shows the different clones of
32
rat kidney cells used in the experiment. The

P-labeled viral DNA frag-

ments A, B, C and 0 used are shown in column b. In column c the averages
of the ratios of t, and t, and their standard deviations are shown for
the first three incubation times. The number of viral DNA equivalents
present in a diploid amount of cellular DNA was calculated as described
in Materials and Methods. The calculated numbers are shown in column d
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were incubated for several days at 37°C. The increase of the number of
cells was determined by trypsinizing the cells at various times and
counting them in a hemocytometer.
Rescue of SV40 from transformed eells. BRKSV cells were fused in suspension with permissive CV-1 cells with the use of polyethyleneglycol (PEG)
as a fusion agent according to the method of Hales (10). For each experiment approximately 5xlO6 CV-1 cells and 5xlO6 BRKSV cells were used. We
monitored the extent of fusion by growing a small aliquot of the cells
and fixing and staining with Giemsa. The fused cells were incubated during
14 days at 37°C. The cultures were then freeze-thawed and tested for the
presence of infectious virus by plaque titration on CV-1 cells.
Preparation of cellular DNA from transformed cells. DNA was isolated
from transformed rat kidney cells according to the method described by
Gallimore (11).
Preparation of

P-labeled SV40 DNA fragments. DNA fragments obtained

by digestion of viral ONA with endo's R- EcoRl, Bgll, Taql and Bamtil were
32

P-labeled according to the nick-translation technique described by
Maniates (12).
Hybridization conditions and hydroxylapatite chromatography. DNA's from
transformed cells were tested for the presence of viral sequences by ana32
lysis of the renaturation kinetics of P-labeled viral DNA fragments in
the presence of DNA from transformed or untransformed cells according to
the method described previously (14).
Southern blotting procedure. The DNA from transformed cells was analyzed
also for the presence of integrated viral DNA sequences by means of the
Southern blotting technique as described previously (13,14).
Immunoprecipitation of SV40 specific proteins. The procedure for the
immunoprecipitation of viral specific T antigens has been described
previously (14).
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HYBRIDIZATION OF SV40 FRAGMENT DNA
TO DNA FROM TRANSFORMED CLONES
FRAGMENT 4 2 % B*M/T»Q
1 a
3 4 .5
6 7

clone

FRAGMENT 33% BGL/RI
I
4
S S 7

FRAGMENT 1 0 * TAD/BO.
5 . 7
»V«O

SV40

FRAGMENT 15* RI/BAM
SW4O

done

1

4

S

*

'

SV4O

Fig.3. SV4O DNA sequences in endo R. EaoRl cleaved cellular OKA from
several 42% Bmtil/Taql B fragment transformed clones.
DNA from transformed cell lines was i sol ailed and cleaved with endo R. EcoRI,
electrophoresed and transferee! to nitrocellulose paper as indicated in
Materials and Methods. Hybridization was performed for 48 hours using

P-

labeled nicktranslated fragments A, B, C and D as probes (see F i g . l . ) .
SV40 DNA Form I served as a marker. Arrows indicate Bamtil/Taql' DNA sequences which were clearly integrated independently of other SV40 DNA sequences

:
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suggesting tandem duplications at most viral integration sites.
From these results, it was concluded that the transformation
observed in the BamWl/Taql fragment infected cultures might have been
caused by small amounts of contaminating viral DNA sequences which
contained most-, if not all, of the SV40 DNA sequences. It can also be
concluded from these experiments that cleavage of the SV40 early region
at 0.27, 0.38 and 0.57 map units inactivates the transforming activity,
and that probably the entire early region of the viral genome, including
its terminal portions, is required for transformation.
As was mentioned earlier, however, the transformed cell lines
isolated from 42% BanMI/Taql fragment infected BRK cells were abnormal in
their growth properties: the primary colonies remained rather flat, the
isolated cells grow more slowly than other SV40 transformed cells and
in their appearance they resemble normal cells rather than transformed
cells. On the basis of these observations it was decided to study the
*
properties of the cells with the abnormal transformed phenotype(rtabnormal
transformed cells lu } in more detail.

Properties of the oetla uith an atypical transformed phenotype.
Growth propertiee.

The abnormal transformed cells were studied with

respect to their, ability to grow in semi-solid medium, containing 0.3351
agarose. The results are shown in Table III. It can be seen that the cloning
.efficiency of these cell lines was very low as compared to that of cells
transformed by other SV40 DNA fragments and that i t varied between
0.005 and 0.05% for most of the clones. Moreover, cultures of the abnormal
transformed cells in general grow more slowly than other SV40 transformed
c e l l s . This for two clones i s illustrated in Fig.4.jThis figure also shows
that the abnormal transformed eelTs are unable to reach high saturation
densities. Another property characteristic for these cells is that they
110

Table III
Cloning efficiency in medium containing 0.33X agarose of various SV40 DNA
fragment-transfonned clones
clone

% SV40 genome of

% input cells

transforming fragment

forming colonies
•

BamHl/Taql ( 1 )
clone 1

42

0.048

2

0.005

3

0.010

4

0.015

5

0.015

6

0.048

7

0.005

r •

i

BamHl/Taql (2)
clone Cl

1

42

O.OJ'O
\

C2

C.OOO

BamHl/Hapll
clone 1

59

1.02

74

6.5

clone 1

100

6.87

CV-1 monkey cells

0

0.000

EooRl/HapU
clone 1
BamHI linear

• i

Cells transformed by various SV40 DNA fragments were suspended in medium
containing 0.33% agarose and were seeded in 60 mm plastic petri dishes
(Corning) at a concentration of 2x10 cells per dish (see Materials and
Methods). Cell colonies which had developed after incubation of 4 weeks
at 37°C were scored at a 1.5 fold magnification. The diameter of the
colonies varied between approximately 0.1 and 1 mm.
(1) clones obtained from experiment 1; (2) clones obtained from
experiment 2 (see Table I).

aiM'^

0

24

48

72

96

120

144

168

192

216

F i g . 4 . Growth kinetics of BRKSV Form I (clone 1) and BRKSV 42% Bmtil/Taql
B fragment (clone 3 and C2). Cells were seeded in a 100 nun petri dish at a
4
concentration of 5xllr cells and the number of cells per dish was determined at 24 h intervals as described in Materials and Methods.
A
(clone C2),
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BRKSV Form I ( c l o n e 1 ) ,
#

• - —

BRKSV 42% BamM/Taql

BRKSV 42% BmHI/TaqI

B (clone 3 ) .

B

have a fibroblast-like appearance rather than an epithelial one as found
with other SV40 transformed cells (Fig.5.).
Z_32*£2£2£i Virus specific proteins were studied by means of the immunoprecipitation technique with serum from tumor-bearing hamsters as described
in the experimental section. The abnormal transformed cells were labeled in
methionine-free medium with

S methionine until approximately 60-70% of

the label had been incorporated. Immunoprecipitations were performed on
total cell lysates in the presence of 0.7 H NaCl, 0.5% NP40 and 0.1%
sodium deoxycholate Hjsing pretested serum. The results of the immunoprecipitations are shown in Fig.^. Cells transformed by BamHl linear
SV40 DNA were used as a control. It can be seen that each cell line
isolated from the BmHI/Taql infected cultures had its own characteristic
T antigen pattern. In some instances, such as in the case of clones 2
and 6, the small T antigen was found to be absent while in other clones
small T antigens with altered molecular weights were found. In still
other clones, a normal small T antigen was present. In contrast, the
pattern of the large T antigens was altered in all aonormal transformed
cell lines tested: Although the same 85K..94K and 100K large T antigens
were present, their relative intensities were different from those in
normal SV40 transformed cells. In previous studies we had shown that
there was no discernible difference between the patterns of viral T
antigens in cells transformed by DNA fragments containing an intact
early region, and by intact SV40 DNA.
•-1

Complementation of the defeatCs).Attempts were made to restore the
defects in the abnormal transformed cells by complementation with
functionally active early gene(s). Two approaches were used. In the
first approach dishes with a 70-80% confluent monolayer of abnormal
transformed cells (clones 3 and 6) were superinfected with Form I SV40
DNA by means of the calcium technique. After 24 hours of incubation,
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Legend to Figure 3.

Fig.5. Appearance of cells transformed by the 59% BamHl/HapU A fragment
(a) and by the 42% Bamtil/Taql B fragment ( b ) .
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Fig.6. Immunoprecipitable proteins in SV40 transformed clones.
Inimunoprecipitations were performed as described tn_Materia1s and Methods
on

S-labeled cell extracts of several transformed clones. Extracts were

treated either with nonimmune serum ( n . i . ) or with immune serum from
tumor-bearing hamsters (inun.). The resulting precipitates were electrophoresed on SDS-polyacrylamide gels and autoradiographed as described.
U5

the superinfected cultures were trypsinized and were reseeded in soft
agarose medium at a concentration of 2x10 cells per 6 cm dish, and
subsequently the cultures were incubated at 37°C. Visible colonies of
"supertransformed" cells appeared after 4 weeks while no colonies were
found in the mock-infected cultures. Several clones were isolated and
again tested for their ability to grow in soft agar medium. It was found
that the cloning efficiency of these cell lines was much higher than
that of the parental lines. The same supertransformed cells were also
tested by imraunoprecipitation for the presence of viral-specific
T antigens. As can be seen in Fig.7 the transformed cells contained the
small T antigen as well as the normal pattern of large T antigens.
In the second approach clones 3 and 6 of the abnormal transformed cells
were fused with BRK cells transformed by intact DNA of the temperature
sensitive early mutant ts-A 209, as described in the experimental section.
Immediately after fusion the cells were reseeded at a concentration of
5x10 cells/10 cm plastic petri dish in soft agarose medium, and the
cultures were'incubated at the nonpermtssive temperature (39.5°C).
After four weeks several colonies (5-15 per dish) were observed in the
soft agarose medium, while no colonies were foend in the dishes
containing the parental clones 3 and 6, or the ts-A 209 transformed cells
alone. Some of the colonies were isolated and established in monolayer
cultures, and many of these cultures were tested again for their ability
to grow- in soft agarose medium. Most of the subcTones were found to have
a higher cloning efficiency in this medium than the parental lines
(Table IV}. The results of these experiments suggest that the abnormal
transformed phenotype of clones 1 and 6 may be related to the absence or
defectiveness of the small T antigen and/or to the abnormally low concentration of the 100K T antigen (cf Fig.6).
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F i g . 7 , Immunoprecipi t a b l e proteins in SV4O transformed clones.
BRKSV BamWl l i n e a r (clone 1 ) , 3RKSV 42% Bam\U/Taql B (clone 3) and
BRKSV 42% Bamtil/Taql (clone 3) supertransformed by Form I SV40 DNA.
Immunoprecipitations were performed as described in the legend to F i g . 4 .
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Table IV
Cloning efficiency of the subclones derived from populations of a fusion
between 42X timttl/Taql B fragment transformed cells and BRKSV ts-A 209 cells
in medium containing 0.33% agarose

clone

subclone

% input cells
forming colonies

BamHl/Taql B

2.00

42% fragment
clone 3

. 0.60
2.90

BmHl/Taql B

4.60

42? fragment
clone 6

4.63

control cells
BanMl/Taql B

42X fragment
clone 3
clone 6

< 0.01
< 0.01

BRKSV ts-A 209

< 0.01

Cells derived from clones of a fusion between 42X Bamtil/Taql B fragmenttransformed cells and BRKSV ts-A 209 cells were suspended in-medium containing 0.33J. agarpse and were seeded in plastic petri dishes (see
Materials and Methods). Cell colonies which had developed after incu-

r

bation of 4 weeks at 39.5°C were scored at a 1.5 fold magnification. The
diameter of the colonies varied between approximately Q.I and Iran.
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Tab!"
Rescue of SV40 from 42% BamWl/Taql B tras _nt transformed BRK cells by
fusion with CV-1 cells

transformed cell line

BRKSV Form I

appearance of CPE

infectious virus

0.8x10° PFU/ml

BRKSV Bmtil/Taql B
42% fragment
clone 1

0

clone 3

0

clone 4

0

clone 5

0

clone 6

0

clone 7

a

a Primary BRK cells transformed by circular Form I SV40 DNA and SV40 DNA
fragments.
Fused cultures were checked at regular intervals for the appearance of
cytopathic effect (CPE). CPE was usually detected after 10 to 14 days.
c

Cultures were tested for the presence of inf-ectious virus by plaque

titration on CV-1 cells.
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i?eacMe of infectious virus. Since the cells with the abnormal transformed phenotype contained DNA sequences homologous to all SV40 DNA
fragments that were used as probes in the hybridization experiments,
the possibility was tested that infectious virus could be rescued from
the cells following fusion with permissive cells. A number of the cell
lines with abnormal properties were fused with permissive CV-1 cells as
described in the experimental section. The fused cultures were frozen
after 14 days of incubation and the medium was assayed for the presence
of infectious virus. The results indicated that no infectious virus was
detected after fusion of CV-1 cells with the abnormal transformed lines,
although infectious SV40 was readily detected when cells transformed by
Form I SV40 DNA were fused with CV-1 cells (Table V ) .

DI5CUSS!QH\
This paper describes a study on the transforming activity of SV4O
DNA fragments that contain different parts of the"early region. The results
snow that only one of the 6 different fragments tested was able to transform primary cultures of baby cat kidney cells in a focus assay. This
fragment, the BcmWlfTaql fragment, maps between 0.15 and 0.57 fractional
map units and it represents 802 of the early region or 42% of the whole
viral genome. An analysis of the viral DNA sequences revealed, however,
that not only the 42% BamHl/Taql fragment was present in these cells, but
also sequences homologous to the remaining part of the early region as
well as to the late region. A study of the cellular DNA by means of the
Southern blotting technique indicated that some of the extra viral DNA
sequences were covalently associated with the 42% BcmHl/Taql segment.
This suggested that these cells were transformed by DNA molecules contaminating the 42% fragment preparation and which contained most if not
all of the viral DNA sequences. This conclusion was confirmed by the
120

finding that the transformed cells contained a 94K large T antigen of normal size. This antigen is believed to be synthesized from an mRNA which
is encoded virtually by the entire early region, including the 0.57-0.67
segment which is missing from the 42% BmHl/Taql fragment. The conclusion
from this study is that cleavage of the early region at positions 0.27,
0.38 and 0.57 will inactivate transforming activity. Hence, it is likely
f

that the entire early region is needed to induce and maintain transfor-

I

mation.
A number of observations suggested, however, that the contaminating
DNA sequences, which presumably caused the transformation were defective
molecules:
1) When the purified BamWlfTaql fragments that were used for the transformation assays were tested for the presence of infectious viral DNA
molecules in permissive CV-1 cells, no infectious virus was detected
( results not shown). In addition, no infectious virus could be rescued
from the transformed cells following fusion with CV-1 cells. Moreover,
no full length SV40 DNA molecules were detected in the 42% BamHl/Taql
preparation, even after labeling the fragments with 32-P to a high
specific radioactivity followed by electrophoresis and autoradiography.
Thus, the question arises how the apparently very low concentration of
contaminating molecules could have caused transformation only in cultures
infected with the 42% fragment. A possible explanation for this phenomenon
could be that the contaminating molecules represented Taql resistant molecules which.were present both in the 42% and the 58* fragment preparations
at a very low-concentration. For reasons that are not understood the very
small number of contaminating-molecules were able to transform successfully only cells that had integrated the 42X fragment consisting entirely
of early sequences, while cells that had taken up the 58* fragment consisting predominantly of late sequences were insufficiently sensitive for
121

tr?nsfprmation
2) The transformed cells have an atypical transformed phenotype and in
some aspects resemble normal cells more than transformed cells.
3) The transformed cells contain abnormal virus-specific T antigens: the
small 19K T antigen is often defective or absent while the distributions
of the large T antigens is changed. Since the defects which are responsible for one of the abnormal properties ( the ability to grow in soft
agarose medium ) could be restored by supertransformation with Form.I
SV40 DNA or by fusion with ts-A transformed cells, it was tentatively
concluded that the inability to grow in soft agarose was caused by a defect of the small T antigen or possibly by the actual relative amounts of
the Targe T antigens. If is taken into consideration the fact that ts-A
transformed cells, despfte the presence of a functional small T antigen,
are also unable to grow in soft agarose medium at the nonpermissive temperature (39.5°C), it fs clear that the ability of SV40 transformed cells
to grow in semisol id media is not a function of the 19K T antigen alone.
It seems more likely that expression of this property requires the simultaneous presence of a functional small 19K T antigen as well as the large
94K T antigen.
More work will be needed, however, to establish -the role of the various
SV40 specific T antigens in viral transformation.
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PART

II

INFECT-IVLTY OF UV-IRRADJEATE& SWO DNA
IN
XERODERMA PIGMENTOSUN CELLS
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C H A P T E R

V I I

INTRODUCTION

Irradiation of living cells with ultraviolet (UV) light of 254 nm
will cause several kinds of photochemical changes in their ONA. The biologically most important kind of UV-induced damage is the formation of
dimers between adjacent pyrimidines on the same DNA strand (thyminethymine; thymine-cytosine; cytosine-cytosine) (1). The presence of pyrimidine dimers in DNA inhibits seniconservative DNA replication as well
as ONA dependent RNA transcription. This results in cell death, if the
lesions remain unrepaired (2). Bacteria were the first organisms for
which it was demonstrated that these UV-induced pyrimidine dimers can
be excised from the DNA by a repair process that restores the DNA to a
functionally active state. At least three different repair mechanisms
have been distinguished in bacteria: 1) the photoreactivation process,
2) the excision repair process and 3) the postreplication repair process
Photoreactivation is an enzymatic process in which pyrimidine
dimers are converted to monomers under the influence of visible light of
300 - 500 nm (3). The enzyme involved in this process is called photoreactivating enzyme.
The second type of repair is the excision repair mechanism, which
can operate in the absence of visible light {dark repair) (4,5). Geneti-

'•!
.\

cal studies in bacteria have indicated that at least 4 different steps

\
i

are involved in the excision repair process:

J

1) an incision step by-a UV-specific endonuclease, which introduces a

1

s.ing-,e-strand break in the DNA close to the dimer at its 5'-side.

J

2) an excision of a segment of the DNA containing the diraer by the 5'-»3'

|

exonucleolytic activity of DNA polymerase I.
3) a repair replication step, in which the DNA segment removed is resynthesized with the use of the undamaged complementary strand as a tern126
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plate. This reaction is catalysed also by DNA polymerase I and hence
it probably occurs simultaneously with the excision step.
4) a sealing step, in which the 3'-end of the newly synthesized DNA
segment is ligated to the adjacent 5'-end of the remaining strand.
Thus, excision repair can be measured in two ways: 1) by determining
the excision of pyrimidine dinters, 2) by measuring the amount of repair replication, which can be distinguished from normal chromosomal
DNA replication by the fact that it is non-semiconservative.
Postreplication repair is a process in which the DNA synthesizing
machinery is modified in such a way that it skips the dimer and continues DNA replication at some distance past the dimer. The singlestranded gaps, which occur at the site of a dimer will gradually disappear by a process of recombination between the daughter and the parentel strands (6). In a second "postreplication" type repair mechanism,
the DNA replication machinery is modified in a different way so that
the dimer is simply "replicated" without leaving a gap. It is assumed
that replication of a non-coding lesion, such as a pyrimidine dimer,
is caused by a temporary loss of the proof-reading activity of the DNA
polymerase III, so that mistakes are not recognized. This type of repair
is called S.O.S. repair (7).
- The molecular mechanisms of the different repair systems have been
studied and elucidated in part by using bacterial mutants which are
more sensitive to UV light than the wild type strains. Such UV-sensitive
mutants have been used also in studies of host-cell reactivation, i.e.,
the ability of bacterial cells (mutant or wild type) to reactivate UVirradiated bacteriophage or bacteriophage ONA. These experiments have
shown that the mechanisms to repair UV-induced damage in DNA not only
act on the cellular ONA but also on the DNA of i virus that has penetrated the cell (8).
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In mammalian cells excision rapair is often measured in an indirect
way by determining the degree of "unscheduled DNA synthesis" which is the
synthesis of DNA occuring also in the GJ- and G2-phase of the cell cycle
and that is characterized by the fact that it is non-semiconservative
(9, 10, 11). The existence of an excision repair mechanism in human cells
which removes UV-induced photoproducts became apparent when it was discovered that cultured skin fibroblasts from patients suffering from the
hereditary disease Xeroderma pigmentosum (XP) were unable to repair UVinduced damage in their DNA (12, 13) and that these cells were unable to
excise pyHmidine dimers from their cellular DNA (14, 15, 16, 17).
XP is a rare disease inherited according to an autosomal recessive
pattern and which is characterized by an intolerance of the skin and the
eyes to sunlight (19). Other features of the disease are skin malignancies
of ectodermal and mesodermal origin, which develop into carcinomas and
sarcomas, wheceas, in many cases XP is accompanied by a-broad spectrum of .
neurological defects such as microcephaly., mental retardation, areflexia
and retarded growth (19). The discovery of impaired DNA repair in XP cells
after UV-irradiation implied that XP is a radiation sensitive mutation in
man, similar to that in the UV-sensitive bacterial mutants and that it
could be used to investigate the molecular mechanism of UV-repair in mammalian cells. It was observed that XP cells from different patients had
different residual levels of DNA repair synthesis which suggested the
existence of genetic heterogeneity within the group of XP patients
(13, 14, 20). Furthermore, it was found tdat members of a single afflicted
family all showed the same level of residual repair synthesis which indicated that the level of inhibition of excision repair may be inherited as
a distinct genetic trait. In order to investigate the genetic heterogeneity of XP, complementation analysis has been carried out between the
cells originating from different XP patients. In these studies, cells from
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two XP patients were fused to form binuclear or multinuclear cells. The
heterokaryons were then UV irradiated and tested for the restoration of the
UDS by autoradiography. These studies resulted in the identification in the
XP syndrome of five complementation groups designated as groups A, B, C,

I-

D an

V 21,

22, 23, 24).

Recently, two new complementation groups have been identified in
XP, groups F and G which are also characterized by a defect in the excision
repair system (25, 26). In addition to these 7 XP complementation groups,
another class of XP cells was isolated from patients showing the XP
symptoms. Surprisingly however, these cells showed a normal level of UDS,
indicating that the excision repair capacity is not affected. The cells
showing these features were called XP "variants" and were later found to
be defective in a postreplication repair mechanism (27, 28, 29, 30). More
extensive studies on postreplication repair in XP cells indicated that the
excision-defective XP's of groups A, B, C and D as well as groups F and G
are also slightly defective in postr.epli cation repair (31). Besides defects
in the excision- and postreplication repair mechanisms an impaired photoreactivation has been described in A, B, C, D and E group cells (32).
When XP cells are exposed to ionizing radiation, e.g. X-rays, normal levels of repair replication are observed. This suggests that the XP
cells are defective in an early step, i.e., the incision step by an Uvspecific endonuclease (33, 34). This suggestion was confirmed by tue
finding that UV-induced UDS of XP cells belonging to complementation
groups A, B, C, D and E, was restored to the normal level by a treatment
of the cells with purified T4 UV-endonuclease and UV-inactivated Sendai
virus (35, 36). This finding suggests also that several gene products
appear to control the incision step. Surprisingly, cell-free extracts
from XP fibroblasts have been shown to be able to excise :••-. \Htvc dimers
from heterologous DNA as efficiently as do extracts from normal cells (37).
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Extracts of group A, C and variant cells, however, were shown to be unable
to excise dimers from the own chromatin, although extracts from normal
cells do excise dimers from the XP chromatin (38). These results suggest
that the defects in these XP cells do involve the first step in the excision repair but not necessarily reflect mutations in the UV-specific endonuclease.
In addition to XP, two other human diseases have been recognized
with defects in the repair mechanism of DNA damage, which are correlated
with an increased incidence of malignancies (Ataxia telangiectasia and
pt •

Fanconi's anaemia). This may suggest that defective repair mechanisms of
DNA damage could be connected to carcinogenesis. Studies on the mechanisms involved in the repair of damaged DNA in radiation sensitive cells
may be of importance for a better understanding of the induction of cancer.
This is supported by the finding that the exposure of XP cells to UV-radiation will give rise to the induction of repair activities which result
not only in an enhanced survival of the cells but, in addition, in an
induction of mutations (39). Since mutagenesis and carcinogenesis could
be related phenomena, it would be of considerable interest to study the
relationships between repair of radiation damage and oncogenic transfor
mation (40). He therefore have undertaken an investigation that was intended to correlate mutagenesis and/or transformation with repair of the
radiation damage in normal human cells and XP cells with the.use of SV40
ONA as a. probe. The approach us.ed in this study, is based on the phenomenon of host-cell reactivation, i.e., the ability of bacterial and mammalian cells to repair UV.-irradiated heterologous DNA that is introduced
into the cell such as the ONA of a virus. The possibility to develop a
sensitive assay of host-cell reactivation of SV40 DNA in human cells
would subsequently enable us to study the relationship between induced
repair and induced mutagenesis and would also allow us to correlate these
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phenomena with transformation.
Host-cell reactivation has been studied in XP cells with the use of
UV-irradiated Herpes simplex, Vaccinia, Adeno and SV40 virus (41, 42, 43,
44, 45). The survival of these UV-irradiated viruses is always considerably
lower in XP than in normal cells which indicates that the repair mechanisms
of the host cell are acting also on the damaged viral DNA. The D,, of
irradiated adenovirus is about 20-fold lower in XP than in normal cell
strains, while Herpes virus shows only a 3-fold lower D,, in these XP
cells than in normal cells. This suggests that Herpes virus may be less
dependent on the host cell enzymes than adenovirus and it may also indicate
that the large and complex Herpes virus contains genetic information which
codes for its own repair enzymes. This is supported by the finding that
the survival of UV-damaged adenovirus is slightly reduced in XP variant
cells, whereas no reduction in the survival of UV-irradiated Herpes
• virus has been found in these cells (46, 47). The use of human adenovirus,
Herpes virus and Vaccinia virus has the advantage that these viruses replicate in human cells and that they can be assayed by plaque titration.
The large viruses have a disadvantage in such types of studies in that
they may code for their own repair enzymes. This could obscure the activities of the host cell. The medium size adenoviruses have another disadvantage in that the biological activity of their DNA's is very low as
compared to that of SV4O DNA.
We have chosen SV40 DNA as a. probe for host-cell reactivation,
because this DNA is biologically active, has a relativily low molecular
weight (3.4x10 daltons) and possesses a covalently closed structure which
makes easy its isolation and manipulation in vitro (se° chapter II). The
DNA codes for only 4-5 proteins, 3 of which are structural proteins of
the virion. Hence, it is unlikely that any of these proteins is involved
in DNA repair. By using the DEAE-dextran technique senripemiissivs hunan
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cells which cannot be used for plaque titration, can be infected with purified SV40 UNA, which replicates in a proportion of the cells and will
give rise to the production of infectious viral particles. These particals
can be titrated on permissive monkey cells, using the standard plaque
titration technique.
An alternative and more accurate method to assay the infectivity of
SV40 ONA in human cells is to determine the number of infectious centers
using monkey cells. This method, as described in chapter VIII, has been
used to study host-cell reactivation of UV-irradiated SV40 ONA in the
complementation groups A, B, C, D and E in XP and in an XP variant. In
addition, host-cell reactivation of UV-irradiated SV40 DNA has been studied recently also in XP cells belonging to the new complementation group
G. The result of this experiment is presented in an appendix to chapter VIII.
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Summary
Host-cell reactivation of UV-irradiated double-stranded SV40 DNA was
studied in BSC-1 monkey cells, normal human cells, heterozygous Xeroderma
pigmentosum (XP) cells representative cell strains of the five complemention groups of XP and in XP "variant" cells.
The following percentages of survival of the plaque-forming ability of doublestranded SV40 DNA were found in XP cells compared with the value found in
normal monkey and human cells: group A, 13%; group B, 30%; group C, 18%;
group D, 14%; group E, 59%; and in the heterozygous XP cells almost 100%.
The survival in XP "variant" cells was 66%.
The survival of single-stranded SV40 DNA in BSC-1 cells was much lower
than that of double-stranded SV40 DNA in XP cells of complementation group
A, which possibly indicates that some repair of UV damage occurs even in XP
cells of group A.
Introduction
. Xeroderma pigmentosum (XP) is an autosomal recessive disorder, characterized by hypersensitiyity of the skin, to sunlight. Patients with this disease develop multiple skir lesions, culminating in skin carcinomas and early death.
Cleaver [3,4] found that UV-exposed XP cells had a much lower survival
than similarly irradiated normal cells and had low or negligible levels of unscheduled DNA synthesis and repair replication, which indicated a defect in the
excision—repair process. Other investigators confirmed this observation in different XP patients [2,12,19]. Moreover, no excision of pyrimidine dimers was
demonstrated in these cells [5,13,17,21]. With cell hybridization it has recently been shown that five complementation groups can be distinguished in XP

13;
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[14,19,23,24]. This observation indicates that different mutations are involved.
The repair processes in mammalian cells are reported to act not only on their
own cellular DNA but also on heterologous UNA that has been introduced into
the cell, e.g. the DNA of a virus. This type of repair mechanism, which is analogous to host-cell reactivation in bacteria, has been studied with several viruses:
polyoma, SV40, vaccinia and herpes virus [1,9,16]. These observations provide
the possibility of studying the repair processes in mammalian cells with DNA
molecules of relatively simple structure.
For the small papova viruses S V40 and polyoma, it is likely that only cellular
enzymes are involved in the repair of ultraviolet-induced damage of the viral
DNA. These viruses contain circular double-stranded DNA molecules with a
molecular weight of approximately 3.4 X10* daltons, and there is no indication
that any of the 3—6 proteins, which are presumably coded by the viral genome,
have a function in the repair of their own DNA. In the larger viruses, however,
it cannot be excluded that viral functions contribute to the repair of the viral
DNA.
The use of SV40 DNA offers several advantages. SV40 DNA is infectious and
replicates not only in monkey cells, but also in human cells, although less efficiently. This DNA is small and is biochemically and genetically well characterized. Furthermore, it hat a.closed circular structure, which facilitates its detection and isolation and makes it possible to recover the infecting DNA molecules,
so that these become available for further analysis.
The present paper presents the results of a study on the reactivation of ultraviolet-irradiated SV40 DNA in normal mammalian cells and in radiation-sensitive mammalian cells. The cell lines used were: BSC-1 monkey cells, WI-38 diploid human cells and a representative strain of each of the five complementation groups in XF. In addition, a Xeroderma "variant" strain was used, which
was reported to be defective in a post-replication repair mechanism [15].
Materials and methods
Cell strain*
BSC-1 cells and human diploid WI-38 cells were grown in Eagle's minimum
essential medium (MEM), supplemented with 10% calf serum. Cell strains from
patients with XP were kindly provided by Dr. E.A. de Weerd-Kastelein and Dr.
W. Keyzer (Department of Cell Biology and Genetics, Erasmus University, Rotterdam, The Netherlands) and Dr. G. Veldhuiten (Medical Biological Laboratories TNO, Rijswijk, The Netherlands). The XP-cell strains used are shown in
Table I. XP cells were grown in MEM supplemented with 15% fetal calf serum.
Vims and preparation of viral DNA
SV40, clone 307 L, was used for all experiments. The virus was grown by infecting BSC-1 cells at a multiplicity of10"* PFU/cdl. Viral DNA was extracted
from infected cent by the Hirt procedure [10] and purified by ethanol precipitation and 2 or 3 cycles of banding in CsCJ equilibrium gradients (density 1.56
g/cmJ) containing ethidium bromide at 200 pg/ml. Only the doted circular
DNA (Form I) present in the denser band was used. Ethidium bromide was removed from the DNA by extraction with iso-amyl alcohol, and the DNA was
dialyzed in Tris-buffered saline (TBS).
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XP complementation (nmp

XPZ5K.0

A
B
C
D
E

xriiBE
XP»KO
XP5BE
XRXO

XT3OKQ

xraiono

"wrtmt"
hturozyioui

Preparation of tingle-stranded SV40 DNA
Form I viral DNA wat converted into singly-nicked Form II DNA by exposure of a DNA solution in CsCl, in the pretence of ethidium bromide, to visible
light [22]. The strand* of SV40 DNA were separated as described by Sambrook et al. [20]. In short, lingiy-nklced Form II DNA vat denatured and allowed to renature in the pretence of a 100-fold excess of SV40 cRNA (prepared withJE. coil RNA polymeraseand Form ISV40DNA at template). Singlestranded DNA was separated from double-stranded DNA—RNA hybrid and
double-stranded DNA by hydroxyapatite chromatography at 60* C. The Singlestranded SV40 DNA eluted in the 0.14 M phosphate buffer (pH 6.8) was allowed to "self-associate" at a sodium-ion'concentration of 1.0 M for 48 h at
68*C and the DNA fraction remaining single-stranded was isolated again by
hydroxyapatite chromatography in 0.14 M phosphate buffer (pH 6.8). The
single-stranded DNA was dialyzed exhaustively in TBS buffer.
UV irradiation of SV40 DNA
UV irradiation was carried out with a single 30-W germicidai lamp (TUV,
Philips). The dose rate was monitored with a J-225 short wavs UV meter. For
the irradiation of double-stranded SV40 DNA the dose rate was 5 J/m3/sec. For
single-stranded SV40 DNA a dose rate of 1 J/m'/iecwu uted. The SV40 DNA
was irradiated in sterile watch-glasses.
Infectiuity attay ofSV40 DNA on human cells
SV40 does not form plaques on human cells. Therefore the infectivity of
SV40 DNA in human cells was assayed by determining the number of infectious centers on BSC-1 cells. Freshly confluent monolayers of human cells in 5cm Falcon petri dishes were washed with TBS buffer. Before infection with
DNA the cells were treated with 1 ml TBS buffer containing 600 nt DEAEdextran per ml during 30 min at room temperature. The DEAE-dextran was
removed, and the cells were infected by the addition to the dishes of 0.2 ml of
a solution containing •SV40 DNA, at 1 Mg/ml, in TBS buffer. The mixture wat
incubated for 30 min at room temperature. The cells were washed with TBS
buffer, and 5 ml of growth medium was added to each dish. The cultures were
incubated at 37"C for 4 h. The cells were then trypsinized and mixed with a solution of 10 ml growth medium containing 2—3 X10* uninfected BSC-1 cells.
The cell suspension was distributed over two 5 cm Falcon dishes which were incubated overnight at 37* C to allow formation of a confluent monolayer. The
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liquid medium was replaced by 10 ml agar overlay medium within 24 h after infection with viral DNA, and incubation was continued at 37" C. The dishes were
stained with neutral red 11 days after addition of the agar overlay and the
plaques were counted. The plaques formed under these conditions originated
from the DNA-infected cells, since control experiments had shown that no
-progeny virus was released into the medium sooner than 24 h after infection
(see Fig. 1).
Results
Growth kinetic* ofSV40 virus in monkey and human cells
Since no information was available about the formation of SV40 virus in
human cells after infection with viral DNA, it was necessary to determine the
time course of SV40 virus production in human cells.
Dishes with confluent monolayers of WI-38, XPH10RO, XP9RO human cells
and BSC-1 monkey cells were infected with 0.2 jig Form ISV40 DNA/dish. At
various times after infection, one culture of each type was used to determine:
(1) the amount of extra-cellular virus by plaque titration of the medium on
BSC-1 cells and (2) the amount of intra-ceUular virus by 3 freezings and thawings of the infected cells in a suitable volume of PBS, and assaying for infectious SV40 virus oh BSC-1 cells. The results of this experiment (Fig. 1) show
that small amounts of infectious SV40 virus were already present intra-cellularly 24 h after infection in most of the DNA-infected cultures. However, no virus
was detectable in the growth medium at that time except in the BSC-1 cultures,
in which a small amount of extra-cellular virus was present. At later times after
infection, progeny SV40 virus was also found in the growth medium of the
other cultures and' the virus titer rose exponentially in all four cell strains. However, the rate of virus production and the total amount of virus produced was
lower in the human cslls than in the BSC-1 cells. On the basis of these results
an infectious center assay of SV40 DNA in human cells was developed, which
has been described in Materials and methods. The concentration used in most
experiments, 0.2 fig of viral DNA/dish, lies in the linear range of the dose-response curve for DNA infectivity in both BSC-1 cells and human cells (Abrahams, unpubl. results).
To test whether the procedure outlined above could be used to study hostcell reactivation of UV-irradiated SV40 DNA in mammalian cells,-a comparison was made between a direct plaque assay and an infectious center assay,
both usinp n " 1 cells. Aliquot* of a solution containing SV40 DNA Form I (1
jig/ml) were uV irradiated for various times. Half of each sample was used for a
direct plaque assay by the addition of an agar overlay immediately after infection, and the remaining part of the sample was used for the infectious center assay as described in Methods. Fig. 2 indicates that the two procedures yielded
essentially the same results. It was concluded that this infectious center assay
could be used to study the host-cell reactivation of UV-irradiated SV40 DNA.
Host-celt reactivation of W-imdiated SV40 DNA in cell* of Xtroderma pigmentqtum
The host-cell reactivation of .UV-irradiated Form ISV40 DNA was studied in
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representative cell strains of each of the five XP-complementation groups.
The following cell strains were used as controls: BSC-1 cells, Wl-38 human
diploid fibroNast* and the heterozygous XPH10RO fibroblasts. Fig. 3 shows
that the survival of UV-irradiated SV40 DNA in the XP cells was consistentty
lower than in any of the control cells, and that there was a considerable difference in the survival between the individual XP-complementation groups. The
D 3 T wa« calculated from each of the curves in Fig. 3 and the values obtained
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for the XP-complementation groups were expressed as a percentage of that obtained in the normal human cells. These values, presented in Table II, also clearly indicate the difference of survival in the various XP strains.
Host-cell reactivation of UV-irradialed SV40DNA in XP "variant" cell*
Recently, another clan of XP patients was described, which, while exhibiting
the usual clinical symptoms, appeared to be nonnal in excision repair of pyrimidine dimers. This type of cell designated XP "variant", is less sesitive to UV
damage than are most XP cells and is supposed to be defective in a "post-replication" repair mechanism [15].

TABLE II
SURVIVAL OF UV-IRRADIATED SV4O DNA IN XERODERMA P1OMEMTOSVM
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The "variant" line XP30RO was used to measure the survival of UV-irradiated SV40 DNA. Fig. 4 indicates that these cells also have a reduced ability to
reactivate UV-damaged SV40 DNA, although their repair ability is better than
that of the other .XP's studied. From the slope of the reactivation curve a D 3 7
of 6.6 J/m 2 X10 1 was calculated, which corresponds to 66% of the survival in
normal cells.
Ultraviolet sensitivity of single-stranded SV40 DNA infectivity inBSC-1 cell*
In an attempt to obtain some information on the extent of residual repair
activity in XP cells of complementation group A, a comparison was made between the UV sensitivity of single-stranded SV40 DNA in normal cells and the
UV sensitivity of double-stranded DNA in XP25RO cells. If pyrimidine dinners
are excised in double-stranded molecules, the original structure can be restored
by a synthesis de novo of the excised nucleotides by a DNA polymerase reaction, which uses the intact complementary strand as template. This process cannot work with single-stranded circular SV40 DNA, as the excision of a dimer
would result in the opening of the single-stranded ring and a loss of infectivity
[ 8 ] . Thus, every excision of a dimer would be lethal in single-stranded DNA.
Single-stranded SV40 DNA was prepared by alkali denaturation of doublestranded circular molecules, containing on the average 1 single-stranded nick
per molecule. Analytical band sedimentation in alkaline caesium chloride, and
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preparative centrifugation in alkaline sucrose gradients revealed the presence of
2 partially overlapping DNA peaks, a 16S peak consisting of single-stranded linear molecules and an 18S peak containing the single-stranded circular molecules (Fig. 5). An assay of the biological activity of the two peak fractions indicated that only the fast-sedirnenting 18S molecules contained infectivity (Fig.
5).
TTie preparation of single-stranded molecules, however, consisted of a mixture of the complementary strands, which'could renature to double-stranded
structures. To exclude the possibility of the preparation of single
jided
DNA molecules becoming contaminated with double-stranded molecules, the
complementary strands of SV40 DNA were separated by using SV40 RNA
complementary to one of the SV40 DNA strands; and the SV40 strands, which
do not hybridize to the complementary RNA, were used for further experiments. When the UV sensitivity of the single-stranded molecules wai determined on BSC-1 cells, it was found that the survival was considerably lower in
the»e cells than that of double-stranded DNA in the XP25RO cells (Fig. 6).
From the slope of the curve a D3 7 of 12.5 <J/m2 was calculated.
Discussion
In the present investigation the host-cell reactivation of double- and singlestranded- SV40 DNA after UV irradiation was studied in normal cells and in
UV-sensitive XP strains. An indirect plaque assay was developed to study the
survival of irradiated SV40 DNA in human cells. Of the 5 XP-complementation
groups studied, groups A and D exhibited the lowest level of host-cell reactivation. TTiis finding is consistent with the results of Day [6] who also found a
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very low reactivation rate cf UV-irradiated adenovirus in complementation
groups A and D. In contrast, higher values were found in complementation
group D by Robbins et al. [ 1 9 ] . The higher reactivation rate observed in this
study in complementation group C, and in particular in group E, are also in
good agreement with the results obtained by Day [ 6 ] . The relatively high reactivation rate of UV-irradiated SV40 DNA in complementation group B does
not agree with the results reported by Day [6] and Robbins et al. [ 1 9 ] , who
found relatively low repair activities in group B. More representatives of group
B would have to be tested to clarify this discrepancy. Likewise, more work
would be needed to explain the difference observed between host-cell reactivation and unscheduled DNA synthesis in complementation group D. The available data suggest that group D mutants are capable of repairing their own DNA
more efficiently than exogenous viral DNA.
A representative of an XP "variant" strain was also tested and was found to
result in a lower reactivation rate than the normal cells. This finding is also in
agreement with Day's [7] results.
Studies with single-stranded SV40 DNA have shown that this DNA structure
is extremely sensitive to UV irradiation. The D 3 , in normal BSC-1 cells is considerably lower than the D 3 , of double-stranded DNA even in the XP25RO
cells, which have the lowest residual repair activity. A considerable difference
between the UV sensitivity of single- and double-stranded DNA has also been
observed for 0X174 DNA. This difference in sensitivity has been ascribed to
repair enzymes in the host cell, which are effective only on double-stranded
DNA but not on single-stranded DNA [11,25]. If no repair capacity were left
in the XP25RO cells, one would have expected the rate of reactivation of double-stranded SV40 DNA in XP25RO cells to be about equal to that of singlestranded DNA in normal cells. This would only be valid, however, if the repair
enzymes accept UV-damaged single-stranded DNA as efficiently as substrate as
double-stranded DNA. The observation that single-stranded DNA is more sensitive to UV irradiation than double-stranded DNA in XP cells suggests that a
small proportion of UV-induced damage can be repaired even in the XP-complementation group A. For single-stranded SV40 DNA a D 3 7 of 12.5 J/m 2 was
found. This value closely corresponds to the D 3 , value observed for singlestranded Kilham rat virus DNA [18] and for 0X174 viral DNA [11,25], both
of which have the same molecular weight as single-stranded SV40 DNA.
In conclusion, we have shown that UV-irradiated SV40 DNA can be used to
study the host-eel! reactivating capacity, not only of monkey cells, but also of
normal human cells and of xeroderma pigmentosum cells. Owing to its small
size and circular structure, the DNA of SV40 is a particularly convenient tool
for studying som« biochemical aspects of the repair of UV damage in human
cells.
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APPENDIX

TO

CHAPTER VIII

Recently a new complementation group has been identified in XP that is
designated as group G. (Keijzer.W., manuscript inpreparation). The hostcell reactivation of UV-irradiated Form I SV40 DNA was studied in these
cells. The infectivity of SV40 DNA in human cells was assayed by determining the number of infective centers on CV-1 cells. The infective center
assay was carried out according to the method that has been described in
Chapter VIII. The human skin fibroblasts VH-8 were used as control cells.
Fig.l shows that the survival of UV-irradiated SV40 DNA in this XP cell is
lower than in the control cells. From each of the curves of Fig.l the D37
2
2
was calculated. For the VH-8 c e l l s we obtained a D37=11.5xlO J.m and f o r
2
2
the XP c e l l s a D37=2.5xlO J.m which corresponds to 21% of the survival
in normal c e l l s .
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SUMMARY

This thesis deals with a study on the biological activity of SV40
DNA. In its first part the transforming activity of SV40 DNA and DNA
fragments is investigated in order to define as precisely as possible the
area of the viral genome that is involved in the transformation. In the
second part the infectivity of SV40 DNA is used to study the defective
repair mechanisms of radiation damage of human Xeroderma pigmentosum cells.

Part 1. It has been known for more than a decade that SV40 is a
oncogenic virus that can cause tumors in certain animals and is able to
transform many types of cultured cells to tumor cells. It has also been
shown that only the early viral functions are expressed in SV40 transformed
cells, which suggests that the late region has no role in transformation.
The purpose of the present study was to test the corrollary that only early
viral sequences would be required both to induce and maintain transformation
and that the late sequences would have no role in this process.
The most direct approach to solving this problem would be to test the
transforming activity of fragments of SV40 DNA lacking the late region
entirely or in part. This type of approach would require the availability
of an assay for transformation by SV4O DNA. In spite -.f the fact that
sensitive infectivity assays for SV40 DNA are available (the DEAE-dextran
technique and the hypertonic saline method), surprisingly none of these
methods appeared to be suitable for the demonstration of transforming
activity.
In 1973 Graham developed a new technique, the "Calcium" or "Calcium
phosphate" technique in our laboratory, which for the first time made it
possible to assay the infectivity of adenovirus DNA. Subsequent studies
showed that the Calcium technique was suitable also for the demonstration
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of transforming activity of adenovirus DNA.
In Chapter III of this thesis the first successful transformation of
cultured cells with SV40 DNA with the Calcium technique is reported. It
was found that the specific transforming activity of Form I SV40 DNA in
primary cultures of baby rat kidney cells is about 25 foci/pg DNA per
5 cm dish. Considerably higher specific transforming activities were
obtained with 3T3 mouse cells when the cultures were trypsinized and
replated at lower cell densities, 1 day after infection with the SV40 DNA.
The transformed cells were found to contain the SV40 specific nuclear
T antigen as detected by immunof1uorescence in almost 100% of the cells.
The results of this study indicated that it is possible to reproducibly
transform cells in vitro with SV40 DNA, if use is made of the Calcium
technique.
In order to investigate whether the integrity of the SV40 genome is
required for transformation the following experiments were carried out.
Aliquots of a SV40 DNA solution were incubated with one of a number of
restriction endonucleases that introduce one specific double stranded
break in the late region. The enzymes were: endo's R- EeoRl* Bamtil, Hapll
or flpall, which cleave SV40 DNA at 0.0, 0.15 and 0.74 fractional map
units, respectively. The resulting three types of linear molecules of
genome size all contained the intact early region. To prevent recircularization, the EaoRl-Mne&r molecules were digested with S 1 single strand
specific endonucleases to remove from the ends the complementary singlestranded sequences. When the linear molecules of genome size were tested
for transforming activity, it was found that all three were able to transform primary BRK cells with the same efficiency as circular SV40 DNA,
although infectivity of the preparations were completely eliminated.
This indicated that the integrity of the SV40 genome is not required for
transformation and that cleavage of the late region at three different
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positions does not influence this process. As an extension of this study a
number of subgenomic SV40 DNA fragments were prepared by cleavage with
endo R- Hpal (cleavage sites at 0.17, 0.38 and 0.76) or by successively
cleaving DNA with two enzymes endo's R- EcoRl and Hapll (Hpall),or BamWl
and Hapll. When the transforming activity of these fragments was tested,
it was found that only the two fragments that contained the entire early
region were active: the 74% EaoRl/Hapll {Hpall) fragment and the 59%
BamUl/Hapll fragment. The three Hpal fragments had no transforming
activity, which indicated that this enzyme causes cleavage in an area
that is essential for transformation. Cells transformed by the linear
molecules of genome size and the 74% and 59% DNA fragments contained the
SV40-specific nuclear T antigen as detected by immunofiuorescence, but
infectious virus could not be rescued from the cells. The results of
this study are summarized in Chapter IV.
Chapter V presents the results of an investigation on some of the
properties of the cell lines transformed by linear molecules of genome
size and by subgenomic SV40 DNA fragments. To determine which DNA
sequences are integrated in fact into the transformed cell lines, the
cellular DNA's were extracted and tested by Cot analysis for the presence
of viral DNA sequences. It was found that cells transformed by Form I and
by linear DNA molecules contained DNA sequences homologous to the entire
viral genome and that the early region was present in a higher concentration than the late region. The number of viral copies per diploid amount
of cell DNA varied between 1 and.26. Analysis of the viral DNA sequences
in cells transformed by the 745! EcoRl/Hapll and the 59% SamHl/Hapll DNA
fragments showed that these cells contain only sequences homologous to
the DNA fragments that were used to transform the cells. The number of
viral copies varied between 2.2 and 6.7. The pattern of the integration
of the viral DNA was investigated for a number of transformed clones by
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cleaving the cellular DNA with endo R- EaoRl, followed by electrophoresis
and blotting according to the Southern technique of the separated DNA
fragments. These experiments indicated that the viral DNA sequences were
integrated in the cellular genome at multiple sites and that, in addition,
the viral sequences in the tfpall-linear transformed cells were integrated
in a tandem arrangement. Immunoprecipitation of the virus-specific
proteins showed that all transformed cell lines contain the SV40 specific
94K large T antigen, as well as the 100K and 85K T antigens, and also the
19K small T antigen. These results clearly demonstrated that indeed these
cell lines were transformed by the DNA fragments used to infect the cells,
and not by contaminating intact molecules.
In the experiments reported in Chapter VI the question was reinvestigated in more detail whether the entire early region of SV40 DNA
is needed for transformation or that certain parts of this area can be
deleted. A number of SV40 TNA fragments were prepared with the use of
restriction endonucleases that cleave the early region at a single site:
endo's R- Pstl (0.27) Hpal (0.38) and Taql (0.57). With these enzymes,
in combination with endo R« BamWl, 6 fragments were obtained that
contained different parts of the early region. When these fragments
were tested, it was found that only the 42% BamHl/Taql fragment was
capable of causing transformation in primary baby rat kidney cells.
Identification of the viral DNA sequences by Cot analysis and by the
Southern blotting technique, however, revealed that the cells contained
sequences homologous not only to the 42% BamHl/Taql fragment but also
to all other parts of the SV40 genome. This indicated that transformation must have been caused by small amounts of contaminating DNA
fragments containing both early and late DNA sequences.
A number of observations suggested, however,that the molecules
that caused the transformations represented defective SV40 sequences.
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The BamHl/Taql transformed cells have a decreased ability to grow in soft
agarose medium, the 19K small T antigen is often abnormal in size or
absent altogether and the 100K antigen may be absent (but 94K T antigen
is present). Since the defect resulting in the inability to grow in soft
agarose medium can be restored following fusion of the cells with cells
transformed by the SV40 ts-A 209 mutant, (which contain a normal 19K
T antigen but a mutated 94K T antigen) it was concluded tentatively
that the abnormal transformed properties may be caused by defects in the
19K protein. However, it was-also found that the ts-A transformed cells
will not grow in soft agarose medium at the nonpermissive temperature,
despite the presence of a functional 19K protein. Hence, it seems more
likely that the expression of a normal transformed phenotype is dependent
on the simultaneous presence of a functional 19K T antigen as well as a
functional 94K T antigen. Furthermore, the results of this study have
indicated that cleavage of the early region at positions 0.27, 0.38 and
0.57 will inactivate the transforming activity. This suggests that the
entire early region is probably required for transformation, including
its terminal portions.

Part 2. The second part of this thesis deals with a study of the
UV-sensitivity of infectious SV40 DNA in normal human cells and in
radiation-sensitive cells derived from Xeroderma pigmentosum (XP) patients.
XP is a autosomal recessive disorder, characterized by hypersensitivity
to UV-light due to a defective excision repair mechanism. Complementation
studies have demonstrated that XP is genetically heterogeneous and that
7 complementation groups exist for this syndrome. In addition to the
XP strains characterized by their defective excision repair, another XP
category has been described which is characterized by an impaired postreplication repair mechanism (XP variant).
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Since human cells are semipermissive to replication of SV40, it
was decided to investigate whether it would be possible to use the DNA
of this virus as a probe in studies of the capacity of the different
XP complementation groups to cause host-cell reactivation of UVirradiated viral DNA. In order to carry out this investigation it was
necessary to develop a quantitive assay for the replication of SV4O
in human cells. This method consisted of an indirect plaque assay, in
which the SV40-infected human cells are trypsinized shortly after infection and are replated subsequently in the presence of permissive monkey
cells. Using this technique, the infectivity of UV-irradiated SV40 DNA
as a function of the UV dose was studied in normal human cells, in
representatives of the 6 XP complementation groups and in XP variant
cells. It was found that the percentage of survival of the plaque
forming activity of double-stranded DNA in complementation group A was
13%, in group B 30%, in group C 18% in group D 14% in group E 59" and
in group G 21%. The percentage of survival of UV-irradiated singlestranded SV40 DNA in normal BSC-cells was much lower than that of
irradiated double-stranded'DNA in XP cells of complementation group A.
This suggests that a low level of repair of UV damage will occur even
in cells of complementation group A.
• The results of this study indicate that the technique of hostcell reactivation of UV-irradiated SV40 DNA can be used to study repair
processes in htrian cells. Owing to its small size and circular structure,
the DNA of SV40 appears to be a particularly suitable tool for studies
on the nature of defects in radiation sensitive cells.
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SAMENVATTING
Dit proefschrift omvat een studie over de biologische activiteit
van SV40 DNA. In het eerste deel van het proefschrift wordt het transformerend vermogen van SV4O DNA e . DNA fragmenten onderzocht teneinde zo nauwkeurig mogelijk het gedeelte van het virus genoom te identificeren dat
betrokken is bij transformatie. In het tweede deel wordt,gebruik makend
van de infectiviteit van het. SV40 DNA, onderzoek verricht aan de defecte
hersteimechanismen van stralingsschade in menselijke Xeroderma pigmentosum
cell en.

Deel 1. Het is reeds vele jaren bekend dat SV40 een oncogeen virus
is dat in bepaalde dieren tumoreri kan opwekken en dat tevens gekweekte
cell en kan transformeren tot tumorcellen. Daarnaast is aangetoond dat
slechts vroege functies van het virus tot expresisie komen in cellen die
getransformeerd zijn door SV40, hetgeen suggereert dat het stuk van het
genoom dat codeert voor late functies niet. bij celtransformatie is
betrokken. Het doe! van deze studie is nu om deze bevinding te verifieren
en te onderzoeken dat inderdaad slechts vroege virale functies vereist zijn
vcor de inductie van transfonnatie en de handhaving van de getransformeei^te
staat, en dat late virale sequenties niet bij dit proces betrokken zijn.
Bestudering van de transformerende activiteit van fragmenten van SV4O DNA,
die het gehele of een deel van het late gebied missen is een voor de hand
liggende mogelijkheid om deze vragen te beantwoorden.
Om dit onderzoek te kunnen uitvoeren is het echter noodzakelijk dat
er een methode beschikbaar is waarmee het transformerend veraogen van SV40
DNA bestudeerd kan worden. De technieken, waarntee infectiviteit van SV40 DNA
verkregen kan worden (de DEAE-dextran techniek en de hoog zout methode) zijn
echter ongeschikt om transformerende activiteit aan te tonen.
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Transformatie onderzoek net viraal DNA werd echter mogelijk nadat
Graham in 1973 in dit laboraton'um een nieuwe techniek had ontwikkeld
die de "Calcium techniek" of "Calcium fosfaat techniek" genoemd wordt.
Deze methode was oorspronkelijk ontwikkeld om infectiviteit van adenovirus DNA aan te tonen. Verder onderzoek toonde aan dat deze methode
ook geschikt was om het transformerend vermogen van het adenovirus DNA
te bestuderen, hetgeen met andere technieken niet gelukt was.
In hoofdstuk III van dit proefschrift wordt beschreven dat het ook
mogelijk is om cell en in weefselkweek te transformeren door SV40 DNA
indien gebruik gemaakt wordt van de Calcium techniek. Het bleek dat
component I SV4O DNA op rattenier celien een specifiek

transformerend

vermogen van 25 foci/pg DNA per 5 cm schaal heeft. Met 3T3 muizecellen
were een aanzienlijk hogere specifieke activiteit gevonden als de
cultures 66n dag na infectie met viraal DNA getrypsiniseerd werden en
vervoigens bij lagere celdichtheid uitgezaaid en verder geTncubeerd werden.
Het bijvoorbeeld de immunofluorescentie techniek kon in ongeveer 100" van
de cell en 3V40-specifiek T antigeen in de celkern worden waargenomen. Met
daze studie werd aangetoond dat met behulp van de Calcium techniek
reproduceerbaar cell en in vitro door SV40 DNA getransformeerd kunnen
worden.
In een serie volgende experimenten werd onderzocht of het gehele
SV40 genoom nodig is voor transformatie. Monsters van een SV40 DNA
oplossing werden elk met een restrictie enzym geTncubeerd dat eSn
specifieke dubbelstreng breuk aanbrengt in het late gebied. De geDruikte
enzymen waren: endo R« EaoRl, Bamtil en Hapll of llpall, die het SV40 Df.A
knippen op respectievelijk 0,0, 0,15 and 0,74 fractionele eenheden.
De lineaire moleculen van genoom lengte die hierdoor verkregen werden
bevatten alien een intact vroeg gebied. De lineaire moleculen die
verkregen waren na incubatie met endo R- /•••cRI werden met S 1 enkelstreng
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specifiek endonuclease behandeld om de enkelstreng uiteinden met
complementaire basevolgorde te verwijdereii, zodat geen recircularizatie
kan optreden. Het transformerend vermogen van deze drie lineaire
moleculen bleek gelijk te zijn aan die van circulair SV40 DNA. De
lineaire moleculen bieken echter niet infectieus te zijn. Hieruit bleek
dat de intactheid van het SV40 genoom niet noodzakelijk is voor transformatie en dat dit proces niet beinvloeiJ wordt door het late gebied op
drie verschillende plaatsen te knippen. Het onderzoek werd voortgezet
met SV40 DNA fragmenten die verkregen werden door behandeling met het
enzym endo R< Hpal (knipplaatsen op 0,17, 0,38 en 0,76) of door achtereenvolgens met twee enzynien te knippen: endo R- EcoRI en Hapll(of Hpall)
of BamWl en Hapll. Het bleek dat de fragmenten, die het gehele vroege
gebied bevatten, transformerende activiteit hadden: het 74% EaoRl/Hapll
(Hpall) en het 59% BcmMl/Hapll fragment. De drie Hpal fragmenten hadden
geen detecteerbare transformerende activiteit hetgeen erop wees dat dit
enzym in een gebied knipt dat essentieel is voor transfonnatie. Met
hehulp van immunofiuorescentie werd aangetoond dat T-antigeen in de kern
aanwezig was van cell en die getransformeerd zijn door lineaire DNA
moleculen van genoom lengte en door de 74',; en 59% DNA fragmenten.
Daarentegen was het niet mogelijk om infectieus SV40 virus te "redden1"
na fusie van deze getransformeerde cell en met BSC-1 cellen. De
resultaten van dit onderzoek worden in hoofdstuk IV gepresenteerd.
In hoofdstuk V worden enkele eigenschappen beschreven van cell en
die getransformeerd zijn door lineaire moleculen van genoom lengte of
door kleinere DNA fragmenten. Om te onderzoeken welke virale ONA
sequenties in de cell en aanwezig zijn werd het cellulaire SNA uit
verschillende getransformeerde ceilijnen geTsoleerd en vervolgens
geanalyseerd met behulp van de Cot analyse. Uit deze experimenten
bleek dat celled, die getransformeerd waren door circulair SV40 DNA of
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lineaire DNA moleculen, het gehele of nagenoeg het gehele virale
genoom bevatten. Hierbij viel op dat er meestal meer copieen van het
vroege gebied aanwezig zijn dan van het late gebied. Per diploide
hoeveelheid cellulai'r DNA bleken er 1 tot 26 virale copieen aanwezig
te zijn. In cellen, die getransformeerd waren door het 74% EaoRl/Hapll
en het 59% BanM/HaplI DNA fragment, werden uitsluitend virale DNA
sequenties gevonden die homoloog zijn met het DNA fragment dat voor
transformatie was gebruikt. In deze fragtnent-getransformeerde cellen
werden 2,3 tot 6,7 virale copieen p'er diploide eel gevonden. Van een
aantal getransformeerde cellen werd het integratiepatroon van het virale
DNA bestudeerd. Hiertoe werd het cellulaire DNA net het restrictie enzym
EaoRl geknipt waarna het behandelde DNA geelectrophoreerd werd en
vervoigens met behulp van de Southern techniek op cellulose filters werd
overgebracht. Uit deze experimenter! voigde dat de virale DNA sequenties
op ;ii?truere plaatsen in net cellulaire DNA geintegreerd waren en dat er
bovendien in een tfpall-iineair getransformeerde cellijn meerdere virale
DNA copieen op een integratieplaats aanwezig.zijn. Met behulp van immunoprecipitatie werd aangetoond dat al deze getransformeerde cellijnen
het SV40 specifieke 94K grote T antigeen bevatten en dat daarnaast ook
een 100K en een 85K T antigeen aanwezig waren alsmede het 19K kieine
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T ant.igeen. Uit deze resultaten bleek dat de cellijnen inderdaad waren
getransformeerd door de DNA fragmenten die voor de infectie gebruikt waren
en niet door eventueel aanwezige verontreinigende intacte moleculen.
In hoofdstuk VI worden verdere experimenten besproken die tot doel
hadden om te onderzoeken of het gehele vroege gebied van SV40 betrokken
is bij transfonnatie of dat bepaalde gedeelte toch gemist kunnen worden.
Hiertoe werden DNA fragmenten van SV40 geTsoleerd met behulp van de
restrictie en-ymen Patl, Hpql en Taql, die het vroege gebied op 0,27, 0,38
respectievelijk 0,57 fractionele eenheden knippen. In combinatie met het
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restrictive enzym BamHl, dat in het late gebied knipt op 0,15 eenheden
werden 6 fragmenten verkregen die verschillende delen van het vroege
gebied bevatten. Van deze fragmenten bleek slechts het 42% BamHl/Taql
fragment transformerend vermogen te hebben. Onderzoek van het cellulaire
DNA met behulp van Cot analyse en de Southern blotting techniek wees
echter uit dat naast het 42% BamHl/Taql DNA fragment echter ook virale
sequenties aanwezig waren die nvereenkomen met andere delen van het
SV40 genome. Dit duidt erop dat de transformaties veroorzaakt moeten
zijn door een kleine verontreiniging van het DNA fragment preparaat met
viraal DNA dat zowei vroege als late DNA sequenties bevat.
Er zijn evenwel een aantal waarnemingen die er op duiden dat de
transformaties niet veroorzaakt worden door intacte DNA moleculen maar
door defectieve DNA moleculen. Dit blijkt o.a. uit de volgende abnormale
eigenschappen van de BamHl/Taql getransformeerde cellen: De ceilen groeien
relatief zeer siecht in zachte agar media; de cellen groeien langzamer dan
andere getransformeerde cellen en bereiken geen hoge celdichtheid; het
19K kleine T antigeen heeft dikwijls een lager moicuul gewicht (ca.l2K)
of ontbreekt zelfs geheel, hetgeen samengaat met het ontbreken van het
100K eiwit; daarentegen is het 94K T antigeen we] aanwezig. Het vermogen om
in zachte agar te kunnen groeien keert terug na fusie van de BamHl/Taql
getransformeerde cellen met cellen die getransformeerd zijn door de SV40
mutant ts-A 209 die een normaal 19K klein T antigeen heeft maar waarven
het 94K T antigeen gemuteerd is. Dit heeft tot resultaat dat deze mutant
bij hoge temperatuur (39,5°C) niet kan transformeren. Uit het resultaat
van het fusie experiment zou men de voorlopige conciusie kunnen trekken
dat het ontbreken van 19K en/of het 100K eiwit verantwoordelijk zijn voor
het abnormaal getransformeerde karakter van de BamHl/Taql getransformeerde
cellen. Dat een defect van het 19K eiwit niet uitsluitend verantwoordelijk
kan zijn voor het onvermogen om in zachte agar te groeien volgde echter
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uit de waarneming dat ts-A getransformeerde cellen, ondanks de aanwezigheid van een functioneel 19K eiwit niet bij hoge temperatuur (39,5°f) in
zachte agar groeien. Hieruit zou men moeten concluderen dat het normale
getransformeerde phenotype afhankelijk is van de aanwezigheid van zowel
een fuctioneel 19K als een 94K eiwit. Oaar deze abnormaal getransformeerde cellen gelijkenis vertonen met cellen getransformeerd door SV40 mutanten met deleties tussen 0,54 en 0,59 functionele eenheden lijkt het
mogelijk dat de door ons geisoleerde cellen getransformeerd zijn door DNA
moleculen met deleties in dat gebied. Afgezien van deze resultaten heeft
dit onderzoek aangetoond dat het transfomierend vermogen verloren gaat
als het vroege gebied geknipt wordt op de plaatsen 0,27, 0,38 en 0,57.
Hieruit zou de conclusie getrokken kunnen worden dat waarschijnlijk het
gehele vroege gebied bij celtransformatie betrokken is ( met name voor
het segment 0,54 en 0,59).

Dee! 2. Deel twee van dit proefschrift omvat een studie over de
UV-gevoeligheid van SV40 DNA in normale menselijke cellen en in cellen
die afkomstig zijn van Xeroderma pigmentosum (XP) patienten,die gekenmerkt worden door een verhoogde gevoeligheid voor UV-licht. Deze
overgevoeligheid van de XP cellen, die als een autosomaal recessief
kenmerk wordt overgedragen, wordt veroorzaakt door eer, defect in het
excisie herstelmechanisme van UV schade. Complementatie studies hebben
aangetoond dat XP ^enetisch heterogeen is en dat men 7 complementatie
groepen in dit syndroom kan onderscheiden. Oaarnaast onderscheidt men
nog een aparte groep XP variant die geen defect in het excisie herstelmechanisme heeft maar gekenmerkt wordt door een abnormaal postreplicatie
herstelmechanisme.
Aangezien menselijke cellen semipernnssief lijn voor SV40 werd
een onderzoek naar het /ermogen van normale en XP cellen om Utf b«straald

SV40 DNA te herstellen uitgevoerd. Dit onderzoek was bedoeld om na te
gaan of SV40 DNA bruikbaar is als modelsysteem voor de bestudering van
herstelmechanismen van stralingsschade. Hiervoor was het noodzakelijk een
methode te ontwikkelen om de infectiviteit van SV40 DNA in menselijke
cellen te kunnen meten. In deze methode worden de menselijke cellen
kort na infectie met het UV bestraalde SV40 DNA behandeld met trypsine
waarna de cellen met permissieve apecellen opnieuw worden uitgezaaid
en gedurende 14 dagen bij 37°C geincubeerd. Met behulp van deze techniek
is het mogelijk gebleken overleving van UV bestraald SV40 DNA in normale
menselijke cellen en in cellen afkomstig van zes verschillende complementatiegroepen van XP en in een XP variant eel te bestuderen.
Voor UV bestraald dubbelstrengs SV40 DNA werden de volgende percentages
overleving gevonden: groep A 1325, groep B 30%, groep C 18%, groep D, 14%
groep E 59% en groep G 21%. Voor enkelstrengs SV40 DNA, werd na UV
bestraling een veel lager percentage overleving gevonden in BSC-cellen
dan voor UV bestraald dubbelstrengs SV40 DNA in de XP cellen, behorende
tot complementatiegroep A. Dit suggereert dat er zelfs in de XP cellen
die tot complementatiegroep A behoren, nog een geringe herstelactiviteit
aanwezig is. De resultaten van dit onderzoek tonen aan dat het mogelijk
is om met behulp van SV40 DNA en gebruik makend van deze "infectious
center" techniek, herstelmechanismen in menselijke cellen te bestuderen.
Vanwege de kleine afmetingen en de circulaire structuur van het SV40 DNA
zou dit een zeer geschikt hulpmiddel kunnen zijn voor de verdere bestudering van defecten van herstelmeehanismen van stralingsschade.
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NAUOORD

Op verzoek van de Faculteit der Geneeskunde volgt hier een overzicht van
mijn academische studie.
Na het behalen van het diploma HBS-B aan net Grotius Lyceum te
's-Gravenhage, liet ik mij in September 1965 inschrijven aan de Rijksuniversiteit te Leiden. In juni 1968 werd het kandidaatsexamen Geneeskunde
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afgelegd, waarna in September van het zeifde jaar een aanvang werd gaiaakt
met de doctoraalstudie Geneeskunde Vrije Studierichting. De doctoraalstudie, met als hoofdvak Moleculaire Biologie en de bijvakken Moleculaire
Genetica, Fundamenv9le Farmacologie, Pathologische Scheikunde, Cytochemie,
Immunologie, Fysische Biochemie en Biofysica, stond onder leiding van
wijien Prof.Dr. J.A.Cohen, Prof.Dr.Ir. A.Rorsch, Prof.Dr. E.M.Cohen,
Prof.Dr. A.A.H.Kassenaar, Prof.Dr. P. van Duyn, Prof.Dr. J.J. van Rood,
Prof.Dr. H.L.Booij en Dr. J.Amesz. Het doctoraalexamen werd in januari
1971 afgelegd.
In februari 1971 trad ik in dienst van het J.A.Cohen Instituut voor
Radiopathologie en Stralenbescherming, dat mij als wetenschappelijk medewerker detacheerde bij het Laboratorium voor Fysiologische Scheikunde van
de Rijksuniversiteit te Leiden en waar onder leiding van Dr. A.J. van der Eb
dit proefschrift werd bewerkt.

Gaarne wil ik op deze plaats mijn dank betuigen aan alien die hebben
bijgedragen tot het totstandkomen van dit proefschrift. In het bijzonder
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